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Nanometer-size atomic clusters in semiconductors—a new approach to tailoring
material properties

M. G. Mil’vidski  and V. V. Chaldyshev
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109017 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted November 12, 1997; accepted for publication November 14, 1997!
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In this paper the physical mechanisms and fundamental methods of obtaining nanometer-size
atomic clusters in semiconductors are discussed, along with the possibility of controlling
the properties of these clusters and those of the resulting cluster-containing materials. A number
of electronic properties of semiconductors containing nanometer-sized clusters are
considered, along with potential uses of these materials in electronics. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00105-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The traditional approach to controlling the properties
semiconductor materials is to dope them with impuriti
which creates well-defined energy levels in the band gap
pursuit of this goal, several problems are encountered:
rect choice of a doping impurity with the necessary prop
ties, optimizing the amount of this dopant and method
doping, and obtaining crystallographically perfect, hig
quality single crystals or epitaxial films which do not conta
defects or unwanted impurities that could significantly aff
the properties of the doped material. The successful solu
to these problems in many important areas of applicati
has led to the rapid progress of semiconductor electron
However, in several cases this traditional approach come
against fundamental limitations arising from the absence
nature of impurities with suitable properties, low solubili
limits of atoms of many impurities in the semiconduct
crystal lattice, high concentrations of electrically active
trinsic defects in the lattice of the doped material, etc. F
this reason, a new method of controlling the properties
semiconductors has been actively pursued in recent ye
This method is based on creation of nanometer-size clus
in the semiconducting matrix made up of impurity atom
atoms of the intrinsic semiconductor components, and int
sic point defects of the crystal lattice.

In this article we will discuss the physical mechanism
and basic methods of obtaining and controlling properties
semiconductors that contain nanometer-sized clusters
well as a number of electronic properties of these semic
ductors.

2. GENERATION OF CLUSTERS

To begin with, we should formulate the concept of
atomic cluster in the context of this paper. By an atom
cluster we mean an atomic-scale aggregate~perhaps with the
participation of intrinsic point defects of the crystal lattic!
4571063-7826/98/32(5)/9/$15.00
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which alters the energy state of the components that mak
up and the way they affect the fundamental properties of
semiconductor matrix, while leaving the phase state of
basic material unaffected. In contrast with clusters that fo
in gaseous or liquid phases, in our case the cluster form
the crystal lattice of a semiconductor. This crystalline mat
is found to have a considerable influence on all the stage
cluster formation, and also on the properties of the fi
product.

2.1. Reasons for cluster formation

In general, the motive force that creates a cluster ar
from the system’s attempt to reach a state with minim
free energy. However, in real systems the equilibrium st
of a multicomponent system is seldom reached, due to e
getic or kinetic limitations. Hence, in the majority of cas
we are dealing with metastable structures, which never
less can be quite stable and can affect the properties of
semiconductor material to a considerable degree.

In general, when a cluster forms in the crystal lattice
a semiconductor, we can write the change in the free ene
of the system in the form

DF52DFv1DFs1DFel , ~1!

whereDFv is the change in free energy resulting from t
system’s transition to a more favorable energy state. For
ample, when a solid solution decomposes, the motive fo
arises from supersaturation.DFs is the change in free energ
due to creation of the cluster surface, andDEel is the change
in free energy due to elastic deformation of the cluster a
the surrounding material.

The surface contribution to the change in free energy
the system is most important for clusters of small size, wh
the influence of elastic deformation increases with increas
cluster size. Rigorous quantitative estimates of these qua
ties are difficult to obtain, since they require construction
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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an exact model of a cluster. Therefore, concepts like
‘‘crystal lattice’’ or ‘‘surface’’ of a cluster are often quite
nominal in character.

It is possible to obtain quantitative results in the simpl
cases. For example, when clusters of intrinsic interstitial
oms~Sii) form in a silicon crystal lattice due to supersatur
tion of the corresponding solid solution, it is reasonable
assume that the excess Sii atoms occupy interstitial sites tha
are fairly close together and couple to one another like re
lar atoms of the lattice. Because interstitial sites in the silic
lattice form a diamond structure that is analogous to reg
occupation of sites by atoms, the cluster that forms can
regarded as a small silicon ‘‘crystal’’ placed in the crys
lattice of the primary crystal.

Because of the rather large distances between inters
sites of the silicon crystal lattice, the contribution of elas
strain energy to the change in the free energy of the sys
can be ignored in this case. The free energy of a crystal w
a cluster~compared to a perfect crystal with the same nu
ber of atoms! increases only because of the unsaturated~dan-
gling! bonds of the peripheral cluster atoms, which are o
partially bonded to the cluster because a normal bond
quires four neighbors. The change in free energy cause
the creation of a cluster withn interstitial atoms is

DF~n!52 f vn1 f sm, ~2!

where f v5kTlog(Ci /Ci
e) is the change in free energy due

supersaturation~the motive force for cluster formation!, m is
the number of dangling bonds, andf s is the excess free en
ergy per dangling bond, a quantity that is amenable to fa
rigorous quantitative estimates We give this example in
der to demonstrate the fundamental approaches to the p
lem of cluster formation. In the next section we will consid
the possible reasons for formation of atomic clusters in se
conductors in more detail.

2.2. Stable complexes of impurities and intrinsic point
defects

Elastic, Coulomb, or chemical interactions with the p
ticipation of atoms of the host material, dopant or resid
impurity atoms, or intrinsic point structural defects, can le
to the formation of various types of complexes in a semic
ductor. This type of cluster formation has been investiga
quite deeply for germanium, silicon, gallium arsenide, an
number of other semiconductors~see, for example, Refs.
and 2!. Therefore, in this article we will not pause to discu
it in detail. We note only that the stability of many of th
complexes that form as a result of these interactions is q
high ~including stability against heating to relatively hig
temperatures! and that such complexes can strongly affe
the properties of the semiconductor by acting as effici
centers for radiative and nonradiative recombination. T
considerable degree they also determine the compensa
concentration, nature of scattering of charge carriers, ph
sensitivity, and a number of other important material char
teristics.

There are many ways to control the processes that
to complex formation. Some of these are: the various ty
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of irradiation and thermal processing~including combina-
tions of these! such as laser and rapid thermal annealin
plasma-chemical etching, compound doping, various me
ods of gettering fast-diffusing impurities and defects, and
implantation. Good results are obtained when nontraditio
methods are used to modify the state of an ensemble of p
structural defects in a crystal, such as doping with isoval
impurities3 and rare-earth element impurities,4 or chemical-
thermal processing~e.g., oxidation and nitridization of sili-
con!. Also worth noting is the technique of using atom
hydrogen to passivate electrically active and recombinati
active centers in crystals.

2.3. Decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions

If doping or residual impurities are present at the surfa
of a single crystal or epitaxial film in concentrations th
exceed their solubility in the semiconductor over a su
ciently broad temperature range, the corresponding su
saturated solid solutions form and then proceed to dec
pose. This decomposition can take place either during
growth process itself, as the single-crystal or epitaxial str
ture cools down from the crystallization temperature, or
the course of subsequent thermal processing or other kind
external manipulation of the material. Supersaturated s
solutions can consist not only of impurities but also stru
tural point defects~vacancies or interstitial atoms!, as well as
excess atoms of the semiconductor components, whose
bility in the semiconductor matrix exhibits a steep tempe
ture dependence.

The formation of supersaturated impurity solid solutio
is characteristic of strongly doped single crystals and epit
ial structures in a wide range of semiconducting materials
typical example of the formation of supersaturated solid
lutions of residual impurities is oxygen in silicon single cry
tals grown by the Czochralski method. A multitude of inve
tigations have demonstrated that in the majority of cases
practical importance, energy and kinetic limitations preve
the decomposition of supersaturated impurity semicondu
solutions from reaching an equilibrium state for the cor
sponding systems. As a rule, the decomposition proces
‘‘frozen’’ at the stage where metastable impurity-containi
precipitates form~atomic clusters of a characteristic comp
sition!. The stability of these precipitates is fairly high, an
they are found to have a strong effect on the properties of
semiconductor. Typical manifestations of these effects
strongly doped single crystals of Ge, Si, GaAs, and ot
semiconductors1,5 are ‘‘impurity polytropy,’’ characteristic
changes in the degree of compensation, concentration,
mobility of charge carriers, luminescence, and other prop
ties connected with it, and the formation of oxyge
containing thermal donors in silicon single crystals.6

When solid solutions that are supersaturated with str
tural point defects decompose, the products are vacancy
cumulations, clusters of interstitial atoms, and a
‘‘insertion’’-type clusters. An example of the last is cluste
of arsenic in gallium arsenide grown by MBE at lo
temperature,7 which allows the capture of atoms of exce
arsenic at concentrations up to 2 atomic %. Depending
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their dimensions, such clusters have a characteristic cry
structure that differs from the structure of elementary arse
and from the structure of the surrounding GaAs matrix.8

The decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions,
cluster formation, can be controlled and monitored. The
sic control methods in this case are:

1! Choice of optimal thermal conditions for growth
Here of paramount importance is to correctly choose
temperature and crystallization rate, the temperature gr
ents at the phase boundary, and post-crystallization coo
regime of the single crystals or epitaxial structures.

2! The use of multistep thermal processing of the sin
crystals or epitaxial structures.

3! Local control of cluster seeding. An example of this
the d-doping of GaAs layers grown by low-temperatu
MBE with Si donor or isovalent In impurity atoms~Fig. 1!.
In thesed-doped epitaxial films, under certain conditions
doping and thermal processing it is possible to obtain tw
dimensional layers of uniformly distributed nanometer-siz
arsenic clusters in a GaAs matrix.9 For the case of silicon
doping, this effect is a result of the Coulomb interacti
between the clusters and Si donor atoms located at site
the gallium sublattice. When isovalent In impurity atoms a
used, the controlled seed formation is due to local strain
the crystal lattice near thed-layers of indium. In this case
regions of the GaAs host with no clusters are present nea
two-dimensional layers of clusters. Under certain conditio
of growth, doping, and thermal processing of the mater
these ‘‘depletion regions’’ near the two-dimensional laye
of clusters will overlap, and it is possible to achieve alm
complete ordering of the distribution of arsenic clusters
the growth direction. Note that without this controlled pr
cipitation, which is determined by rigorous conditions f
doping and thermal processing, the distribution of As cl
ters throughout the bulk of the GaAs film is for the most p
disordered and well described by the Lifshitz–Slez
theory.10

FIG. 1. Electron-microscope images of a superlattice of arsenic cluste
GaAs created byd-doping with indium during molecular-beam epitaxy
200° and a subsequent anneal at 500°. The thickness of the GaAs l
between the two-dimensional layers of As clusters is 30 nm.
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4! The use of various external perturbations~chemical-
thermal and plasma-thermal processing, irradiation, etc.! to
regulate the state of an ensemble of structural point defec
the crystal host. This method requires some further expla
tion. The fact is that atomic clusters are created and grow
size in the early stages of the decomposition. This is acc
panied by an increase in the elastic strain energy of the
sulting complexes, and system reacts to this perturbation
ther by emitting clusters of intrinsic interstitial atoms into th
crystal lattice or by generating or absorbing vacancies~cre-
ation of impurity-vacancy complexes!. For this reason, any
change in the state of the structural point defect ensembl
the system~injection of structural point defects from outsid
or creation of sinks for structural point defects! will strongly
affect the rate of cluster formation processes associated
the decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution~see,
for example, Ref. 10!.

2.4. Ordering and disordering of semiconductor solid
solutions

Most of the physical processes that occur in multico
ponent semiconductor solid solutions are described in te
of statistical distributions of the components over sites of
crystal lattice. However, the semiconductor materials t
make up these solid solutions have different lattice para
eters. This causes elastic distortions to appear in the cry
lattice of the solid solution, and can lead to phase transiti
that lower the elastic energy of the system, accompanied
the appearance of short- or long-range order~or superstruc-
tures!, and also to clustering. A typical manifestation of th
kind of energy instability in a system is spinodal decomp
sition.

When the distribution of components of the solid so
tion deviates from statistical~random!, its properties are
strongly affected~e.g., changes in the width of the band ga
charge carrier scattering, luminescence spectrum and pho
spectrum, plasticity, etc.!. Depending on the growth condi
tions or subsequent thermal processing, the same solid s
tion can exhibit both ordering effects and spinodal decom
sition ~see, for example, Ref. 12!.

As before, the effective methods for controlling the
processes are: choice of optimal thermal conditions
growth and subsequent thermal processing regimes of si
crystals or epitaxial structures, and regulation of the state
the structural point defect ensemble in the crystal lattice
the resulting solid solution. In this connection, the crystal
graphic orientation of the growth surface and its atom
structure play a nontrivial role in the formation of quantum
well structures~including quantum dots! in epitaxial compo-
sitions.

It is noteworthy that the processes of self-organizati
ordering and disordering involve substantial mass transp
This hinders and often prevents them from occurring in
bulk crystalline phase. Conditions for the formation of clu
ters via spinodal decomposition and ordering are more fav
able right at the growth surface during epitaxial growth, fo
lowed by subsequent regrowth. In this case it is possible
create various low-dimensional inclusions dominated

in
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quantum-well effects: two-dimensional (d-doped structures
quantum wells, and superlattices!, one-dimensional~quan-
tum wires! or zero-dimensional~quantum dots!. In the last
case it is necessary to generate nanometer-size islets o
growing surface.

Conditions for implementing this kind of clustering a
most favorable during vapor-phase and molecular-beam
taxy. In contrast to the methods discussed earlier, islet nu
ation provides a wider range of possibilities for regulati
the number, composition, and size of the clusters, as we
the way they are distributed in the crystal lattice of the e
taxial host. This opens up new and efficient ways to mod
the fundamental properties of traditional semiconducto
and to create fundamentally new semiconducting syst
with predictable properties.

Contemporary technologies for generating quantum d
are based on the Stranski-Krastanov crystallization proc
When a thin epitaxial film is deposited on a substrate wit
different crystal lattice parameter, its free energy given
Eq. ~1! depends on the thickness of the film and its surfa
geometry.13 If the film surface is kept planar as it grows, th
surface energyFs does not change, but the elastic strain e
ergy Fel increases linearly. However, this situation becom
energetically unfavorable when a certain critical film thic
ness is reached. The minimum free energy of the system
then correspond to the formation of three-dimensional is
at the growth surface~Fig. 2!. The bases of these islets a
strongly strained, since they are adjacent to the subst
However, the elastic strain decreases with distance from
substrate boundary. Thus, the fundamental motive force
clustering here is decreasing the strain energy.

The approach described above has been success
used to generate clusters~quantum dots! of InAs and InGaAs
on the surface of a GaAs substrate~Fig. 3!, and has been
applied to many other systems using molecular-beam
gas-phase epitaxial technologies.14

An important feature of this clustering technique is t
fact that the clusters form right at the growth surface, wh
there is considerably more ‘‘freedom’’ than in the bulk of th
matrix crystal lattice. Successful implementation of this te
nique, especially when the structures being grown are qu
tum wires or dots, requires the development of methods
fine-tune the potential well of the growth surface. To acco
plish this, various methods can be used to regulate the ato
structure of the substrate surface, as well as nonther

FIG. 2. Formation of clusters according to the Stranskii–Krastanov me
nism as part of the transformation of an epitaxial film grown on a subst
with a different lattice parameter. The dashed line is the uniform film;
solid line shows the three-dimensional islets and thin wetting layer.
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methods to locally perturb the surface combined with no
thermal methods to locally stimulate the processes of epi
ial growth ~irradiation, ion implantation, etc.!. A nontrivial
role is played by precise control of the composition and
persaturation of the gas phase right at the crystalliza
front, as well as the mechanisms and kinetics of the crys
lization process itself.

2.5 Materials with high cluster densities

The methods described above allow us to create clus
of various kinds in a variety of semiconducting materia
However, the fraction of clusters does not exceed 1–2%
the total material volume~for As clusters in GaAs!, and in
many cases it is considerably less. However, methods e
that allow us to obtain materials in which the clusters occu
an appreciable, if not a large, portion of its volume. Amo
these methods, the most obvious is direct deposition
‘‘free’’ semiconducting clusters~nanoclusters! on the corre-
sponding substrate~Fig. 4!. The clusters are supplied by
supersaturated nonequilibrium medium created by la
evaporation of a solid-state target.15 The products of the
evaporation are sent to a supersonic nozzle, where they
rapidly cooled in an atmosphere of buffering inert gas, a
clusters form. The resulting beam of clusters is then analy
and subjected to size-selection using time-of-flight m
spectrometers. The accuracy of existing mass spectrom
is entirely adequate to select out polyatomic clusters in
rather wide range of total numbers of atoms. We can a
vary and specify deviations from ordinary crystalline stoic

a-
te
e

FIG. 3. Electron-microscope images in the growth plane~a! and cross-
sectional view~b! of the bulk of vertically superimposed InGaAs quantu
dots grown in an epitaxial GaAs layer.
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FIG. 4. Sketch of apparatus for depositing clusters.
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ometry in clusters of semiconducting compounds. Althou
this is a very promising way to create new cluster~nanocrys-
talline! materials, at this time it is still very cumbersome a
expensive, and has not found wide applications.

The possibility of using biotechnological processes
obtain nanocrystallites is of considerable interest. An
ample of their successful use is the synthesis of CdS na
rystallites described in Ref. 16. In this process, certain p
tides are used to transport sulfur to cadmium ions depos
on a substrate surface. As a result, a unique mosaic mad
of CdS nanocrystallites, most of which were 21 Å in siz
was obtained. Such biotechnological processes could lea
new ways of fabricating nanocrystalline media. However,
search in this area is still in the initial stages, and it is still t
early to evaluate their real promise. Meanwhile, the m
widely used methods of obtaining nanocrystallites are s
the traditional methods of crystallization on profiled and p
rous substrates.

At this time, a method that is extensively used to obt
nanocrystalline material is based on using the initial stage
crystallization in film-like structures based on hydrogena
amorphous semiconductors. Thin-film structures based
hydrogenated amorphous silicona-Si : H and related materi
als have been intensely studied over the past two deca
and are now widely and successfully used in systems
recording and imaging information, harnessing solar ene
electrophotography, sensor technology, etc. A promis
way to further extend the possibilities of this new class
semiconductors is to use them to create ‘‘nanocrystalline
dia,’’ whose compositions are made up of a large numbe
nanometer-size ‘‘crystals’’ incorporated into the amorpho
matrix as it crystallizes. The nanocrystals that form in t
case are essentially atomic clusters that grow not in a cry
lattice ~as in previous cases! but rather in an amorphous me
dium. In this case the amorphous matrix provides rat
‘‘comfortable’’ conditions for the growth of practically un
stressed clusters. Depending on the size and volume de
of the nanocrystals, the fundamental properties of these t
h
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film structures, especially the width of its band gap, can
varied in a very wide range.

This kind of nanocrystalline composite is most simp
created by laser annealing or rapid thermal annealing o
hydrogenated amorphous film. The extensive experime
material accumulated to date attests to the possibility of c
ating thin-film structures with controllable dimensions a
bulk densities of nanocrystals uniformly distributed with
the amorphous matrix. The day will come when the probl
of providing high temporal stability for these nanocrystalli
composites will also be solved.

Another example of a cluster material is porous silico
This material is obtained by electrochemical~photoelectro-
chemical! processing of films of crystalline Si, resulting in
structure made up of nanometer-size clusters and filame
The pores between these structures are also nanometer-s
The structure of a film of porous silicon can be controlled
varying the current density and concentration of chemi
reagents in the electrochemical reaction, or by doping
preliminary processing of the original film. Since the disco
ery of efficient red-orange luminescence in porous silicon
1990,17 this material has attracted a great deal of attenti
The structure and properties of porous silicon have been
subject of a multitude of papers and special reviews~see, for
example, Ref. 18!; therefore, we will not pause here to dis
cuss this material in any degree of detail. We mention o
that, despite their very different starting materials, poro
silicon and nanocrystalline silicon often exhibit similar pro
erties. In particular, both materials luminensce in the red p
tion of the spectrum.18,19

3. EFFECT OF CLUSTERS ON THE ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES OF A MATERIAL AND THE USE OF
SEMICONDUCTORS CONTAINING CLUSTERS

The presence of clusters in a semiconducting host
significantly effect the fundamental properties of the sem
conductor. In the next sections of this paper, we briefly c
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sider the fundamental mechanisms for this effect and sh
that in a number of cases the use of clusters allows u
create unique materials and device structures.

3.1. Local levels in the band gap

By virtue of the small size of a cluster, the wave functi
of an electron within it is bounded by a potential barrier
all three directions, and the electronic density of states h
d-like form. Thus, clusters can create localized levels in
band gap of the semiconductor, similar to the levels of or
nary impurities. Well-known examples of this occurrence
the energy levels of complexes consisting of a structu
point defect and an impurity.

Of course, the creation of a suitable set of cluster lev
in a semiconductor is a rather difficult problem. In contras
ordinary doping, creating a system of clusters requires
control of an entire ensemble of structural point defects
impurities. Nevertheless, the use of clusters is clearly in
cated when no point impurity exists in nature that could le
to the required electronic level in the semiconductor,
when the solubility of a suitable impurity is too small. Th
more complex structure of clusters provides many possib
ties for creating electronic levels. An example of this is t
well-studied transformation of thermal donor levels in silic
when the material is thermally processed.6

3.2 ‘‘Buried’’ Schottky barriers

When metallic clusters that contain a sufficiently lar
number of atoms are embedded into a semiconductor h
they can affect the properties of the material through
mechanism that is distinct from ordinary doping. Th
mechanism was proposed by Warren and co-authors in
20 to explain the properties of gallium arsenide contain
clusters of semimetallic arsenic.

It is known that when a metal makes contact with
semiconductor, a Schottky barrier forms. In this case,
Fermi level of the semiconductor usually is pinned at
heterojunction boundary at a certain point in the band g
For contacts between the majority of metals and gallium
senide, the Fermi level is pinned near the middle of the b
gap, leading to depletion regions in bothn-type andp-type
conducting materials. The width of the depletion region d
pends on the magnitude of the conductivity of the semic
ductor.

Since arsenic is a semimetal, an assembly of ars
clusters in GaAs can be viewed as a system of mult
‘‘buried’’ Schottky barriers, each of which is surrounded b
a depletion region~Fig. 5!. For the moderate impurity con
centrations used in traditional semiconductor doping, the
of this depletion region is considerably larger than the intr
sic size of the cluster. At sufficiently high concentrations
clusters, the local depletion regions created by the la
overlap and extend throughout the entire volume of the se
conductor~Fig. 5b!. As a result, the GaAs host should b
come semi-insulating, which is in fact observed experim
tally. Moreover, the high concentration of clusters and
presence of built-in electric fields should facilitate the rap
trapping and recombination of nonequilibrium charge ca
w
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ers, and in fact the characteristic lifetime of a charge car
in GaAs containing arsenic clusters is experimentally m
sured to be less than 1 ps.

High resistivity combined with a phenomenally low life
time for charge carriers and high crystallinity makes Ga
with arsenic clusters extremely attractive for various app
cations in ultrafast semiconductor electronics. Among th
are photodetectors with active regions consisting of Ga
with arsenic clusters, whose response times are measur
be less than 1 ps, as well as field-effect transistors and i
grated microcircuits where this material is used as a buffe
increase the breakdown voltage at the gate and to elimi
many parasitic effects in the channel.

3.3 The band gap and control of properties

When clusters make up most of its bulk, changes in th
dimensions and concentration will lead to changes in
fundamental properties of a semiconductor, e.g., the width
the band gap, the value of the conductivity, energies of
fundamental optical transitions, etc. This opens up possib
ties for creating new semiconductor materials with proper
that differ considerably from those exhibited by the sa
semiconductors in the single-crystal or amorphous sta
There is no doubt that the greatest interest focuses on re
ing these possibilities in silicon, the workhorse material
contemporary semiconductor electronics.

It is well known that both crystalline and amorphou
silicon possess low efficiencies for radiative recombinat
and thus are unsuitable for making light-emitting devic
This disadvantage is due to fundamental physics. In the
case, it arises from the indirect structure of the bands, w
in the second case it is due to spatial separation and lo
ization of charge carriers. However, in 1990 it was disco
ered that porous silicon can generate intense luminescen
the visible region of the spectrum at room temperature17

Efficient luminescence was also observed from silicon fil
consisting of a mixture of nanocrystalline and amorpho
phases.19

FIG. 5. Model of ‘‘buried’’ Schottky barriers formed by As clusters in a
n-type GaAs host. a—low cluster concentration, b— high cluster conc
tration.
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Currently there are two models used to explain the e
cient luminescence from cluster~porous or nanocrystalline!
silicon. One model invokes the effect of size quantization
electrons in the clusters. This effect explains the ability
cluster silicon to emit in the visible region of the spectru
~bulk crystal silicon has a band gap 1.1 eV wide, whi
corresponds to the IR region!. It also explains the depen
dence of the radiation wavelength on cluster size observe
experiment.

Another model that explains the luminescence of clus
silicon uses the fact that a system of clusters has a giga
surface on which atoms of silicon can form various types
bonds, e.g., Si–H and Si–O–H. The model identifies the
electronic transitions in these molecular groups as the so
of the luminescence. This model explains the extreme se
tivity of the luminescence parameters to the composition
surface coatings, thermal processing, and various phys
and chemical perturbations.

Neither the quantum-well model nor the molecular lum
nescence model can individually describe the properties
cluster silicon completely. In order to explain real system
with their extremely complicated structures, it is probab
necessary to take into account both effects. This is all
more so in that the division of these phenomena into ‘‘s
face’’ and ‘‘bulk’’ categories is clearly nominal fo
nanometer-size clusters.

The fundamental problems that have to be solved in
der to extend the practical usefulness of cluster silicon lu
nescence are ensuring stability of the material parame
and finding a way to efficiently inject charge carriers. The
problems will be solved once the nature of the phenom
observed is understood and the material structure is u
control. In particular, changing the atomic fraction of clu
ters in nanocrystalline silicon makes it possible to change
electrical conductivity by several orders of magnitude~Fig.
6!.21

3.4 Quantum-dot lasers

Direct proof that the spectrum of electronic states
clusters in a semiconductor can resemble atomic spectra
obtained in studies of microcathodoluminescence of In
quantum dots in a GaAs host.22 It was observed that an iso
lated quantum dot gives a narrow~0.15 meV! luminescence
line, whose width did not vary with temperature. Thed-
function-like electronic spectrum of quantum dots is of fu
damental importance for their use in semiconductor laser
is anticipated that lasers made of quantum dots will poss
high differential gain, low threshold currents, and high te
perature stability of the threshold current.23 Intensive inves-
tigations of the atomic structure and electronic properties
quantum dots carried out in recent years have made it
sible to design structures~Fig. 7! and fabricate quantum-do
lasers that confirm these expectations.14 By using a system of
vertically superimposed InGaAs quantum dots in the ac
region of a GaAs structure, it was possible to fabricate las
with threshold currents as low as 90 A/cm2 at 300 K. These
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lasers exhibited ultrahigh stability of the threshold curre
the value of 50 A/cm2 for the latter was almost independe
of temperature24 in the range 77–220 K.

Thus, even present-day quantum-dot lasers have fun
mental parameters that are competitive with the best se
conductor quantum-well lasers, and are greatly superio
them with regard to threshold current stability. In the ne
future we can expect further progress in designing such
sers as device structures are optimized and new material
used for the host and quantum dots.

3.5 Single-electron transport

Consider a metallic cluster~for definiteness, a spherica
cluster with radiusR) placed in a dielectric medium with
permittivity «. The potential of this cluster is

U5q/C, ~3!

FIG. 6. Dependence of the conductivity on the volume fraction of nan
rystalline phase in silicon films with mixed amorphous—nanocrystall
composition. The points are experiment, the solid curves are a calcula
based on percolation theory.

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of a semiconductor laser with an aggrega
quantum dots~the QD’s are InGaAs! in an active region~a QW made of
GaAs!.
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where q is the electron charge, andC5«R is the capaci-
tance. For a cluster with dimensions of a few nanometers,
capacitance is;10218 F. Therefore, one electron placed
such a cluster creates a potential of order 0.1 V, which
found to be sufficient for Coulomb blockade of the transp
of other electrons. This opens up possibilities for creatin
new class of so-called single-electron devices. Several ty
of device structures of this kind have been developed: sin
electron memory elements~Fig. 8!, field-effect transistors
controlled by a single electron on the gate, the sing
electron analog of a bipolar transistor, a ‘‘single-electr
pump,’’ etc. At present, practical realizations of these str
tures usually require the use of precision lithography of t
metallic films or semiconductor layers with a two
dimensional electron gas. Because the spatial resolu
characteristics of lithography usually do not permit obje
of sufficiently small size to be made, the operating tempe
tures of these devices are limited to liquid helium or belo
However, it is worth noting that significant progress has be
made in recent years in harnessing this technology. For
ample, Guo et al.25 have reported fabricating a single
electron memory that operates at room temperature, base
a field effect transistor with a very narrow channel and
floating nanometer-size gate. In light of these size limi
tions, there can be no doubt that using the cluster-form
methods described in Sec. 2 of this paper to obtain a sys

FIG. 8. Single-electron memory device with a nanometer-size cluster
floating gate. The schematic illustration of the structure~a! and energy dia-
gram before~b! and after~c! shows trapping of an electron by the cluste
The trapping of one electron leads to blocking of the narrow channel du
Coulomb blockade.
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of nanometer-size clusters is an extremely promising way
fabricate single-electron devices operating at room temp
ture.

4. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the basic approaches to creating
controlling systems of nanometer-size clusters in semic
ductors, and the patterns of their behavior. Although clus
in semiconductors are only now beginning to attract the cl
attention of researchers, there has already been conside
progress in the technology of cluster formation. In a num
of practically important cases, it has been possible to con
the chemical compositions, sizes, concentration, and sp
locations of clusters in a semiconductor.

The progress made in the technology of obtaining cl
ters allows us even today to use them in semiconductor e
tronics devices. The biggest success is in the creation
semiconductor lasers with quantum dots and the use of G
layers containing arsenic clusters in ultrafast photodetect
transistors, and integrated microcircuits. In the near fut
we can count on the creation of efficient light-emitting d
vices based on cluster silicon, and the fabrication of sing
electron devices operating at room temperature.

As a whole, the study of fabrication methods for stru
tures and properties of nanometer-size clusters is, in
view, one of the most promising directions for contempora
physics and semiconductor technology to follow.

We wish to thank E. V. Astrova, N. A. Bert, Yu. G
Musikhin, A. B. Pevtsov, A. A. Suvorova, and V. M. Ust
nov for providing us with experimental data and for use
discussions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research and the Russian Science Ministry~pro-
gram on ‘‘fullerenes and atomic clusters’’!.
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How the type of bombarding ion affects the formation of radiation defects in silicon
M. Yu. Barabanenko, A. V. Leonov, V. N. Mordkovich, and N. M. Omel’yanovskaya
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The method of nonstationary capacitance was used to study how the chemical nature of
implanted ions affects the creation of electrically active defects in silicon. Oxygen O1 and nitrogen
N1 ions were implanted into Si at a target temperature of 300 K, in doses of 231011cm22

with energies of 75 keV, and argon Ar1 ions were implanted in a dose of 731010cm22 with
energies of 150 keV, in such a way that all the samples ofn2 andp2Si received
approximately the same number and spatial distribution of primary radiation defects. It was
observed that the spectrum of stable radiation defects depends on the nature of the bombarding ion.
Thus, the DLTS spectrum ofn-Si irradiated by O1 ions has three peaks, whereas the
spectrum ofn2Si implanted by N1 ions exhibited only one of these peaks. The DLTS spectra
of samples ofn2 andp2Si implanted by O1 and N1 ions revealed peaks of reverse
~anomalous! polarity, whose energy positions matched the most clearly defined DLTS peaks of
silicon samples with the opposite type of conductivity. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00205-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to contemporary descriptions,1 stable radia-
tion defects resulting from ion bombardment of silicon a
the result of processes that include formation of cascade
displaced atoms, spatial separation of interstitial atoms
silicon vacancies, and quasichemical reactions with the
ticipation of interstitials and vacancies. The type and conc
tration of radiation-induced damage centers are determ
entirely by the intensity of generation, concentration, a
mobility of primary point defects, and also the initial dens
of sinks for these defects in the host. The generation of
mary defects is specified by the ratio of masses of the i
and target atoms, along with the energies, dose, and cu
density of the ions. Diffusive motion of the defects is det
mined by the target temperature. In all of this, the individu
properties of ions as chemical elements were disregar
This approach is based on the fact that when Si is irradia
even by light ions, the number of interstitials and vacanc
created greatly exceeds the number of implanted impuriti2

Therefore, the contribution of specific properties of impur
atoms, for example their chemical activity, to the charac
of evolution of the ensemble of point defects is assumed
be negligible. The nature of the impurities manifests its
only when the host is strongly supersaturated, for exam
during ion-beam synthesis of layers of new phases in S3,4

when the implantation dose exceeds values of 1017–1018

cm22. However, the authors of Ref. 5 have asserted that
difference in chemical activity between hydrogen and heli
explains the different behavior of radiation defects in Si i
planted by small doses of the ions H1 and He1. This predic-
4661063-7826/98/32(5)/3/$15.00
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tion by the authors of Ref. 5 has recently been confirmed
quantum-chemical calculations6 of the effect of hydrogen on
the behavior of intrinsic point defects in Si.

In this paper we set forth the observed experimental f
tures of the formation of the simplest radiation-defect co
plexes in silicon implanted by extremely low doses of ox
gen and nitrogen ions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Samples ofn-Si ~KEF-20, ^100&) and p- Si ~KDB-20,
^100&) with oxygen concentrations of;731017cm23 and
nitrogen concentrations of;1016 cm23 were irradiated by
O1 and N1 ions with energies of 75 keV in single doses
231011cm22 at ion-current densities of 1.25 nA/cm2, and
also by Ar1 ions with energies of 150 keV at a dose
731010 cm22, at current densities of 0.5 nA/cm2, and a tar-
get temperature of 300 K. The doses and implantation e
gies were determined by requiring that approximately eq
numbers and spatial distributions of primary displaced
atoms be created by the ions. According to calculatio
based on the program TRIM,2 the total number of displaced
atoms created by O1 and N1 ions actually should equal 7
31013, by Ar1 ions 931013 for line displaced-atom densi
ties of 23107 and 83107 ion21

•cm21 respectively. The
concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen at the maxima of
ion range distribution were;1016 cm23. The small ion
doses were chosen so as to avoid generating particles m
up of new chemical phases, e.g., SiO2 and Si3N4 ~Refs. 3 and
4!, which would affect the radiation defect spectrum. Und
these conditions, we should expect the irradiated layer
have the same properties if the type of ion has no effect
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The parameters of the deep levels created by radia
defects were determined by deep-level transient spectros
~DLTS!. In order to make the measurements, Schottky b
riers were created on the front side of the irradiated sam
by thermal sputtering in vacuum~Au on n-Si and Al on
p-Si!, while ohmic contacts were formed on the back si
The DLTS spectra were measured at constant reverse
equal to 71 V, with filling pulse amplitudes of61 and
60.85 V for n- andp-type Si, respectively. For the dopin
levels and biases used, the width of the space charge re
was approximately 3mm, which ensured complete overla
of the damaged region for these energies of the implan
ions. The two amplitudes for the filling pulse~1 and 0.85 V!
allowed us to characterize the spatial distribution of the
fects. The observed electrically active centers in the spe
of Si were identified based on literature descriptions,7–9 and
are reported in Table I. Table II lists the relative concent
tions of deep levels whose value in units of the concentra
of majority charge carriers in Si exceeds 1023.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is clear from Fig. 1 and Table II that the DLTS spe
trum corresponding ton-Si ~O1! contains three peaks.1 In
contrast, the spectrum ofn-Si ~N1! exhibits only one peak
which corresponds to the deep levelE2, although the con-
centration of energetically active centers contributed by1

ions is higher than the total concentration of defects gen
ated by O1 ions. The spectrum ofn- Si ~Ar1! has three
peaks, as in the case ofn-Si ~O1!, and one additional pea

TABLE I. Depth location of radiation defect levels and their literature ide
tification ~Refs. 7–9!.

Peak Energy Type of defect

E1 Ec20.18 eV A-center (O1V)
E2 Ec20.46 eV DivacancyV2

E3 Ec20.5 eV Multivacancy
complex

E4 Ec20.23 eV DivacancyV2

H1 Ev10.1 eV Not identified
H2 Ev10.28 eV K-center (V-O-C!
H3 Ev10.38 eV Not identified

TABLE II. Ratio of concentrations of energetically active centers to
concentration of primary charge carriers in silicon. In the right column Q
list the total values.

n-Si

Ion E1 E2 E3 E4 SEi

O1 0.001 0.062 0.010 0.072
N1 0.102 0.102
Ar1 0.007 0.075 0.010 0.001 0.092

p-Si

Ion H1 H2 H3 SHi

O1 0.002 0.057 0.015 0.074
Ar1 0.001 0.100 0.035 0.136
n
py
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es

.
ias

ion

d

-
ra

-
n

r-

E4 ~see Table II!. Note that the DLTS method allows us t
follow only electrically active defects, which are only a fra
tion of the total number of radiation defects in silicon. Th
probably explains the larger total number of radiative defe
observed in experiment whenn-Si is irradiated by nitrogen
compared to irradiation with oxygen~see the right column of
Table II!.

In the lower section of Table II we record concentratio
of deep levels inp-Si. According to this data, there is n
fundamental difference in the DLTS spectra of samples
planted by O1 and Ar1 ions; in both cases the same types
radiation defects are observed.

The DLTS spectra of samples with either type of co
ductivity irradiated by O1 or N1 ions exhibit peaks of re-
verse polarity~anomalous!, despite the fact that carrier injec
tion from a Schottky barrier was excluded. This is becau
the amplitude of the filling pulse did not exceed the value
the reverse bias in the measurements. Usually, the ampli
of the anomalous peaks was quite small. The exception
the spectrum ofp- Si ~N1!, in which the anomalous peak
had a considerable magnitude and, by superimposing on
of the normal peaks, prevented us from interpreting the sp
trum of this sample.

The authors of Refs. 10 and 11 investigated the app
ance of anomalous peaks in the DLTS spectra of silicon w
Schottky barriers irradiated by protons and boron ions.
contrast to the results of these papers, in our experiments
found that the energy positions of the anomalous peaks
responded approximately to the energies of the most dist
maxima in the spectra for silicon with the opposite type
conductivity. In fact, the maximum of the anomalous peak
the spectrum ofp-Si ~peakE2 on the dashed curve in Fig. 1!

e

FIG. 1. DLTS spectra of samples ofn-Si ~solid curves! and p-Si ~dashed
curves! implanted by oxygen ions at a dose of 231011cm22 and energy of
75 keV at a temperature of 300 K. The peaks on the solid and dashed c
corresponding to the same temperature are denoted by the same symbH2

or E2.
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and the maximum of the largest peak in magnitude obser
in the spectrum ofn-Si ~peakE2 on the solid curve in Fig. 1!
correspond approximately to the same measurement
perature. In the same way, we correlate the peaksH2 of the
dashed and solid curves on the figure. Note that during s
ning of a ‘‘recessed’’ layer of silicon, i.e., when a rever
bias of -1 V was applied and the filling pulse amplitude w
no larger than10.85 V, theE2 and H2 peaks were absen
from the spectra obtained. This implies that defects ass
ated with these peaks are located near the crystal surfac

The appearance of anomalous peaks in the DLTS spe
of implanted samples of Si is also associated with the na
of the implanted ions. In fact, no anomalous peaks are s
for implantation by Ar1 ions, but do appear in Si irradiate
by O1 and N1 ions.

As we have already noted, the DLTS spectra
n-Si~O1! andn-Si~N1! samples~see Table II! are quite dif-
ferent. In then-Si~N1! spectrum we observed neither th
peakE1 characteristic of aA-center nor peakE3 correspond-
ing to multivacancy complexes. At the same time, the di
cancy peakE2 is the largest feature in all the samples. T
absence ofA-centers inn-Si~N1! allows us to conclude tha
quasi-chemical reactions with participation of vacancies t
place within the cascade of displaced atoms. If this were
so, i.e., if the vacancies were scattered away from the
cade of displaced atoms and the reactions took place in
surrounding matrix, we would observe roughly the sa
number ofA-centers both inn-Si~O1! and inn-Si~N1!. An
important detail here is that the concentrations of oxygen
n-Si~O1! and n-Si~N1! samples are practically the sam
because implantation of O1 ions leads to negligible change
in the volume concentration of oxygen in silicon. In fact,
was noted previously, the starting samples contain oxyge
a level of;731017cm23, while at the maximum of the ion
range distribution the concentration of oxygen has a valu
order 1016 cm23.

Thus, for insignificant differences in the concentratio
of impurites between samples ofn-Si implanted by oxygen
and nitrogen, we observed~see Table II! a considerable dif-
ference in the concentrations ofA-centers– at least an orde
of magnitude~the precision of the DLTS method is 1024 in
the relative units used in Table II!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments discussed in this paper were set u
as to ensure as far as possible the same characteristics
d
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primary radiation defects in the silicon samples during i
plantation of the different ions. Under these conditions
observed an effect of the type of ion on the formation
secondary radiation defects: 1! the defect spectra inn-Si im-
planted by ions of oxygen and nitrogen differed quali
tively; 2! anomalous peaks were observed in the DLTS sp
tra of samples ofn- and p-Si implanted by oxygen and
nitrogen ions, and were not observed after irradiation by
gon ions. In addition, we discovered a correlation in the
ergy positions of normal and anomalous peaks with DL
spectra of silicon with opposite types of conductivity; defe
responsible for the appearance of these peaks were obse
in the skin layer of the crystals. It is especially important
note the following interrelationship: nitrogen atoms predom
nantly form divacancies inn-Si, while generating larger
anomalous peaks in the DLTS spectrum ofp-Si samples.

The authors are grateful to O. V. Feklisov and N.
Yarykina for assistance in measuring the DLTS spectra.

1!Later on in this paper we will use the notationk-Si ~M1! to indicate that
we are considering electron-doped (k5n) or hole-doped (k5p) silicon
irradiated by M ions.
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Creation of vicinal facets on the surface of gallium arsenide with orientations close to
„100… under conditions of nonequilibrium mass transfer

M. V. Ba zer, V. Yu. Vitukhin, I. V. Zakurdaev, and A. I. Rudenko

Ryazan State Radio Engineering Academy, 391000 Ryazan, Russia
~Submitted June 7, 1997; accepted for publication October 30, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 527–530~May 1998!

The method of low-energy electron diffraction is used to investigate surfaces of GaAs misaligned
by 3° from ~001! as they are heated in vacuum to a temperature ofT5550 °C in the field
of a temperature gradient¹T.50 deg/cm. When no¹T is present, a (134) structure forms at
the surface, which is preserved under annealing for 1 hour. In the presence of¹T, reflection
doublets appear along the direction@110#, indicating a faceted surface. Analogous behavior is
observed after the crystals are annealed with no¹T at T5 650–700 °C, when the
evaporation of arsenic becomes noticeable. The calculated value of the atomic heat of transport
Q* of 2.3 eV is close toQ* for transition metals, where it is associated with phonon
drag by the atoms. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00305-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, attention has focused on the facetin
vicinal surfaces of GaAs crystals in connection with t
problem of making low-dimensional quantum structures.
Ref. 1 it was shown theoretically, and in Ref. 2 experime
tally, that it is possible to use faceted surfaces to grow str
tures with one-dimensional electron gases. In Ref. 3 fa
length was observed to affect the size of InAs quantum d
on the surface of GaAs. The authors of Ref. 4 formulated
problem of creating echelons of steps of rectangular fo
covering the entire surface of the crystal.

In Refs. 4 and 5 the authors used scanning tunne
microscopy~STM! to observe faceting of surfaces with or
entations close to~100!. In GaAs crystals, the facet surfac
energy (g) varies with surface orientation in the ord
g(100).g(110).g(111), so that when the crystals are a
nealed under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium, fa
ets ~‘‘natural roughness’’! are most likely to form on sur-
faces that are close in orientation to~111!, while vicinal
facets that are close in orientation to~100!, and certain ori-
entations close to~110!, should be stable against facetin
The authors of Ref. 4 noted that the observed reconstruc
of the vicinal~100! surface could possibly be related both
nonuniformity of the substrate heating temperature and to
flux of arsenic at the surface, as well as to noncongru
decomposition of the GaAs.

In this paper, low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! is
used to study the change in morphology of the surface
GaAs crystals during annealing, both under conditions cl
to thermodynamic equilibrium and under conditions that
quite far off equilibrium, when significant evaporation of a
senic takes place and atoms drift along the surface unde
action of a temperature gradient.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The objects of our investigation were vicinal surfac
misoriented by 3° with respect to~001! toward @110# @re-
4691063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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ferred to in what follows as vicinal~001! surfaces# and by 4°
relative to~110! toward@010# @vicinal ~110! surfaces#. Films
400 mm thick were cut from a single crystal of bran
AGChT-1 gallium arsenide, doped with tellurium to a co
centrationN5~4— 5!31018 cm23. The surface of the films
was processed by standard methods used in molecular b
epitaxy technology.5 In the final stage, rectangular sample
with dimensions 10315 mm2 cut from the films were further
processed by electropolishing in a 3% solution of NaO
which passivated the surface and made it possible to mon
the surface morphology using a scanning tunneling mic
scope operating under atmospheric conditions.6 On the STM
images we could see both atomically smooth regions a
regions covered with a periodic profile of facets with a me

FIG. 1. STM image of faceted surface of gallium arsenide after passivat
a—three-dimensional image of a section with area;2973196 nm2, b—
cross section along the directionO–O8.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Electron-diffraction patterns of a vicinal~001! GaAs surface subjected to high-temperature annealing: a— starting image after ion clean
T5610 °C for t 5 10 min; b—after an additional anneal atT5620 °C for t 5 10 min; c—after an additional anneal atT5650 °C for t 5 20 min.
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terrace width of approximately 20 nm and height 7 nm~Fig.
1!. The facets, which occupied a large portion of the sam
surface, are presumably the result of etching the surface
ing chemical processing.

The samples were simultaneously annealed and inv
gated by low-energy electron diffraction in a combinati
apparatus based on a Riber high-vacuum chamber at a
surep5231028 Pa. Cleanliness of the surface was mo
tored by Auger-electron spectroscopy. The apparatus
equipped with a system for ion etching. The samples w
glued to the crystal holder with 7N pure indium foil. Th
temperature of the crystal holderT was measured using a
alumel-chromel thermocouple. The electron-diffraction p
terns were observed at room temperature, the electron en
was varied from 110 to 130 eV. The diameter of the elect
beam at the sample surface was roughly 1 mm.

After preliminary annealing of the samples
T5600 °C, the remainder of the carbon (; 3% of a mono-
layer! was removed by ion etching. The density of argon io
was 3mA/cm2 at an energy of 500 eV. In order to recov
the amorphized layer, after ion etching the samples w
annealed for 10 min atT5610 °C. The electron-diffraction
pattern for vicinal~001! after annealing is shown in Fig. 2a
Reflections without any well-defined symmetry appear
and paired reflections~doublets! were visible, which sug-
gested structural imperfection of the surface. Samples
pared in a similar fashion were annealed in different regim

1. High-temperature annealing. Vicinal (001).The tem-
perature was gradually raised to 700 °C. Figure 2b shows
electron-diffraction pattern after the first anneal
T5620 °C for 10 min. The number of reflections is prac
cally unchanged, but the distance between reflections
form doublets increases~compare with Fig. 2a!. As the tem-
perature is raised above 650 °C~for an anneal time of 20
min!, the brightness of the reflections and their number
crease, and the majority of the reflections appear in the f
of doublets~Fig. 2c!. Evaporation of arsenic atoms leads
coagulation of the gallium atoms into droplets, which is
vealed by the ring-like arrangement of the reflections. E
amination of a sample after annealing in the aperture of
electron microscope showed the presence of facets at
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surface oriented along@110#; the edges of the facets ar
decorated with gallium droplets. The pattern observed
close to the STM image of the surface of vicinal~001! after
annealing at a temperature of 670 °C under excess ars
pressure, as shown in Ref. 5. Annealing atT5700 °C for 60
min leads to an increase in the size of the facets again
background of growth in the size of the gallium drople
Steps are clearly visible in an optical microscope, and
length of a terrace is 5 to 7mm; gallium droplets are located
along the edges of the step. The surface of the sample
quires a matted form.

2. Low-temperature anneal. Vicinal (001).After anneal-
ing at T5610 °C ~Fig. 2a!, the temperature was lowered t
T5550 °C and the sample was annealed for 30 min. T
electron-diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3a. The refle
tions are aligned along the direction@110# forming a
(134) structure. Intermediate reflections and doublets
not observed. The surface is level. Two anneals in succes
for 15 minutes apiece do not change the pattern of refl
tions.

3. Low-temperature anneal. Vicinal (110).The regimes
of annealing are analogous to previous. The electron- diffr
tion pattern is shown in Fig. 3b. A (131) structure forms.
This structure is characteristic for the~110! facet. The sur-
face is level, and no facet formation is observed.

4. Low-temperature anneal in the field of a temperatu
gradient. Vicinal (001).After annealing atT5610 °C, the
temperature in the zone of observation behind the surfac
lowered toT5550 °C and the annealing takes place in
nonuniform distribution of temperature along the samp
The temperature gradient was¹T. 50 deg/cm, and its di-
rection coincided with the@110# direction. The annealing
lasted 30 min. The electron-diffraction pattern~Fig. 4! is
similar in form to that obtained for the high- temperatu
anneal. Elements of the (134) structure are preserve
against a background of emerging intermediate reflecti
and doublets.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It is clear from the electron-diffraction patterns~Figs. 3a
and 3b! that annealing of vicinal~001! and vicinal ~110!
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FIG. 3. Electron-diffraction pattern of the surface of GaAs subjected to low-temperature annealing: a—vicinal~001! after annealing atT5550 °C fort 5 30
min; b—vicinal ~110! after annealing atT5550 °C for t 5 30 min.
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under conditions close to thermodynamic equilibrium, wh
evaporation of arsenic from the surface is compensated
diffusion from the bulk,7 does not cause facets to form.
contrast, facets form easily during short-period anneals
surfaces close in orientation to~111!, which has the mini-
mum surface energy, even whenT5300 °C.7 The process is
identical to that observed in metals,8 i.e., for vicinal surfaces
of GaAs that are close in orientation to~100! and ~110!,
which do not have the minimal surface energy, the facet
is probably caused by the diffusion process kinetics. T
mechanism for formation of facets during sublimation
condensation of atoms has been studied in many papers
example, for vicinal~110! of GaAs in Ref. 9. Therefore, we
will concentrate on the process of faceting due to therm
diffusion of atoms.

The process of faceting caused by thermal diffusion
electrodiffusion of atoms has a threshold character. The
ternal force causing the mass transport must exceed the
caused by the curvature of the surface~the Laplace
pressure!.10 According to the thermodynamics of irreducib
processes, the force that causes thermal diffusion of at
can be written in the form

F5~Q* /T!¹T, ~1!

whereQ* is the heat of transport~the effective amount of
heat transported by an atom during the diffusion process!.

Semiconductors are characterized by a large pho
contribution to the process of thermal conduction. A flux
phonons as quasiparticles gives rise to a flux of atoms~the
phonon wind!. The phonon contribution to the heat of tran
port is11

Q* 5
s

v
kT, ~2!

where s is the cross section for scattering of phonons
activated~diffusing! atoms,v is the velocity of sound, andk
is the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity.

For GaAs we can take the following: the minimum val
of s;10215 cm2 ~Refs. 11 and 12!, v543105 cm/s, and
k50.16 W/cm•K at T5900 K.12 Substituting these value
into Eq. ~1!, we obtainQ* 5 2.3 eV. The contributions o
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kinetic and electronic mechanisms to the atomic drag
estimated to be negligible compared to the value due
phonons.

Substituting the computed value ofQ* into Eq. ~1!,
¹T5 50 deg/cm andT5820 K, we obtainF5 0.14 eV/cm.
For transition metals the threshold value of the external fo
that causes faceting is 0.2 to 0.3 eV/cm.8 Since the surface
energy of GaAS is 1.5 to 2 times lower than the surfa
energy of transition metals, the value we obtain forF is close
to threshold.

Based on the growth rate of the facets we can estim
the coefficient of surface diffusion of atomsDs . Assuming
that the mass transport takes place within the develop
facet, which is confirmed by the STM studies
electrodiffusion-driven faceting on silicon reported in Re
13, it is not difficult to calculate the rate of drift of the atom
When a GaAs crystal is annealed fort530 h under condi-
tions where¹T5 150 deg/cm and the anneal temperature
the zone of observation at the surface isT5550 °C, we ob-
served the formation of wave-like facets with a period of
to 6 mm and a height of 1mm. The formation of such facet
is possible for atomic drift ratesV5131028cm2/s. Using

FIG. 4. Electron-diffraction pattern of vicinal~001! facet of GaAs annealed
in the field of a temperature gradient¹T. 50 deg/cm,T5550 °C, for
t530 min.
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the formulaV5(Ds /kT)F we then findDs5231029cm2/s.
The authors of Ref. 9 found thatDs52.531029cm2/s for the
~110! facet, and the authors of Ref. 14 foundDs50.4
31029cm2/s for the~001! facet. This latter value ofDs was
obtained for migration of gallium along a surface enrich
by gallium. In Ref. 14 it is shown that the surface diffusio
of gallium along a surface enriched by arsenic is two ord
of magnitude lower. From this we may assert that the
served faceting process is determined by the thermal d
sion of gallium along the crystal surface and the calcula
value ofQ* probably applies to a gallium atom.

Thus, these studies have shown that formation of e
elons of steps on vicinal surfaces of GaAs close in orien
tion to ~100! is possible when the crystals are annealed un
conditions where evaporation or condensation of arse
takes place, or when the flow of atoms is organized along
surface by thermal diffusion or electrodiffusion.
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

A quantum-well model and the optical absorption edge in structurally nonuniform
a-Si:H-based alloys

B. G. Budagyan, A. A. A vazov, D. A. Stryakhilev, and E. M. Sokolov

Moscow Institute of Electrical Engineering, 103498 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 10, 1997; accepted for publication October 2, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 531–536~May 1998!

This paper describes studies of the microstructure and optical absorption edge of films of
a-Si : H anda- SiNx : H alloys (x 5 0.0–0.72!, obtained by decomposing gas mixtures in an rf
glow discharge. For thea-Si : H films, the gas mixture was monosilane diluted by hydrogen,
for the a-SiNx : H alloys it was SiH4 1 NH3. Structurally nonuniform films with ‘‘device-
quality’’ optoelectronic characteristics were obtained when the rates of growth were
increased~to 8 Å/s!. Atomic force microscopy and infrared absorption spectroscopy are used to
identify a characteristic feature of the microstructures of these films: the presence of islets
;500 Å in diameter, whose boundaries are formed by clusters of hydrogen atoms~in the case of
a-Si : H! or of hydrogen and nitrogen~in the case ofa-SiNx : H!. In this case the optical
band gap ofa-Si : H (a-SiNx : H! is determined by the concentration of SiH~SiN! bonds in the
interior of the islets and is not sensitive to changes in the content of hydrogen~nitrogen!
at their boundaries. This result is explained by a quantum-well model which takes into account
the characteristic sizes of the microstructures formed by hydrogen or nitrogen atoms.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00405-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si : H! and al-
loys based on it are very attractive materials for making
multitude of electronic devices~solar energy elements, thin
film field effect transistors, photodetectors, light emitting d
vices, etc.!, their physical properties have been the subjec
many investigations. A fact of particular interest to resear
ers is the interrelation between structural peculiarities and
distribution of electronic states. This is explained by the t
dency to develop the most detailed descriptions~‘‘optimal
material’’!, where the impact on practical applications
greatest~solar cells, thin-field effect transistors, and vario
types of photodetector setups! and by the fact thata-Si : H,
due to its availability and the feasibility of controlling it
material properties as it is made, is an extremely conven
object for studying the regularities of electronic spectra
amorphous semiconductors.

A series of papers1–4 have identified several factors th
affect the position and shape of the optical absorption e
in a-Si : H. The most important of these is structur
disorder,1,2 which acts to distort the lines and bond angles
the amorphous silicon network compared to the ideal d
mond structure, and the influence of atoms of other kin
such as hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, etc.3,4 However, it has
also been shown that simply invoking the dependence of
shape of the optical absorption edge on these struct
related factors cannot explain the multitude of existing
perimental data.

The most important qualitative model that can reprodu
4731063-7826/98/32(5)/6/$15.00
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the fundamental features of the electronic spectra ofa-Si : H,
starting from compositional nonuniformity of the material,
the quantum-well model proposed by Brodsky.5 Quantitative
calculations based on this model6,7 allow us to obtain good
agreement with experimental results for the parameters of
electron state distribution near the zone edge and in the b
gap; however, they disregard the possible existence of v
ous kinds of microstructures ina-Si : H and related alloys
made up of atoms such as hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, e

In this paper we investigate the interrelation between
optical band gap and microstructures ina-Si : H and
a-SiNx : H, and discuss our results within the framework
a quantum-well model modified so as to take into acco
the characteristic dimensions of microstructures formed
atoms of hydrogen and nitrogen.

2. EXPERIMENT

Films of a-Si : H were obtained by rf decomposition o
monosilane diluted with hydrogen in the ratio 10%SiH4

1 90%H2. The frequency at which the glow discharge w
excited was 13.56 MHz.

In order to obtain films with varying hydrogen conte
and different microstructures, the deposition conditions, i
the various combinations of discharge power, pressure,
gas discharge rate, were varied in the following limits: t
specific power of the rf dischargeW50.10–0.18 W/cm2,
pressureP51–2.5 Torr, and gas flow rateQ530–100
cm3/min. The temperature of the substrate was maintaine
a constant level of 300 °C.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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These fabrication regimes ensured deposition of fil
with thickness 0.8–1.4mm at growth rates of 3.3–7.3 Å/s.

Samples ofa-SiNx : H were obtained by decomposin
the mixture~10% SiH4 1 90% H2 1 NH3!. The substrate
temperature, pressure, and specific rf power~13.56 MHz! in
the discharge were 220 °C, 0.38 Torr, and 0.3 W/cm2, re-
spectively. The films were deposited in the presence of v
ous partial pressures of ammonia~0–0.03 Torr!, so that films
of a-SiNx : H were obtained with compositionsx 5 0–0.72.

Plates of glass and single-crystal Si~KDB-10! were used
as substrates.

The morphology of the film surface was investigat
with an atomic force microscope~AFM! made by the NT-
MDT company~Russia!. The cantilever of the microscope
whose tip had a radius of curvature of 20 nm, was made
silicon nitride. The measurements were made in the con
regime with a resolution of 8–25 Å and a scanning rate
100 000–300 000 Å/s~Ref. 8!.

The film composition and local configurations made
of atoms of hydrogen and nitrogen were identified by inf
red ~IR! spectroscopy. IR spectra of films on single-crys
silicon substrates were measured in a two-beam spectrom
SPECORD-M80. The film components were identified a
cording to the method proposed in Ref. 9. First, we used
width of the absorption band centered at 630 cm21 to esti-
mate the concentration of bound hydrogen. Then, by res
ing the band, whose main peak is at 2000 cm21, into two
peaks with frequencies 2000 and 2100 cm21, we were able
to estimate the so-called microstructure parame
R5I 2100/(I 20001I 2100), where I 2000 and I 2100 denote inte-
grals of the absorption taken over the corresponding pe
We then could calculate values of the concentration of
drogen in the form of single and clustered SiH bonds star
from the total hydrogen content and value of the microstr
tural parameterR.10

According to identification given in Refs. 11 and 1
infrared spectra of the alloysa-SiNx : H, contain features
that correspond to the bonds SiH, SiN, and NH. In order
define the total concentration of nitrogen in the films we us
peak intensities at 850 and 3350 cm21 ~Ref. 13!.

The optical transmission spectra ofa-Si : H and
a-SiNx : H films were measured using a two-beam spectro
eter SPECORD-M40 in the wavelength range 300– 900
Based on this data we calculated the absorption spectr
samples corresponding to interband transitions and estim
the value of the optical band gap by the method of Tauc

3. RESULTS

a-Si : H films.Typical images of the surface ofa- Si : H
films obtained in the atomic force microscope are shown
Fig. 1. It is clear that the film has a nonuniform structure
which islets and inter-islet boundaries can be distinguish
The characteristic dimensions of these islets range from
to a few thousand angstroms.

In Fig. 2 we plot the optical band gapEG versus the total
concentration of hydrogen@H#, as well as the concentration
of single~@SiH#! and clustered~@SiHx]) SiH bonds. Is is clear
that only Fig. 2b, whereEG is plotted as a function of@SiH#,
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suggests a monotonic dependence. In contrast, Figs. 2a
2c, whereEG is plotted versus@H# and @SiHx], exhibit no
correlation between the quantities being plotted.

a-SiNx : H films.As shown in Ref. 12, several types o
local environment for the SiN bond are possible
a-SiNx : H alloys, with differing longitudinal vibrational fre-
quencies. The corresponding infrared absorption bands
shown in Fig. 3. A strong symmetric peak dominates
spectra of all the samples at a wave number 850 cm21. For
the two samples with the minimum nitrogen conte

FIG. 1. Typical image of the surface of aa-Si : H film obtained by the
method of atomic force microscopy.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the optical band-gapEG on the total content of
hydrogen@H# ~a!, and also on the concentration of isolated~b! and clustered
~c! @SiH# bonds.
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(x 5 0.13 andx 5 0.17!, this peak was the only spectra
feature observed in the range 700–1000 cm21. An increase
in nitrogen concentration is accompanied by the appeara
of features at 790 and 970 cm21, which correspond to nitro-
gen atom surrounded by three Si atoms and Si4N9 clusters,
which cause the shape of the band to change and bec
asymmetric.

In the a-SiNx : H alloys, increasing the nitrogen conte
leads to an increase in the frequency of the principal pea
the longitudinal vibrational band for SiH bonds~Fig. 4!. This
fact, together with the presence of a strong peak at 850 c21

~Fig. 3!, implies that a characteristic local structure in o
a-SiNx : H films consists of nitrogen and hydrogen atom
bonded to the same silicon atom.12

The dependence of the optical band gap on nitrogen c
tent ina-SiNx : H films is shown in Fig. 5. At comparatively
low concentrations of nitrogen (x<0.17! the optical band
gap does not differ from that of aa-Si : H film obtained for
the same values of discharge power, pressure, and sub
temperature~1.87 6 0.02 eV!, at least within the error

FIG. 3. Infrared absorption bands caused by longitudinal vibrations of
bonds ina-SiNx : H alloys with varying nitrogen content.@N#/@Si#: 1 —
0.13,2 — 0.17,3 — 0.53,4 — 0.62,5 — 0.72.

FIG. 4. Infrared absorption bands caused by longitudinal vibrations of
bonds ina-SiNx : H alloys with varying nitrogen content.@N#/@Si#: 1 — 0,
2 — 0.13,3 — 0.17,4 — 0.53,5 — 0.62,6 — 0.72.
ce

me
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limits for the method used to determine it. Howeve
when x50.53–0.72, we find thatEG increases from 2.11
to 2.72 eV.

We previously investigated the microstructures
a-Si : H anda-SiNx : H films obtained under analogous fab
rication conditions by transmission electron microsco
~TEM!. A description of our experimental method and t
TEM images themselves are given in Ref. 14. For films
a-Si : H anda-SiNx : H we observed a nonuniform structur
with clearly delineated ‘‘islets.’’ In this case the character
tic dimensions~400–500 Å! and shape of the islets wer
similar to those observed in surface images obtained
AFM ~Fig. 1!. As we have shown, the islets have a high
density and are made up primarily of Si–Si bonds, wher
hydrogen concentrates primarily along the boundaries
these islets, forming polyhydride configurations with clu
tered SiH bonds. Thus, fora-Si : H the value of@SiH# gives
the concentration of bound hydrogen in the bulk of the isle
whereas that of@SiHx] should be assigned to hydrogen
internal boundaries.

Modifications of the microstructure ina-SiNx : H alloys
of intermediate composition (x50.13 and 0.17! are associ-
ated primarily with decreased hydrogen content at the in
nal boundaries. In light of the spatial correlation betwe
SiH and SiN bonds, and also the TEM results mention
above, we should assign the infrared absorption band w
frequency 850 cm21 ~longitudinal vibrations of the SiN
bond!, and the peak shifted towards high frequencies co
sponding to longitudinal vibrations of the bond SiH, to N a
H atoms located within the internal boundaries. At the sa
time, atoms of nitrogen located within the islet interior a
responsible for the absorptions at 790 and 970 cm21. Thus,
in alloys with low nitrogen content (x50.13 and 0.17! the
SiN bonds are located primarily along the grain boundar
whereas in alloys with higher concentrations of nitrogen
SiN bonds also appear within the bulk of the material.

N

H

FIG. 5. Dependence of the optical band gap on nitrogen conten
a-SiNx : H alloys.
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4. QUANTUM-WELL MODEL

A sketch of the energy bands ofa-Si : H corresponding
to the quantum-well model is shown in Fig. 6. According
Ref. 5,a-Si : H consists of a wide-gap phase correspond
to regions with increased hydrogen content (a-SiHx), and a
narrow-gap phase consisting of practically ‘‘pure’’ amo
phous silicon. Electrons with energies fromEC(a-Si! to EC

(a- Si!1Ve and holes with energies fromEV(a- Si!-Vh to EV

(a-Si! are localized. HereVe and Vh are the values of the
corresponding potential barriers.

The quantitiesDEC andDEV denote energies of station
ary states of electrons and holes in potential wells, and
pend on the particle effective mass, the values of the co
sponding potential barriers, and the sizes of the poten
wells. According to the Brodsky model,5 the optical absorp-
tion edge is determined by transitions between pairs of st
with energies EV(a-Si!-Vh and EC(a-Si!1DEC , or EV

(a-Si!- DEV andEC(a-Si!1Ve . Thus, we can use the value
of these steady-state energies averaged over the ensem
potential wells to discuss the dependence of the optical w
of the band gap on the concentration of hydrogen and
nature of its distribution. Since the position of the valenc
band edge is much more sensitive to hydrogen conten
a-Si than the position of the conduction-band edge, we
strict the discussion to the behavior of the average value
steady-state energies for holes.

In order to discuss the dependence of the optical wi
of the band gap on the hydrogen concentration, it is nec
sary to calculate the quantity

^DEV&~x!5E
0

`

DEV~V! f v~V,x!dV, ~1!

where^DEV(x)& is the energy of a hole stationary state a
eraged over the potential well ensemble,DEV(V) is the en-
ergy of a stationary state corresponding to a potential w
with volumeV, andf v(V,x) is the probability density for the
distribution of potential wells as a function of hydrogen co
centrationx. Equation~1! implies that the sensitivity of the
optical band gap to changes in the hydrogen content of
film is given by the distribution of quantum-well volume

FIG. 6. Sketch of energy bands in the Brodsky quantum-well model.
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Using the results of Ref. 7, we write the following expre
sion for the functionf v(V,x) for a uniform distribution of
hydrogenic clusters:

f v~V,x!5H l~x!exp~2l~x!V!, V> 0,

0, V , 0. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, l(x) is the average number of SiH clusters p
unit volume for a given hydrogen concentratio
x5@H#/@Si#. The functionl(x) is determined by the dimen
sions of the hydrogen clusters and grows monotonically w
increasingx.

The average potential-well volume for the distributio
~2! is determined byl(x):

^V&~x!5
1

l~x!
. ~3!

In what follows, we will propose a certain modificatio
of the approach given in Ref. 15 in order to take into acco
the effect of the dimensions of the hydrogenic microstru
tures. Relation~3! will be used in order to relate the functio
l(x) to characteristic dimensions of the experimentally o
served microstructures.

Let us assume that

l~x!5gx ~4!

is a linear dependence, whereg is the coefficient of propor-
tionality. Citing the well-known results of nuclear magnet
resonance~NMR! studies of Ref. 16, O’Learyet al.7 pro-
posed that the dominant type of hydrogen bonding was
clusters which consist of six SiH bonds and which occup
volume equivalent to a unit cell in a Si crystal~160 Å3!.
Using Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we find that the quantityg for this
case is;1023 Å23 ~for x5@SiH#/@Si#;0.1), and that the
average diameter of a potential well is roughly 10 Å. Ho
ever, in oura-Si : H films we observed a structure with cha
acteristic dimensions> 300 Å, which corresponds to
g;102721028 Å23 for the same hydrogen concentration

The average value of the steady-state energy of an
semble of potential wells with identical shapes and identi
values of the potential barrier heightU0 can be written as

^DEV&~x!5U0~12exp~2Vcritl~x!!!

1E
Vcrit

`

DEV~V! f v~V!dV, ~5!

where the ‘‘critical’’ volumeVcrit is the maximum volume
for which stationary levels coincide with the edge of t
continuous spectrum, i.e.,DEV5Vh .

The value of critical volumeVcrit and the dependence o
the steady-state energy on the volume of the potential w
DEV(V) are determined by the height of the energy barr
U0 and the effective massm* of the particles~in our case,
holes!. For spherical potential wells7,17 we have

Vcrit5
p4

6 S h2

2m* U0
D 3/2

~6!

and
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k•cot~kL!52A2m* U0

h2
2k2, ~7!

wherek5A2m* (U02uE8u), V5 4
3pL3, E85U02E, andE

is the energy of a particle measured from the bottom o
potential well.

Values of the model parameters were chosen from
following considerations. The effective mass of a hole,
accordance with Ref. 5, was assumed to bemh* 50.5m0,
wherem0 is the free electron mass. In order to estimate
height of the barrier for holes, we must determine the ba
gap for the narrow-gap and wide-gap phases, and also
value of the energy barrier for electrons. For the first we ta
the well-known extrapolated value of 1.6 eV,1 corresponding
to zero hydrogen concentration. According to Ref. 5,
value of the energy barrier for electrons can be estimated
starting from the activation energy for drift mobility. Thi
quantity usually is about 0.1 eV fora-Si : H.15 In estimating
the band gap of the wide band phase, we follow Refs. 5
7, whereEG(SiHx)' 2 eV. Thus, the value of the potentia
barrier height for holesVh5EG(SiHx)2EG(a-Si)2Ve

is 0.3 eV.
The average steady-state energy^EV&5EG(a-Si:H)

2EG(a-Si! is plotted versus hydrogen content in Fig. 7 f
various values ofg. The largest change in̂EV& with hydro-
gen content~which increases by; 0.3 eV asx increases
from 0.1 to 0.4! is observed forg51023 Å23. In this case
the quantityd^DEV&/d@H# ~which is an estimate of the lon
gitudinal dEG /d@H#) amounts to approximately 0.01 eV
atomic %, which is in good agreement with the data of R
1. On the other hand, forg5102521027 Å23 the quantity
^DEV& is nearly independent of hydrogen content.

The functions shown in Fig. 7 allow us to determine t
‘‘dissolved’’ and ‘‘clusterized’’ forms of SiH bonds within
the framework of this model. The dissolved form of the S
bond (g;1023) includes single bonds and fairly small clu
ters, which are formed by a few SiH bonds and which o
cupy a volume of the same order of magnitude as the
cell of single-crystal silicon. If this kind of hydrogen bond
ing is predominant, then the average size of the ‘‘island

FIG. 7. Width of the optical band gap ofa-Si : H versus hydrogen conten
The three curves correspond to three different methods for distributing
hydrogen determined by the value of the parameterg.
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~potential wells! is ;10 Å, and the optical width of the ban
gap of the two-phase system is strongly dependent on
hydrogen content.

The clusterized form presumes the presence of larg
scale clusters that form nonuniformities~internal boundaries!
with characteristic dimensions of several tens of nanome
(g;102521027). A change in the content of hydrogen i
the clusterized phase has practically no effect on the opt
band gap.

This model can also be extended to the case of alloy
Si with nitrogen, carbon, and other elements, whose bind
energy to Si is larger than the Si–Si bond energy. It is ob
ous that quantum-well models for these alloys differ prim
rily in the values of the energy barriersVe and Vh , which
suggests that the optical band gap is sensitive to change
composition for a preset value ofg, which is determined by
the characteristic dimensions of the microstructure. At
same time, the qualitative regularities that determine the
pendence ofEG on these characteristic distances~i.e., the
dependence of̂DEV& on g) will remain as before.

From the experimental data shown in Sec. 3 of this
per, it follows that the optical band gaps ofa-Si : H and
a-SiN : H alloys are determined by the number of SiH~SiN!
bonds in the interior of the islets and do not depend on th
concentration near the internal boundaries. In the framew
of the quantum-well model as we have modified it, the ca
where the islet interior contains isolated hydrogen~nitrogen!
or relatively small clusters corresponds to a high value og
(;1023 A23!, and consequently strong sensitivity ofEG to
changes in the film composition~Fig. 7!. If, however, atoms
of hydrogen or nitrogen form a microstructure with chara
teristic dimensions that are approximately several hund
angstroms~boundaries of the islets!, thenEG is virtually in-
dependent of the concentration of hydrogen~nitrogen! at-
oms. Thus, our modification of the quantum-well mod
qualitatively reproduces the experimental dependence of
optical band gap ofa-Si : H anda-SiNx : H films on com-
position and on the characteristic dimensions of the mic
structure formed by hydrogen and nitrogen atoms.

CONCLUSIONS

1. We have investigated the microstructure and opti
absorption edge of structurally nonuniforma-Si : H and
a-SiNx : H alloys obtained by decomposing silan
containing gas mixtures diluted by hydrogen in an rf glo
discharge. AFM, TEM, and IR spectroscopy data all indic
that the fundamental microstructural elements in these fi
are islets enriched by Si along whose boundaries hydroge
concentrated~in the case ofa-Si : H! or hydrogen and nitro-
gen ~in the case ofa-SiNx : H!. The characteristic size o
these islets is; 500 Å.

2. We have established that the value of the optical b
gap of the films is determined by the hydrogen content~for
a- Si : H! or nitrogen content~for a-SiNx : H!, gases which
are contained in the interior of grains, and that it does
depend on the concentration of these elements in the in
grain boundary region.

3. A modification of the well-known ‘‘quantum-wel
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model’’ is proposed. In this model we take into account t
characteristic size of the microstructure formed by hydrog
nitrogen atoms, etc. This modified model satisfactorily e
plains the experimentally observed dependences of the
cal band gap fora-Si : H-band alloys on their compositio
and microstructure.
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Stimulated-emission spectrum arising from interband absorption of a picosecond
optical pulse in a thin layer of GaAs

I. L. Bronevo  and A. N. Krivonosov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia
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Pumping a thin layer of GaAs with a high-power picosecond optical pulse leads to nonstationary
edge emission. Experimental data are obtained for the way the time-integrated power
spectrum of this emission varies with beam diameter and energy of the optical pump pulse.
These data are sufficient to confirm the stimulated nature of the emission, whose duration is in the
picosecond time range. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00505-5#
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It is well known ~see, e.g., Refs. 1–4! that interband
absorption of a high-power ultrashort light pulse in a th
layer of direct-gap semiconductor leads to high-pow
recombination-induced edge emission~referred to simply as
emission in what follows! with an anomalously fast~picosec-
ond! rise time. Within; 10 ps after the end of the excitatio
pulse, the emission decays, i.e., the duration of the emis
pulse is in the picosecond time range. It is assumed that
emission is a stimulated emission which arises as a resu
amplification of spontaneous emission in the photoexc
semiconductor. This assumption is based on the follow
evidence. First of all, the characteristic relaxation time of
emission is considerably shorter than the relaxation time
spontaneous emission in GaAs, which is; 1 ns. Secondly,
emission is not observed until the carrier concentration
ceeds threshold, that is whenme2mh.Eg ~Ref. 3!, and an
optical gain spectrum appears in the photoexcited medi
as observed, e.g., in Refs. 5 and 6~hereme andmh are the
quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes, andEg is the band
gap!.

However, it must be acknowledged that the availa
experimental data on this emission are clearly inadequ
We cannot obtain an exact representation of the charact
tics of this emissiona priori, since no existing theory ca
describe how the nonstationary~picosecond! stimulated
emission in the thin semiconductor layer without a resona
depends on the parameters of the high-power, ultrashort
tical pump pulse. Such a theory must take into account
following phenomena: the nonstationary nature of the opt
pumping; the substantial heating of the electron-hole plas
that generates the emission, which is caused by the excita
light and the emission itself;7–11 the strong mutual coupling
between the cooling of the electron-hole plasma and the
diation intensity;9,11 the nonstationary and nonuniform sp
tial distribution of the electron-hole plasma;11 etc. In light of
this situation, experimental studies are needed to obta
picture of how the emission is affected by the beam diam
F and energy densityDex of the excitation pulse~also called
the pump pulse!. This paper describes our ongoing efforts
obtain such a picture. In our work, the duration of the pu
pulse was 14 ps. We explain the effect of the beam param
4791063-7826/98/32(5)/5/$15.00
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ers on the emission as follows. Varying the energy den
Dex should vary the rate of charge-carrier photogenerat
and population inversion, while varying the beam diameteF
should vary the diameter of the active region of the medi
that amplifies the light. However, measuring the dep
dences of the emission energy density on the diameterF and
excitation energy densityDex does not, in itself, offer suffi-
ciently convincing proof of the stimulated nature of the em
sion. Such proof is obtained by investigating the emiss
spectrum. One of the most characteristic and well-stud
properties of stimulated emission in semiconductors~see,
e.g., Refs. 12–15! is narrowing of the emission spectrum
which takes place when spontaneous emission in a semi
ductor is amplified by optical pumping. In our work we me
sured the emission spectrum at various values of energy
sity Dex of the excitation light pulse and beam diameterF.
The behavior of the measured spectra qualitatively co
sponds to changes in the spectrum predicted by the theo
steady-state stimulated emission in a laser medium witho
resonator16 and from the results of model calculations of st
tionary stimulated emission in a GaAs laser.17 This has borne
out the following experimental results: 1! the width of the
emission spectrum decreases as the energy densityDex of the
excitation pulse and the diameterF increase once saturatio
is achieved; 2! the decrease in the emission spectral wid
D\vs has a universal character as a function of the prod
DexF; 3! the emission spectrum becomes concentrated in
longer-wavelength region as the energy densityDex or diam-
eterF increases. We emphasize that the observed narrow
of the emission spectrum and its concentration in the long
wavelength region as the energy density of the excitat
pulse increases is opposite to what should occur if the ra
tion were spontaneous. Amplification by optical pumping
the semiconductor causes the spectrum of spontaneous e
sion, according to Ref. 18, to become broader and to spr
to the short-wavelength region.

The small number of experimental papers that inve
gate light emitted when a semiconductor without a resona
is pumped by ultrashort light pulses is probably a result
the following circumstances. First of all, exciting the em
sion requires a source of ultrashort, high-power light puls
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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It is desirable that the photon energy\vex of this excitation
light exceed the width of the band gapEg by only a small
amount, so that the temperatureTc of the resulting electron-
hole plasma does not exceed the temperature of the cr
lattice by too much~for example, in Ref. 3Tc.470 K!. This
facilitates the appearance of the emission. Secondly,
necessary to find a way to guide the emission from the se
conductor layer to the outside. Epitaxial layers of semic
ductors are waveguides. If the layer of semiconductor is i
ally fabricated, strongly amplified spontaneous emission
escape to the outside only in the longitudinal direction, a
even in this direction its escape is prevented by absorptio
the unexcited portion of the sample. This is especially t
for experiments at room temperature, as was shown in
1. Moreover, any emission that does reach the ends of
sample is reflected back. In this paper we identify charac
istic features of stimulated emission by investigating
spectrum of light emitted orthogonal to the epitaxial lay
although it is often assumed that only spontaneous or slig
amplified emission can propagate in this direction. F
readily apparent reasons, escape of light in the direction
thogonal to the layer can be mediated only by what here
fore has been called imperfections in the morphology of
heterostructure surface, part of which is the GaAs ac
layer under study~the heterostructure is described below!.
The imperfect morphology is due to so-called oval defec
These are a type of defect specific to molecular-beam
taxy, the method used to grow the heterostructure. Oval
fects range from 2 to 100mm2 in size~see Ref. 19!, and are
distributed quite uniformly over the sample~on the scale of
the excited sample area!. Figure 1 shows in a simplified wa
how they can facilitate the escape of light to the surface

Our experiments were carried out at room temperat
TR . The sample under study was a Al0.22Ga0.78As–GaAs–
Al0.4Ga0.6As heterostructure with layer thicknesses 1.321.5
21.2 mm grown on a~100! GaAs substrate. The concentr
tion of background impurities in the heterostructure w
,1015 cm23. The substrate was etched away over an are
434 mm2. The layers of AlxGa12xAs, whose purpose wa
to stabilize surface recombination and provide mechan
hardness, were transparent to the light used in the exp
ment, for which\v,1.7 eV. The sample was illuminate
with 14-ps high-power light pulses, incident on the sample
an angle of;10° with respect to the normal at its surfac
The photon energy of the excitation light\vex51.485 eV
exceeded the band gap of GaAs by 60 meV. Interband

FIG. 1. Postulated scheme for output of radiation~shown by arrows! from a
sample to the outside.
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sorption of the excitation light occurs only in the GaAs laye
The variation in intensity of the light over the cross secti
of the excitation beam was approximately Gaussian. Th
experiments were carried out for different values of the o
tical pulse energy and beam diameterF. Following the
method described in Ref. 20, we measured the edge emis
spectrum~integrated over time! propagating within a solid
angle of;4°. The axis of the angle coincides with the no
mal to the epitaxial layer emerging from the excited regio
For convenience in analyzing the measurement results
calculated the energy density of the excitation light pulseDex

and energy density of the emission pulse, both the spec
density of the latterds andDs , the integral of this quantity
over the spectrum. These calculations were based on m
surements of the corresponding energies integrated over
and the diameter of the excitation beam~at half-height!.
Hence, the quantitiesDex, ds , and Ds are integrated over
time and averaged over the cross section of the photoexc
region of the sample. Translation of charge carriers along
sample within the emission time was not included in t
calculation. This is permissible if the charge carrier motion
diffusive, since estimates indicate that the diffusion length
is considerably smaller thanF. There will be a redistribution
of the electron-hole plasma along the sample since
plasma is being created by interband absorption of the e
ted light within the GaAs layer, but it is unclear whether th
effect should be taken into account. At this tim
calculations11 of such a redistribution of the electron-ho
plasma have only been done for the one-dimensional ca

Figure 2a shows the experimental dependence of
emission energy densityDs on the energy density of the
excitation pulseDex. The experimental results are well ap
proximated by a linear dependence, which intersects theDex

axis at a certain valueDex
0 . The value ofDex

0 , commonly
referred to as the threshold value, is discussed in more d
in Refs. 2 and 4. The threshold nature~in this sense! of the
linear increase in emission energy with pumping gain
characteristic of stimulated emission. Analogous linear
pendences are observed in studies of stimulated emis
driven by various pumping methods, for example, in Ga
AsP layers,4 in superluminescent diodes made of galliu
arsenide,14 and in AlxGa12xAs/GaAs double heterostructur
lasers.21 Note that for values ofDex beyond the limits of the
plot shown in Fig. 2a~because the energy of the excitatio
pulse is limited, this happens only whenF50.2 mm! the
function Ds(Dex) exhibits a tendency to saturate.

It is clear from Fig. 2a that as the diameterF varies from
0.7 to 0.2 mm, the functionDs(Dex) remains nearly constant
Of course, the parametersDex andF must affect the stimu-
lated emission. However, the integrated functionDs(Dex,F)
measured for optical pumping by ultrashort pulses is not s
able for studying the processes that are characteristic
stimulated emission, because the energy density of the e
sionDs is determined by an integer number of electron-h
pairs that are photogenerated within the time of excitation
the pulse and then radiatively recombine. In other words,
energy density of the emission pulse is determined largely
interband absorption of the excitation light pulse that gen
ates the electron-hole plasma.
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However, it is noteworthy that when the diameterF
changes, a change is observed in the dependence of the
sion energy density~at fixed photon energy! ds on the energy
density of the excitationDex ~see Figs. 2b and 2c!. This is
probably a real manifestation of the stimulated nature of
emission, connected with a change in the dimensions of
active medium that amplifies the emission. However,
analysis of such dependences~also measured in Ref. 2! is
hindered by the absence of a theory for the emission m
tioned above. The stimulated nature of the emission m
fests itself more clearly in changes of the emission spect
as the beam diameterF changes and the energy density
the excitation pulseDex changes. The remaining portion o
this paper is devoted to this topic.

The characteristic shape of the emission spectra
served is shown in Fig. 3. For the minimum excitation e
ergy densityDex used we observed spectra similar to t
spectrum in Fig. 3b forF50.2 mm and still characteristic o
spontaneous emission. The following facts suggest this c
clusion. First of all, the maximum in the spectrum of ed
emission energy densityds is located at a photon energy o
\vs

m.Eg
0 , where Eg

0 is the band gap of the ‘‘unexcited’
sample~see Fig. 4!. Secondly, the width of the emissio
spectrum~at half-height! D\vs actually slightly exceeds the
value of 1.8kTR ~see Fig. 5!, which is characteristic of spon
taneous luminescence at room temperature;22 this increase in
the spectral width beyond 1.8kTR is explained by broadening
of the spontaneous emission spectrum with increas
electron-hole plasma temperatureTc . The temperatureTc in

FIG. 2. Dependence of the emission energy density integrated ove
spectrumDs ~a!, the emission energy densityds at \vs51.39 eV~b!, and at
\vs51.42 eV ~c!, on the energy density of the excitation pulseDex .
\vex51.485 eV,F, mm: 1 — 0.2, 2 — 0.7. Dex* —normalizing quantity.
is-

e
e

e
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our experiments should exceedTR, because the kinetic en
ergy of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs, which eq
\vex2Eg , exceedskTR .

As the excitation energy densityDex increases, we ob-
serve a decrease in the emission spectral widthD\vs ~see
Fig. 5!. Further increases inDex lead to slowing and eventua
saturation of the decrease inD\vs . This observed decreas
in the width of the spectrum, as we have already said
proof of the stimulated nature of the emission. Converse
for spontaneous emission the width of the radiation spect
ought to increase with increased pumping according to R
18.

Changes inF, i.e., the characteristic diameter of the a
tive region, change the dependence of the width of the em
sion spectrum on the energy density of the excitationDex as
well ~see Fig. 5!. For the larger diameterF50.7 mm, the
spectral widthD\vs decreases much more rapidly with in
creasingDex, and the functionD\vs5 f (Dex) saturates at a
smaller Dex than it does forF50.2 mm. However, the

he

FIG. 3. Emission energy density spectrads from GaAs at\vex51.485 eV.
a: 1 – -Dex522Dex* , F50.2 mm;2 — Dex520Dex* , F50.7 mm.b: 188 —
Dex56.8Dex* , F50.2 mm; 28 – -Dex57.5Dex* , F50.7 mm. Dex* — nor-
malizing quantity.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the photon energy\vs
m corresponding to the maxi-

mum in the emission spectrum onDex for \vex51.485 eV.F, mm:1 — 0.2,
2 — 0.7. Dex* — normalizing quantity.
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change inF does not affect the value ofD\vs at which the
function D\vs5 f (Dex) saturates. This fact is revealed b
measurements in whichDex is further increased beyond th
range shown in Fig. 5. It is noteworthy that when the va
of D\vs at saturation is measured for various samples, i
found to increase with increasing defectiveness of the cry
structure of the sample~the sample investigated in this pap
was the best one we had!. The degree of imperfection i
estimated byx-ray diffraction.

Let us use the theory developed in Ref. 16 for stea
state stimulated emission in a laser medium without a re
nator and extrapolate its conclusions regarding narrowing
the emission spectrum to GaAs in particular. This the
takes into account the spatial nonuniformity of the emiss
gain, but does not include the specific features of the se
conductor. According to Ref. 16, the stimulated emiss
spectrum should narrow with increasing radiation energy
no more than a factor of;3. After this, the width of the
spectrum is almost unchanged as the optical energy
creases. This conclusion of the theory is in agreement w
the experimental functionD\vs5 f (Dex) shown in Fig. 5. In
this case we must take into account that the excitation en
density Dex is proportional to the emission energy dens
Ds . Note that this conclusion could not be confirmed, e.g.
experiments using semiconductor lasers. Lasers are mos
ten used for studying stimulated emission, but the narrow
of the spectrum in these devices is in large degree due to
resonator. In the theory of Ref. 16 it was also shown t
increasing the length of active medium should lead to a n
rowing of the stimulated emission spectrum. This quali
tively explains the change in the experimental functi
D\vs5 f (Dex) described above with changing diameterF
shown in Fig. 5.

The inset in Fig. 5 shows the results of measuring
functionD\vs5 f (Dex) for F 5 0.2 and 0.7 mm in the form
D\vs5 f (DexF). Note that for both diameters the expe

FIG. 5. Dependence of the width of the emission spectrumD\vs on Dex for
\vex51.485 eV.F, mm:1 — 0.2,2 — 0.7. The inset shows the correspon
ing dependence ofD\vs on DexF. Dex* — normalizing quantity.
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mental points lie on almost the same curve. This also ag
with the conclusions of the theory of Ref. 16 that for stim
lated emission~i.e., amplified spontaneous emission! the
form of the functionD\vs5 f (aL) is universal for a given
spontaneous emission spectrum~hereL is the length of the
active medium, anda is a value of the gain coefficient pro
portional and close in magnitude to the maximum of t
spectrum, which should increase with increasingDex). We
point out that it is not yet clear whether the spontaneo
emission spectra in our experiment would differ from ea
other for fixedDexF but differentF.

Increasing the diameterF ~for fixed energy densityDex)
also leads to concentration of the emission spectrum in
longer-wavelength spectral region~see Fig. 3!. The peak of
the spectrum shifts toward longer wavelengths when the
ameter is increased from 0.2 to 0.7 mm at fixed excitat
energy densityDex ~see Fig. 4! by an amount that first in-
creases with increasingDex, and then saturates. For the m
ment we suggest two possible reasons for the observed
in the emission spectrum asF changes. First of all, the shif
in the emission spectrum could be a result of saturation
the emission gain at the short-wavelength end of the sp
trum, which should happen with increasingF. This conclu-
sion holds for a semiconductor laser~with steady-state, high-
power optical pumping!, as shown by self-consisten
calculations of the spatially nonuniform distribution o
charge carrier concentration and photon emission densi17

According to Ref. 17, the carrier concentration falls off fro
the center of the photoexcited region to its edge, while
photon density, conversely, increases. Secondly, the shi
the spectrum as the diameterF changes could be explaine
qualitatively by taking into account that increasingF in-
creases the probability of intraband absorption of an em
sion photon. As F increases, enhanced heating of t
electron-hole plasma due to intraband absorption of
emission will decrease the population inversion of ene
levels by charge carriers. This follows from the theory
Ref. 23. In this case a narrowing of the gain spectrum w
occur towards the long-wavelength side~coinciding with the
edge of the band!. This also should lead to concentration
the emission towards the longer-wavelength region.

Thus, we have experimentally observed the followi
properties of the emission spectrum: 1! A decrease in the
width of the emission spectrum which saturates as the en
densityDex of the excitation pulse increases and as the
ameter of the beamF increases; 2! a universal character o
the decrease in widthD\vs of the emission spectrum as
function of the productDexF; 3! concentration of the emis
sion at longer wavelengths as the excitation energyDex in-
creases and as the diameterF increases. Our qualitative dis
cussions of these properties indicate that all of them
characteristic of stimulated~amplified spontaneous! emission
in a semiconductor without a resonator. To sum up, in
absence of a theory we have obtained a experimental pic
of the changes in the time-integrated power spectrum of n
stationary edge emission in a thin layer of GaAs with cha
ing beam diameter and energy of the high-power picosec
optical pump pulse. Our picture provides the necessary c
firmation of the stimulated nature of this emission, who
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duration, as shown in previous papers~see Refs. 1 and 2
etc.! lies in the picosecond time range. This confirmation
needed, in particular, to analyze a whole series
effects5,20,24 that occur in a photoexcited electron-ho
plasma with the participation of light.
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the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project 95-02-
05871! and GKNT Russia.
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Effect of the diameter of the photoexcited region on the picosecond relaxation of
bleaching in a thin layer of GaAs

I. L. Bronevo  and A. N. Krivonosov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted October 1, 1997; accepted for publication October 10, 1997!
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It is found experimentally that the relaxation of bleaching in GaAs, which takes place when
charge carriers are photogenerated by a high-power picosecond optical pulse, is slowed as the
beam diameterF increases. Relaxation of the bleaching is caused by a decrease in the
concentration of carriers due to recombination-induced superluminescence in GaAs. It is found
that as the diameterF increases, the rate of superluminescence recombination slows,
although the intensity of the superluminescent emission should increase. This apparent
contradiction is explained with the help of theory. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00605-X#
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In this paper we investigate the relaxation of bleach
in a thin layer of GaAs. Bleaching~increased transparency!
is observed during photogeneration of an electron-h
plasma~EHP! by high-power optical pulses with duration 1
ps. The bleaching reflects a change in the sum of populat
of nonequilibrium charge carriers in energy levels of the
lence and conduction bands that are connected by direc
tical transitions.1 Our experiments were carried out at roo
temperatureTR . The photogenerated electron-hole plas
concentration was large enough that recombination- indu
superluminescence occurs. In Ref. 1 we established
when the photogeneration of an electron-hole plasma is
terrupted, superluminescent recombination on a picosec
time scale ensures relaxation of the electron-hole pla
concentration~and accordingly the bleaching! down to a cer-
tain residual level. According to Ref. 1, when this residu
level is reached, the temperatureTc of the electron-hole
plasma becomes approximately equal to room tempera
TR , the superluminescence decays, and further relaxatio
the electron-hole plasma concentration and bleaching
ceed much more slowly with a characteristic time com
rable to the spontaneous recombination time in gallium a
enide of;1 ns.

As the diameterF of the photoexcited region in th
GaAs layer increases, the intensity of superluminesc
emission should increase, and we should expect the ra
superluminescent carrier recombination to increase as w
This should speed up the ‘‘picosecond’’ relaxation of t
bleaching to its residual level. However, in this paper
observe experimentally the opposite—the ‘‘picosecond’’
laxation of the bleaching down to a residual level is slow
as the diameterF of the exciting beam increases. This fact
qualitatively explained using the theory of Ref. 2.

Our sample consisted of a Al0.22Ga0.78As–GaAs–
Al0.4Ga0.6As heterostructure with layer thicknesses 1.3–1.
1.2mm and impurity concentrations,1015 cm23. The width
of the x-ray diffractive reflection curve, which characteriz
the degree of imperfection of the GaAs crystal lattice, was
4841063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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angular seconds. The layers of AlxGa12xAs were transparen
to the light used. Bleaching was investigated by the ‘‘exci
probe’’ method~see Ref. 1!. The duration of the excitation
(ex) and probing (p) pulses was 14 ps. The change in lig
intensity over the cross section of the excitation and pro
beams was approximately Gaussian. The probe beam pa
through the central portion of the photoexcited region of
sample. The ratio log(T1/T0), which characterizes bleachin
~whereT is the transparency of the sample, and labels 1
0 denote the presence and absence of the excitation, res
tively! and the average energy density~over the beam cross
section! of the excitation pulseDex were calculated from
measurements of the time-integrated energy of the probe
excitation pulses and the diameter of the excitation beamF
~at half-height of the intensity distribution!. The spectra~in-
tegrated over time! of the light emitted when the sample
photoexcited were measured as in Ref. 3.

Figure 1 shows the time dependence of the bleaching
a pulse energy densityDex556Dex* ~whereDex* is a normal-
izing quantity! and a fixed ratio of the diameters of the e
citation (F) and probe (f ) beams equal to 2. For the large
excitation beam diameterF 5 0.7 mm the bleaching falls off
with time more slowly and reaches its residual level;15 ps
later than forF 5 0.2 mm. The residual bleaching for th
diameterF 5 0.7 mm was smaller than forF 5 0.2 mm.
Based on the decay of the bleaching we define a chara
istic time t r for ‘‘picosecond’’ relaxation of the bleaching
down to its residual level~see the inset in Fig. 1!. Figure 2
shows the decay of the bleaching measured at a fixed d
eter f of the probe beam. In both experiments, the change
the bleaching relaxation~Figs. 1 and 2! indicate that the time
t r increases with increasing diameterF and follows the same
functional law~see Fig. 3!.

In Ref. 1 it was shown experimentally that when th
residual bleaching is reached for the diameterF 5 0.7 mm,
the energy distribution of the electron-hole plasma cor
sponding to this residual bleaching forTc.TR could be ap-
proximately characterized by the conditions
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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n5p, me5mh.Eg , ~1!

wheren and p are, respectively, the concentrations of ele
trons and holes,me andmh are the quasi-Fermi levels of th
electrons and holes, andEg is the width of the band gap
Condition ~1! corresponds to the maximum concentration
electron-hole plasma for which there is no longer a popu
tion inversion. In this paper, the residual bleaching decrea
as the diameterF increases~see Fig. 1!. It is probable that
for small diametersF the superluminescence decays, and
residual bleaching level is reached while a certain popula
inversion still remains. The fact that for different diamete
F the superluminescence terminates at different levels of
sidual bleaching is confirmed by measurement of the t
dependence of the bleaching~see Fig. 4! and emission from
the sample when the energy densityDex512Dex* . For the
diameterF 5 0.2 mm the maximum and residual bleachi
are practically the same. The width of the emission spect
D(\v) is equal in this case to 62 meV, which corresponds

FIG. 1. Change in the bleaching of GaAs with delay timetd between exci-
tation and probe pulses for\vex51.485 eV and\vp51.568 eV:1—F5 0.2
mm, f 5 0.1 mm;1—F 5 0.7 mm, f 5 0.35 mm;. The inset shows th
decay of the bleaching on a semilogarithmic scale. From these curve
find thatt r519 ps forF50.7 mm, andt r515 ps forF50.2 mm.

FIG. 2. Decay of the bleaching in GaAs with delay timetd between exci-
tation and probe pulses~on a semilogarithmic scale! for f 50.17 mm,
\vex51.513 eV,\vp51.568 eV.F, mm: 1 — 0.24, 2 — 0.35, 3 — 1.1.
Values oft r are shown on the figure.
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spontaneous emission~see Ref. 4!; i.e., superluminescence i
not triggered at this diameter. At a diameterF 5 0.7 mm we
observe ‘‘picosecond’’ relaxation of the bleaching down
its residual level, which is lower than forF 5 0.2 mm. At
F 50.7 mm the width of the emission spectrumD(\v)528
meV. The narrower emission spectrum forF 5 0.7 mm con-
firms that superluminescence is triggered.5 We emphasize
that although the residual bleaching also increases with
creasing beam diameterF ~probably because the superlum
nescence decays at a higher concentration of the elec
hole plasma!, for fixed F the residual bleaching remaine
nearly constant with changing excitation energy densityDex

~as we noted previously in Refs. 6 and 7!.
Let us discuss the ‘‘picosecond’’ relaxation of th

bleaching. Since the energy of an excitation photon\vex is
not much larger thanEg , the temperature of the photoexcite
electron-hole plasma should only slightly exceed the latt
temperature~for example in Ref. 2, when\vex51.52 eV, the
electron-hole plasma temperature did not exceed 470 K!. In
this case, the observed change in bleaching primarily refl
a change in the electron-hole plasma concentration~this is
confirmed by experimental spectra of the bleaching at v
ous electron-hole plasma temperatures and concentratio8

and also calculated spectra that separately illustrate the e
of temperature changes and concentration changes of
electron-hole plasma on the bleaching7!. The decay of the
concentration of photogenerated electron-hole plasma be
several picoseconds after the intensity of the excitation li
passes through its maximum, when the electron-hole pla

FIG. 3. Experimental dependence of the characteristic relaxation timet r on
the diameter of the excitation beamF for \vp51.568 eV~dots!. The solid
curve is the theoretical dependencet r5(2/3)(A1BtpTc

1/2Eg)th ; the pa-
rametersA and B chosen for the best approximation of experimental d
are given in the text.

FIG. 4. Variation of bleaching in GaAs with delay timet r5(2/3)
(A1BtpTc

1/2Eg)th between excitation and probe pulses for\vex51.485
eV, \vp51.568 eV.F, mm: 1 — 0.2, 2 — 0.7.

we
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begins to cool.8 During cooling the charge carriers mak
transitions from the higher to the lower energy levels that
subject to population inversion. The recombination-induc
superluminescence that occurs over picosecond time9,10

does not allow the inversion band to increase significantly1,11

and the concentration of the electron-hole plasma decre
as the electron-hole plasma cools. If we ignore the sm
fraction of the electron- hole plasma concentration wh
subtraction causes the population inversion to disapp
then the energy distribution of the electron-hole plas
within the cooling time can be characterized by conditio
~1!. It is not difficult to show that in this approximation th
electron-hole plasma concentrationn must vary with tem-
perature asTc

3/2, which is confirmed by the values ofn and
Tc determined from the experiments in Ref. 8. Note that
presence of recombination-induced superluminescence l
to additional heating of the electron-hole plasma~see Refs. 2,
12 and 13!. This heating should slow the cooling of th
electron-hole plasma compared to the case where there
superluminescence. The characteristic cooling time for
electron-hole plasma in GaAs in the presence of superlu
nescence was determined within the theory of Ref. 2 to

tT.~A1BtpTc
1/2Eg!th , ~2!

whereA56.2, B50.34, th. 0.8 ps is the cooling time o
the electron-hole plasma due to emission of LO-phono
tT , tp , andth are measured in ps,Tc in K, and Eg in eV.
The first term in Eq.~2! takes into account heating of th
electron-hole plasma arising from the fact that the energy
charge carriers that participate in the superluminescent
combination is smaller than the average energy of carrier
the electron-hole plasma. The second term takes into
count heating of the electron-hole plasma due to intrab
absorption of the superluminescent emission. The timetp is
a characteristic time for the motion of a superluminesce
photon in the active medium without leaving the medium
being absorbed. For the sample under study, which
waveguiding properties when the number of optically sen
tive defects in the crystal lattice is small, we can settp

21

.c(g1F21), whereg is the intraband absorption of ligh
andc is the velocity of light in the medium.

Note that the theory of Ref. 2 basically describes rel
ation of the electron-hole plasma in a semiconductor la
with optical pumping, and that according to the assertio
made in Ref. 2, Eq.~2! is qualitatively correct for GaAs
without a resonator. The theory allows us to use an expon
tial to approximate the dependence of the electron-h
plasma temperatureTc on time for Tc.TR . The results of
numerical simulation13 confirm that in the central portion o
the photoexcited region, where the bleaching was also in
tigated, it is permissible to approximate the time-depend
decrease in electron-hole plasma temperature by an expo
tial from the time when the superluminescence first appe
until the residual bleaching is reached.

The probe photon energy\vp51.568 eV was chosen
~according to the data of Ref. 8! so that the measured bleac
ing should vary with the concentrationn of the electron-hole
plasma. Sincen;Tc

3/2, the theory of Ref. 2 predicts that th
characteristic time for the measured relaxation of the blea
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ing should be determined by the expressiont r.(2/3)tT .
The theoretical dependence obtained fort r describes the ex-
perimental results if we agree thatA 5 8.5, B 5 0.57 ~see
Fig. 3!. The difference between the fitting parametersA and
B and the values obtained from theory is entirely accepta
if we are only attempting qualitative agreement. The valu
Tc5400 K andn52.831018 cm23 averaged over the time
in which the bleaching falls to its residual level were det
mined by using the dependence of the bleaching onn andTc

given in Ref. 8. The coefficientg554 cm21 was estimated
from the concentrationn according to Ref. 14.

Let us clarify why the superluminescent recombinati
should slow down asF increases, which explains the ob
served slowing of the ‘‘picosecond’’ relaxation of th
bleaching. AsF increases, the probability of intraband a
sorption of a superluminescence emission photon in the
gion of GaAs, where the electron-hole plasma is excit
increases. In this case, according to the theory of Ref. 2,
heating of the electron-hole plasma due to intraband abs
tion of the emitted light will decrease the population inve
sion and amplification coefficient of the emissionav so
much that, although the superluminescent intensityBv in-
creases with increasing diameter of the active GaAs reg
the rate of stimulated~superluminescent! recombination
(dn/dt);*av(n,T)Bvdv decreases~here v is the fre-
quency of the radiation, and the integral is taken over
spectral gain band!.

As F increases, the width of the gain spectrum for t
light should decrease due to the decreasing population in
sion mentioned above. The difference in width of the ga
spectra at different diametersF ~and the slightly differing
concentrations of electron-hole plasma! should lead to con-
centration of superluminescence in the longer-wavelength
gion asF increases. This is confirmed by emission spec
from a sample measured atDex556Dex* ~see Fig. 5!. The
width ~at half-height! of the spectraD(\v) corresponds ap-
proximately to the estimate from theory5 of the superlumi-
nescence spectral width when the decrease inD(\v) with
increasing gain saturates.

Thus, the experimentally observed slowing of ‘‘picose
ond’’ relaxation of bleaching observed in this paper as
diameterF of the photoexcited GaAs region increases
probably explained by a mechanism of slowing of super
minescent recombination based on the theory of Ref. 2
qualitatively discussed above.

This work was carried out with the financial support

FIG. 5. Energy density spectrads ~averaged over the photoexcited samp
area! for pulses of light emitted from GaAs when\vex51.485 eV.F, mm:
1 — 0.2, 2 — 0.7..
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Distinctive features of the far-infrared reflection spectra of the semimagnetic
semiconductors Hg 12xMnxTe12ySey

A. I. Belogorokhov, V. A. Kul’bachinski , P. D. Mar’yanchuk, and I. A. Churilov

M. V. Lomonosov State University at Moscow, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted August 11, 1997; accepted for publication October 16, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 546–548~May 1998!

Reflection spectra of single crystals of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey ~0.01,x,0.14,y50.01! in the far-
infrared range~10–600 cm21! are investigated at 300 and 77 K. A series of new phonon
modes is observed, in addition to the longitudinal and transverse modes corresponding to the
ternary compounds. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00705-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Semimagnetic semiconductors, or dilute magnetic se
conductors, consist of solid solutions in which atoms of o
of the components are replaced by atoms of a transition
ment M with an uncompensated magnetic moment. At t
time, much is known about the magnetic and transport pr
erties of many semimagnetic semiconductors, including
A12x

II MxB
VI compounds, i.e., semimagnetic semiconduct

such as Hg12xMnxTe and Hg12xMnxSe.1–3 For instance, it is
known that Hg12xMnxSe hasn-type conductivity, whereas
Hg12xMnxTe usually hasp-type conductivity. Adding Se to
Hg12xMnxTe is expected to lead to defect compensati
thereby allowing us to regulate the type of conductivity a
defect concentration of the latter.

There are far fewer papers in which the optical prop
ties of semimagnetic semiconductors like Hg12xMnxTe,
Hg12xMnxSe are discussed. Most of the the existing stud
use magnetooptics,1–3 although there is also some data on t
effect of current carrier concentration on the infrared spe
of HgTe, Hg12xMnxTe, and Hg12xMnxSe.4–7

Our interest is in the synthesis and study of optical pr
erties of the narrow-gap semimagnetic semiconduc
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey . In this paper we have investigated i
reflection spectrum in the far-infrared range.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Single crystals of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey were grown by
the Bridgman method from chemically pure components.
the measurements, samples were cut from ingots by the e
troerosion method, yielding samples with characteristic
mensions 63630.2 mm3. The manganese content was d
termined more accurately by measuring the absolute valu
4881063-7826/98/32(5)/3/$15.00
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the magnetic susceptibility at room temperature.X-ray, mi-
croprobe analysis, and magnetic measurements establi
that the samples contained no inclusions of other phases,
that they were homogeneous. The uniformity of the samp
was also monitored by measuring the Hall coefficientRH

over the length of the samples.~The values ofRH did not
differ by more than a few percent in the samples we chos
study, which attests to their high degree of uniformity.!

Our samples had mirror-like polished surfaces, w
compositionsy50.01 andx50.01, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.14. Th
concentrations and mobilities of current carriers for t
single crystals we investigated are listed in Table I. T
transport properties of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey involve electrons
and two groups of holes, in contrast to Hg12xMnxTe, where
only electrons and holes in an impurity acceptor band c
tribute, or Hg12xMnxSe, where only electrons contribute
One set of holes in Hg12xMnxTe12ySey probably consists of
holes from the impurity acceptor band, which is also char
teristic of materials like Hg12xMnxTe, while the other set
consists of band holes.8

It is well known that the near-surface region has a s
nificant influence on the electric and galvanomagnetic pr
erties of semiconductor solid solutions based on merc
telluride.9 In order to eliminate this effect, we subjected o
samples to chemical-mechanical polishing immediately
fore making the measurements, followed by a further che
cal etch. Special investigations showed that exposure of
etched samples to air for a few days did not change th
properties, i.e., the near-surface region does not affect
results obtained.

The optical spectra were recorded with a IFS-113v sp
trometer~Bruker! in the wave number range~10–600! cm21

at room temperature and liquid-nitrogen temperature. In
TABLE I. Concentration of electronsn and holesp1 and p2 for the mobility of electronsmc and holesmp1, mp2 for the samples of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey

investigated here atT54.2 K.

Sample No. x n, 1020m23 mc , m2/V•s p1, 1023m23 mp1, m2/V•s, p2, 1021m23 mp2, m2/V•s

1 0.01 0.1 – 5.0 3.0 0.09 0.6 0.10
2 0.03 5.9 – 1.6 1.8 0.10 0.53 0.13
3 0.05 5.3 – 1.5 2.8 0.0715 7.2 0.20
4 0.14 0.3 – 6.0 2.7 0.082 9.0 0.3
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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case, the wave number resolution was 0.5 cm21 over the
entire spectral interval.

3. REFLECTION SPECTRA

Figure 1 shows the reflection spectra of samples1–4 at
room temperature. The letters indicate the characteristic
sitions of lattice modes. The deep washed-out minimum
the high-frequency side of the spectrum~around 280 cm21!
corresponds to the spectral position of the mixed plasm
phonon mode. This mode appears because of the high
centration of free charge carriers in the samples under st
The exact spectral positions of the lattice modes observed
listed in Table II. In Table II we also list values of the wav
number corresponding to these modes at liquid-nitrogen t
perature.

From a comparison of data taken at these two temp
tures, it is clear that modesA12A3, A7 shift to longer wave-
length portions of the spectrum as the temperature fa
whereas the positions of modesA4 andA6 do not change. At
the same time, modeA5 shifts towards the short-waveleng
portion of the spectrum.

Figures 2 and 3 show reflection spectra at liquid-nitrog

FIG. 1. Reflection spectrum Hg12xMnxTe12ySey obtained at room tempera
ture of samples 1–4.
o-
n

n-
n-
y.
re

-

a-

s,

n

temperatures for samples1 and2, respectively. In Figs. 2 and
3 it is clear that as the temperature falls, the shape of
spectrum changes as the plasmon-phonon minimum mo
toward the region of small wave numbers, which is a con
quence of the decreasing free carrier concentration. For
reason, the spectrum acquires a more well-defined profil
the region of bulk lattice vibrations.

Mode A1, whose position depends on temperature a
on composition, was not observed previously in the tern
compound Hg12xMnxTe,4; therefore, we assign it to a loca
mode of selenium in the lattice of the quaternary compou
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey .

ModesA2 andA3 correspond to transverse optical~TO!
and longitudinal optical~LO! phonons. This follows from a
comparison of our data with the results of Refs. 4 and
ModesA2 andA3 are practically unchanged as the compo
tion changes and shift only slightly toward the low-ener
region as the temperature decreases. The TO modeA2 could
correspond to vibrations of the binary component MnTe
the crystal lattice of the compound. We can also say t
about modeA4 ~see Ref. 4!.

Interpretation of modeA5 depends on the literatur
source used: one paper assigns it to a local defect mo5

while another assigns it to LO phonons.4 The four-

FIG. 2. Reflection spectrum of sample1 at liquid-nitrogen temperature.
9

8

.3
TABLE II. Spectral position of lattice modesAi(cm21) for Hg12xMnxTe12ySey at room temperature~in
parentheses—at liquid-nitrogen temperature!.

Sample No. x y A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

1 0.01 0.01 2 2 156 125.0 97.5 72.8 60.9 43.8
~254! ~ 2 ! ~152.8! ~125.3! ~ 2 ! ~75.0! ~59.4! ~41.3!

2 0.03 0.01 261 192.8 156.0 123.0 97.5 75.6 59.4 46.
~ 2 ! ~186.6! ~153.1! ~122.5! ~105.6! ~ 2 ! ~55.6! ~38.1!

3 0.05 0.01 265 189 156.0 122.5 101.0 75.5 60.0 47.
~254! ~185.9! ~153.8! ~126.3! ~106.6! ~71.9! ~54.4! ~ 2 !

4 0.14 0.01 265.6 190.6 156.0 124.4 103.1 76.6 56.3 45
~256.2! ~185.9! ~154.0! ~124.4! ~108.1! ~72.5! ~53.8! ~23.4!
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component crystal Hg12xMnxTe12ySey has defects that ar
characteristic of Hg12xMnxTe: vacancies of mercury, sele
nium, tellurium, interstitial mercury, etc. The Se atoms o
cupy vacancies, and new clusters appear or change the
mensions, depending on the situation. Change in
dimensions of clusters leads to changes in the vibratio
spectrum of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey , for example, modeA5

shifts toward higher energies as the Mn contentx increases.

4. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE REFLECTION
SPECTRA IN THE SMALL-WAVE-VECTOR RANGE

A feature worth noting is the good resolution of mod
A62A8, which are present in the reflection spectra of nea

FIG. 3. Reflection spectrum of sample2 obtained at liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature.
-
di-
e
al

y

all the samples. As the temperature decreases, the ampl
of vibration of these modes increases. One reason for abs
tion of photons in this region of the spectrum could be op
cal transitions of carriers from the valence band to the im
rity band with participation of phonons. The presence of t
band in the materials under study was established in Re
It is located above the bottom of the conduction band by
energy of about 5 meV. This energy is comparable to
energy of transitions with participation of the phonons c
responding to modesA7 and A8. However, despite the
single- phase nature of the sample, we cannot comple
rule out the possible existence in the samples of a gran
structure. If the dimensions of the grains were 20–50mm,
modesA7 and A8 could in principle be explained by loca
vibrations, i.e., bulk-confined acoustic phonons.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research Grants 96-15-96500 and 96-02-1885
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Effect of ultraviolet irradiation on the luminescence and optical properties
of ZnS : Mn films

Ya. F. Kononets, L. I. Veligura, and O. A. Ostroukhova

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted August 29, 1997; accepted for publication October 26, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 549–553~May 1998!

Changes have been observed and investigated in the electrooptic properties of ZnS : Mn films
used in thin-film electroluminescent structures as a result of irradiation by ultraviolet
pulses with energies per pulse much smaller than the threshold energy of laser annealing. It is
found that in disordered ZnS : Mn films processes of defect generation are important
even for below-threshold energies of the ultraviolet radiation pulses, and can facilitate the
effective diffusion and activation of Mn atoms in the ZnS lattice. It is shown that short-time
ultraviolet processing of thin-film electroluminescent structures improves their
characteristics and, by making the preparation technology simpler and cheaper, allows structures
with detector characteristics to be fabricated on low melting-point substrates. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00805-9#
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Films of wide-gap compounds of the group II–VI~ZnS,
CdS, etc.! are widely used in various optoelectronic system
e.g., photodetectors or electroluminescent light sources.
example, thin-film electroluminescent structures based
ZnS : Mn films have been used successfully in planar d
plays for information imaging systems. The use of the
thin-film electroluminescent structures is becoming m
widespread as their preparation technology becomes che
and simpler.1

One commonly used technology operation in mak
these thin-film electroluminescent structures is an annea
temperatures of 500–600 °C, which facilitates the crysta
zation processes in ZnS : Mn films and activates impurit
However, this anneal requires the use of refractory substr
and protective measures to prevent interlayer diffusion
impurities that degrade the characteristic of the layers. La
annealing makes selective processing of the thin-film e
troluminescent structures possible over their area or al
the layers without heating the substrate or the other layer
the thin-film electroluminescent structure, which is esp
cially important in fabricating multicolor structures.1 How-
ever, since the threshold energy density for laser annea
exceeds 0.5 J/cm2 ~Ref. 2!, high-power sources of ultraviole
radiation are needed, and it is necessary to carry out the
annealing at excess pressures of inert gas in order to a
cracking the layers.

Previously,3 we observed that the photoluminescence
tensity of ZnS : Mn films increased when they were expo
to light pulses from a LGI-21 laser with wavelengthl5337
nm and energy density per pulseEi>1024 J/cm2, which is
considerably lower than the threshold energy density for
ser annealing. We established that the magnitude of the
fect depends both on the fabrication conditions for obtain
the ZnS : Mn films and on the intensity and duration of t
ultraviolet irradiation~UV annealing!. The goal of this paper
is to investigate this effect in more detail in order to clar
its features and nature, as well as to evaluate the possib
4911063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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of using it to make thin-film electroluminescent structur
based on ZnS : Mn films.

1. TEST SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
METHOD

We studied films of ZnS : Mn 0.1–0.8mm thick ob-
tained by coevaporation of ZnS and MnS in vacuum ont
substrate made of glass or sapphire heated from below
temperatureTs5100–180 °C, with no thermal annealing an
subjected to an additional thermal anneal in vacuum. T
concentrationCMn of manganese in the layers varied from
to 1 weight %. In order to study the effect of ultraviole
annealing on the electroluminescence properties, we fa
cated the usual type of MISIM structure, in which a sem
conductor~S! film of ZnS : Mn with thickness;0.6 mm is
enclosed between two insulating~I! Al2O3 layers, each of
thickness;3 mm. The lower electrode~M! was made of a
layer of In2O3 on glass or sapphire, and the upper layer w
made of aluminum. Before depositing the aluminum, so
of the structures were subjected either to thermal annea
in vacuum at an anneal temperatureTa5300–500 °C or to
irradiation for 15–30 min by pulses from a LGI-21 las
(Ei51023 J/cm2, repetition ratef 5100 Hz!. In addition to
UV radiation from the LGI-21 laser, we also used UV radi
tion selected by filters from a DRSh-250 mercury lamp in t
range 313 or 365 nm.

We studied the transmission spectra and photolumin
cence of the ZnS : Mn films, along with changes in the sp
trum and PL intensity resulting from thermal annealing
UV processing, the kinetics of luminescence in the emiss
band of the Mn21 ions ~l5585 nm! and in the band of so-
called self-activated emission~l5460 nm!. In studies of the
spectral characteristics we used a KSBU-23 spectrome
The time resolution for our measurements of photolumin
cence kinetics excited by LGI- 21 pulses (t i510 ns! was
<1026 s.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We made multiple measurements on the three type
thin-film electroluminescent structures which we fabricat
i.e., original and subjected either to thermal annealing or
annealing. These measurements were: voltage-brightnes
voltage-charge characteristics, electroluminescent efficie
defined as the ratio of the brightness of the structure to
current passing through it, and spectral and kinetic cha
teristics of the luminescence. In measuring the volta
brightness and voltage-charge characteristics we used
dard measurement methods. Electroluminescence
excited by a sinusoidal voltage at a frequencyf 550–5000
Hz or by sign-changing rectangular pulses of duration 10–
ms with rise times of;0.5 ms. The latter were also used t
study the growth and decay kinetics of the electrolumin
cence.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies showed that ZnS : Mn films obtained
deposition onto a substrate that was slightly heated from
low (Ts,150 °C! exhibited an increase in the PL intensi
I PL from the Mn21 ions with timet when the films are irra-
diated by pulses with energy densityEi>1024 J/cm2. The
rate of growth of the PL intensity and its level at saturati
depended not only on the intensity of the UV irradiati
~Fig. 1! but also the technology for fabricating the films a
their doping level. This effect is observed when t
ZnS : Mn films are irradiated by quanta from the spect
region of band-band absorption~l5313, 337 nm!, and is not
observed when the irradiating quanta are from the impu
absorption region (l5365 nm!. Disorder in ZnS : Mn films
is generated by low deposition temperatures, increased
ing levels, or additionalg-irradiation. It turns out that in-
creasing this disorder enhances the effect of UV anneali

Thus, when ZnS : Mn films (Ts5120 °C, CMn50.6
weight %! are irradiated by pulses with energyEi51023

J/cm2, the intensity of the photoluminescence from the Mn21

FIG. 1. Increase in PL intensity (I PL) of a ZnS : Mn film (Ts5120 °C!
irradiated by pulses of UV quanta. Energy density per pulseEi ,
1023 J/cm2: 1—0.1, 2—0.2, 3—0.35,4—1.
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ions~Fig. 2a, curve1! increases aftert55 min by 28 to 88 %
relative to the PL intensity of the same film subjected
thermal annealing at a temperatureTa5400 °C in vacuum
for one hour~curve 4!. Subjecting such a film to an add
tional g-irradiation (107 rad, curve2! under the same condi
tions increases its PL intensity by 22 to 94%. Thermal a
nealing such a sample also enhanced the intensity of its
~curve 6!. The ultraviolet annealing effect, as follows from
Fig. 2a, is significant for the initial films of ZnS : Mn~curves
1 and 2!, but decreases after thermal annealing and
Ta.400 °C is no longer observed. Note that increasing
deposition temperature above 180 °C also causes the u
violet anneal effect to disappear.

Ultraviolet annealing of ZnS : Mn films not only in
creases the PL from the Mn21 ions but also suppresses P
arising from self-activated emission~Fig. 2b, curve 1!,
whereas the same kind of annealing of an undoped ZnS
causes the self-activated emission to increase~curve 2!.
Some increase in the self-activated emission PL is also
served when films of undoped ZnS areg-irradiated, which
leads to the formation of Frenkel pairs (VZnZni). The effect
of UV annealing is stable, in that several years after ann
ing there is no noticeable change in the properties of the fi

Analysis of transmission spectra shows that UV anne
ing does not change the shape of the spectrum in the tr
parency region (l.400 nm!, i.e., during annealing no sig
nificant changes occur in the refractive index or degree
light scattering in the film. However, this type of anneal, lik
thermal annealing~Fig. 3, curves1–3, causes the absorptio
edge to become sharper. It is interesting to note that in
doped ZnS films UV annealing does not affect the shape
the absorption edge, whereas after thermal annealing~curve
4! the absorption edge becomes sharper.

Figure 4 shows the results of measuring the volta
brightness characteristics and electroluminescence efficie
for two types of structures—one with no UV annealin
~curves1 and3! and one with UV annealing~curves2 and
4!. It is clear that annealing leads to a significant increase
the brightness and electroluminescence efficiency, and
steepening of the voltage-brightness characteristics. M

FIG. 2. Effect of irradiation timet by the LGI-21 laser on the PL intensity
(I PL) when l5585 nm ~a! and l5450 nm ~b!. The irradiation regime is:
f 5100 Hz,Ei51023 J/cm2. a: a ZnS : Mn film without annealing~1!, films
subjected to thermal annealing atTa5300, 400, 500 °C~3,4,5!, and films
subjected to additionalg irradiation ~2! and then thermally annealed a
400 °C ~6!. b: a ZnS : Mn film~1! and an undoped ZnS film~2!.
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over, the annealing also facilitates more stable operatio
the thin-film electroluminescent structures, since after U
annealing they have more electrical breakdown strength
their characteristics are less subject to change during op
tion. Comparison of the parameters of these thin-film el
troluminescent structures shows that with regard to brig
ness and electroluminescence efficiency the thin-fi
electroluminescent structures subjected to ultraviolet ann
ing are just as good as those subjected to thermal anne
at 450 °C in vacuum for 1 hour, and have greater electr
breakdown strength.

It is well known1,4 that temperature annealing o
ZnS : Mn films is necessary in order to increase the degre
crystallinity of the films, anneal out defects, and uniform
distribute and activate the Mn. Significant growth of cryst
lites is observed only for anneal temperaturesTa.500 °C,
while at lower temperatures the increased concentration
Mn21 ions replacing Zn is more important, since these la

FIG. 3. Absorption edge of ZnS : Mn films (Ts5120°! unannealed~1! after
UV annealing ~2!, and after thermal annealing atTa5500 °C ~3!. 4—
Absorption edge of an undoped ZnS film (Ts5120 °C,Ta5500 °C!. l is the
absorption coefficient.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the brightnessL ~1,2! and electroluminescent effi
ciency h ~3,4! on the magnitude of the voltageU applied to an initial
thin-film electroluminescent structure~1,3! and to one that was UV anneale
~2,4!. f 5 5 kHz.
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centers luminescence efficiently. The same processes
characteristic of laser annealing, where recrystallization
the layer after rapid local heating leads to higher quality
the crystal structure and diffusion of impurities into lattic
sites, where they become electrically or optically active.2 In
this case important roles are played not only by thermal h
ing, but also by the generation of thermoelastic strain, lar
densities of electron-hole pairs, which enhance the diffus
rate of impurities, and the annealing and creation of defec5

The threshold energy for UV annealing is substantia
lower than the laser annealing threshold (1024 versus
0.5 J/cm2), and under these annealing conditions the hea
of the ZnS film does not exceed 10 °C. Annealing is o
served only in the region where quanta generated
electron-hole pairs are absorbed, and is not observed w
the films are irradiated through the upper Al electrod
Therefore, there is no reason to assign a dominant rol
heating or thermoelastic stresses in the observed UV ann
ing effect.

In Fig. 5 we show the results of studies of how an ele
tric field affects the kinetics of UV annealing. We found th
applying a voltage~curve2! leads to quenching of the pho
toluminescence and weakening of its growth during UV e
posure, and the PL intensity is smaller after the voltage
removed. The observed decrease in the rate of UV annea
in an electric field, due to quenching of the photolumine
cence as a result of carrier separation and consequen
decreased electron-hole-pair density, indicates the signifi
influence of the latter on the UV annealing, although th
density is smaller by several orders of magnitude than
required by a model of plasma annealing.5

Thus, none of the phenomena that could take place w
an energy of;1023 J/cm2 is absorbed by a ZnS : Mn film—
heating, thermoelastic strain, or electron-hole plasmas—
cause the recrystallization and lattice ordering that are c
acteristic of laser annealing. However, certain things
known6 about generation of defects in semiconductors s
jected to pulsed irradiation that suggest a decrease in
threshold energy for their formation. This decrease could
important in strongly disordered semiconductors when
effect of the deformation potential is combined with the he
ing, thermoelastic stress, and plasma generation that can
cur when the semiconductor is irradiated by these puls7

FIG. 5. Rate of UV annealing of a ZnS : Mn film without an applied volta
~1! and with an applied voltage~2!. The voltage pulse shape is shown at t
top of the figure.
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Lowering the energy of defect formation can in turn stim
late the processes of impurity diffusion and activation.

The more efficient ultraviolet annealing observed
more disordered films suggests that this kind of annea
can lead not only to recrystallization of the lattice, but also
the creation and annihilation of defects. It is known that
radiation of CdS crystals8 or ZnSe crystals9 by light from an
LGI-21 laser leads to the generation or annealing out of
trinsic defects. In ZnS, the threshold energies for defect
mation are large, of order 5–6 eV~see Ref. 10! for the most
probable of these—theVZnZni pair—and energy quanta i
the range of 3.6 eV are probably insufficient to create defe
in the ordered ZnS lattice. However, in strongly disorde
ZnS films exposed to pulsed UV irradiation this energy co
be considerably smaller; direct confirmation of this is pro
ably the increased self-activated emission in undoped
films under UV annealing~Fig. 2a, curve2! caused by re-
combination of electrons trapped at shallow donors~usually
Zni or Cls) and holes at centers which incorporate zinc v
cancies (VZn).

10

Manganese in ZnS is an efficient luminescence ce
which replaces Zn in the cation sublattice; the process
inclusion of Mn occurs more efficiently when voids a
present in the latter, i.e., zinc vacancies.4 Usually, the de-
crease in self-activated emission observed when ZnS
doped with manganese is associated with a decreased
ber of these voids due to their occupation by manganese
the formation of an efficient luminescence center—the Mn21

ion. The enhanced PL from Mn21 ions observed when
ZnS : Mn films are UV annealed is accompanied by a
crease in self-activated emission, which probably indica
stimulation by the UV irradiation of the processes that inc
porate manganese atoms into the ZnS lattice where they
come effective luminescence centers, since they are isoe
tronically substituting for zinc atoms.

Obviously, in ZnS : Mn films deposited on weak
heated substrates~from below! there are many nonequilib
rium defects, including inclusions of manganese atoms,
form a broad spectrum of states. In strongly compensa
semiconductors, the shallow states are able to wash ou
edge of the fundamental absorption band.11 The changes in
the shape of the absorption edge and the emission ban
Mn21 ions observed in the course of UV annealing
ZnS : Mn and ZnS films do not contradict the assertion t
some of the shallow levels are converted into deep neu
levels, since manganese, which isoelectronically repla
zinc in the ZnS lattice, is neutral with respect to the latte

In general, photoinduced changes in the PL intensity
be caused by changes in the concentration of recombina
centers due to annealing9 or generation of new defects8

stimulated by impurity diffusion,12 and by changes in the
recombination characteristics of the luminescence cen
-
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Our investigations of the luminescence spectra show
both the PL and EL spectra are dominated by a band ass
ated with Mn21 ions, since emission outside this band, i
cluding self-activated emission, is several orders of mag
tude weaker. Although UV annealing makes the PL intens
of Mn21 ions several times stronger, it gives rise only to
slight distortion of the spectrum, while the spectrum and
netics of the luminescence and the absorption coefficient
essentially unchanged. This probably indicates that the
creased PL from Mn21 ions in films subjected to UV annea
ing is connected not with an increase in the efficiency
excitation or luminescence of the latter, but rather with t
increase in the number of luminescence centers.

Thus, we have established that subthreshold UV po
can generate intrinsic defects in ZnS : Mn films irradiated
pulses of UV light and stimulate diffusion and interstiti
insertion of manganese atoms in the bulk of the crystallit
which leads to an increase in the number of luminesce
centers. In this case the number of shallow states decre
which affects the shape of the absorption edge, the emis
band of manganese, the intensity and electroluminesce
efficiency, and the steepness of the voltage-brightness c
acteristic. The decrease in concentration of shallow sta
which can drift in an electric field, increases the electric
strength and improves the operating stability of thin-fi
electroluminescent structures after UV annealing. We h
shown that UV annealing makes the process of fabrica
these thin-film electroluminescent structures simpler a
cheaper, and allows us to obtain them with suitable cha
teristics on cheap, low-melting substrates.
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Natural nonuniformities in the height of a Schottky barrier
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This paper discusses natural nonuniformities in the height of a Schottky barrier caused by the
discreteness of impurity charges randomly distributed in the depletion region. The
parallel-diode model is used to show that these natural fluctuations in the effective barrier height
at a metal-semiconductor junction, on the average, do not exceedkT at room temperature
for doping levels less than or equal to 1018 cm23. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00905-3#
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The lack of time-delay processes involving the accum
lation and extraction of minority carriers, the possibility
creating sharp junctions, and other properties make Scho
contacts a necessary structural unit in the fabrication of e
tronic circuits. For this reason, it is especially important
describe these junctions and predict their parameters b
on well-developed theories.

Real metal-semiconductor contacts are nearly alw
nonuniform to some degree. This is confirmed by direct m
surement with scanning probes1 and by analysis of the non
ideality of current-voltage characteristics.2,3 It is customary
to link this fact with the defective nature of the boundary
in general, to abstract it from the physical nature of the n
uniformities, modeling them, e.g., in Ref. 4, by spots w
variable work function. A statistical approach was develop
in Refs. 5 and 6 in order to construct a theory of exc
current through metal-semiconductor junctions, and the
fect of fluctuations in the magnitude of the impurity conce
tration ~majority and compensated! on the Schottky barrier
height was discussed as well.

Our goal in this paper is to show that even atomica
smooth, abrupt, and defect-free contacts with no surf
states unavoidably induce nonuniformities in the Schot
barrier, due to the discreteness of the charge of doping
purities at some well-defined value of the concentrat
~natural nonuniformities!.

In describing the field and potential present in semic
ductor depletion layers, the three-dimensional Poisson e
tion with a sum ofd-functions on the right-hand side is re
placed by its one-dimensional analog, whose solution le
to the well-known parabolic bending of the bands. The
missibility of this approximation is not in question if th
extent of the depletion layer exceeds by many factors
average distance between atomic impurities. In this case
possible to replace the discretely distributed bulk charge b
continuous distribution characterized only by the impur
concentration. In reality, however, at sufficiently high valu
of the band bendingU0 ~greater than 0.1 eV! the average
distance between charged donors^d&5N21/3 is of the same
order of magnitude as the width of the space-charge reg
L5(«U0/2pe2N)1/2 ~where«.10 is the dielectric constan
4951063-7826/98/32(5)/2/$15.00
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of the semiconductor! over the full range of important, from
the practical standpoint, doping levels, i.e.,N from 1016 to
1020 cm23. For example, whenU050.2 eV andN51018

cm23, we find that^d&510 nm andL515 nm. Thus, the
effect of discreteness of the impurity charge cannot be
noreda priori in analyzing processes at the semiconduc
surface and, in particular, at the metallic contact.

In Ref. 7 we calculated the distribution of electric fie
in the near-contact region of a Schottky junction, taking in
account that the field in the space-charge region is gener
by the fields of point charges of ionized impurities and th
electrostatic images in the plane of the contact surface.
results of these calculations, presented in Ref. 7, showed
the value of the total field varies significantly along the s
face and can exceed the value of the field in the o
dimensional model of band bending by one to two orders
magnitude. The electrostatic potential at the surface o
semiconductor in contact with a metal is smoothed o
However, if we take into account that a probe charge near
boundary feels the effect of the image force, we find that
height of the Schottky barrier depends on the value of
electrostatic field.

Computer simulation allows us to calculate the distrib
tion of potential barrier height along the surface of the co
tact. However, even at rather small doping levels there
portions of the surface for which the barrier is so narrow t
tunneling of electrons becomes important. In order to co
pare the results of our calculation with experiment, the eff
tive Schottky height should be determined, i.e., the heigh
an equivalent classical barrier that gives the same cur
density through the junction.

In order to calculate the current through the junction
used the parallel-diode model.8 Let us consider the case o
rather small fluctuations in the electric field intensity in t
near-contact region, which occurs at impurity concentratio
less than or of the order of 1018 cm23. The requirement of
rather weak variation of the field in the junction is necess
in order that we be able to use the parallel-diode model. T
characteristic size of the model diodes should greatly exc
the wavelength of an above-barrier electronl, which is true
for these doping levels. The surface of the contact is divid
into n equal areasSi , within which the potential is nearly
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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one-dimensional. Let us also assume that the junction bia
small. We will assume that the external voltage drop occ
only across the depletion layer, i.e.,U5eFL, whereF is the
electric field applied to the junction. Taking into account t
transparency of the barrierDi(E,F) and the equilibrium en-
ergy distribution of electrons, we can then write the therm
onic emission current density from areaSi in the form

j i5~m* ekT/2p2\3!E
0

`

dEDi~E,F !

3 lnH 11exp@~Ef2E!/kT#

11exp@~Ef2E2U !/kT# J . ~1!

Herem* is the electron effective mass,Ef is the Fermi level,
andE is the energy of an electron measured from the bott
of the conduction band. The transparency of the poten
barrier in the quasiclassical approximation can be set e
to 1 for above-barrier electrons, while for below-barrier p
ticles it is given by the expression

Di~E,F !5expH 2@~2m* !1/2/\#E
b

a

dz@Ui~z,F !2E#1/2J .

~2!

Here a and b are roots of the equationUi(z,F)5E. The
potential profile in Eq.~2! has the form

Ui~z,F !5U02e~F0i2F !z2e2/4«z,

where the fieldF0i is the result of summing the fields o
donor-image dipoles. Near the boundary within the areaSi it
is constant and depends on the specific position of the do
in the space-charge layer and on their number, i.e., the
purity concentration. The field calculations were alrea
done in Ref. 7.

Now, according to our definition of the effective barrie
its heightUeff should be determined from the condition thaj
equal the value calculated using the classical formula

j 5@m* e~kT!2/2p2\3#exp~2Ueff /kT!@exp~U/kT!21#.
~3!

In each model diode we have

Ueffi 5kT ln$@m* e~kT!2/2p2\3#@exp~U/kT!21#/ j i%.
~4!

Calculations show that for this model of a meta
semiconductor contact the distribution of effective values
the barrier along the boundary surface has a density
differs from ad-function. The results obtained nearly coi
cide with the distribution of values of electrostatic potent
for a free semiconductor surface in the case of intrinsic
localized surface states.7 In Fig. 1 we plot the densityp(Ueff)
of the distribution of effective Schottky barrier heights f
two doping levels of the semiconductor—1016 and 1018

cm23. The widths of these curves, which characterize
degree of nonuniformity of the barrier height, are in t
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range 10–30 meV for these concentrations of impurities. T
character of this distribution function density for the effe
tive Schottky barrier height and its variation with increasi
doping level qualitatively agree with the results of the e
perimental paper of Palmet al.1 The quantitative disagree
ment, as mentioned in Ref. 7, could be associated with
hancement of the primary nonuniformities of the potential
the surface of the semiconductor when a metallic film
grown on top.

Thus, in this paper we have defined and calculated m
elistically the effective Schottky barrier height. We ha
shown that even in the absence of other defects nonun
mity of the electrostatic potential in the metal-semiconduc
contact is caused by the discrete charge of the doping im
rities. These calcuations determine the theoretically poss
limits on the ideality of a Schottky diode.

1H. Palm, M. Arbes, and M. Schulz, Phys. Rev. Lett.71, 2224~1993!.
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FIG. 1. Distribution density of the heights of effective Schottky barrie
along the surface of a contact for a band bendingU05 0.5 eV and various
doping levels: 1016 cm23—solid curve, 1018 cm23—dashed curve.
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Distinctive features of the magnetoresistance of degenerately doped n -InAs and their
influence on magnetic-field-dependent microwave absorption
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Magnetic-field-dependent microwave absorption and electron spin resonance are used to
investigate magnetoresistive effects in strongly dopedn-InAs. It is shown that these effects can
be traced back to negative, positive, or oscillatory magnetoresistance~i.e., the
Shubnikov–de Haas effect!. While the experimental data are in agreement with the predictions of
theory in the latter two cases, for the negative magnetoresistance there are features that are
difficult to interpret, especially the absence of any effect at very small fields, much smaller than
the characteristic fieldHw that appears in the theory of quantum corrections, and the two-
dimensionality of bulk samples in fields much larger thanHw implied by the observed dependences
on temperature and to some extent on the magnetic field. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01005-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Changes in the microwave absorption of solids placed
a magnetic field can be due to a large variety of phenome
The most important of these was discussed in Ref. 1, wh
it was noted that magnetoresistive effects are responsible
most of the magnetic-field dependence of the microwave
sorption in semiconductors. The conduit for these effect
the resistivityr, which for a semiconductor in a weak ma
netic field increases as the square of the applied magn
field H:

r5r01bH2, ~1!

where b is a coefficient of proportionality. In degenera
semiconductors oscillations in the magnetoresistance are
served at sufficiently strong magnetic fields, which are qu
tum mechanical in nature. This is the well-know
Shubnikov–de Haas effect, which can be used to determ
the precise position of the Fermi level in a degenerate se
conductor among other things.

The phenomenon of negative magnetoresistance
quired a much longer time to explain. Negative magneto
sistance appears at low temperatures, especially in stro
doped semiconductors, and has been studied experimen
since the end of the 1950’s in several materials includ
InAs.2 At the beginning of the 1980’s theoretical descriptio
were developed for this phenomenon, based on the quan
mechanical properties of charge carriers in disordered c
ductors~see Ref. 3!. Subsequent comparison of this theo
called the ‘‘theory of quantum corrections,’’ with the hug
volume of experimental material accumulated at the end
the 1980’s, led researchers to conclude that it was su
ciently complete to model all the basic features of the p
4971063-7826/98/32(5)/7/$15.00
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nomena observed,4 in particular, their temperature an
magnetic-field dependences.

It is noteworthy that the experiments used to study m
netoresistive effects in semiconductors have been prima
dc experiments. Therefore, it is interesting to identify wh
features of this phenomenon appear at microwave frequ
cies, when the skin effect begins to make itself felt. In th
case any change in resistance in a magnetic field appears
change in the microwave absorption, and ESR~electron spin
resonance! spectroscopy can be used to measure the la
This technique is now commonly used to investiga
magnetic field-dependent microwave absorption
superconductors,5 and also in the search for new superco
ducting phases in nonsuperconducting hosts.1 In particular,
the experiments described in Refs. 1 and 5 demonstrated
high sensitivity of this technique to changes in the mic
wave absorption in materials with large conductivity.

For this reason, we propose in this paper to address
problem of identifying the effect of magnetoresistance a
in particular, negative magnetoresistance, on the absorp
of electromagnetic energy at microwave frequencies for
example of degeneraten-type InAs. We will show that it is
possible to use ESR spectroscopy effectively6 in these stud-
ies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The high sensitivity of ESR spectroscopy to magneto
sistive effects in low-resistance materials is a consequenc
a number of methodological and structural features. Firs
all, the sample under study is placed at an antinode of
magnetic microwave field of a cavity resonator; therefo
the latter preserves its highQ. Secondly, what is measured
not the microwave power absorption itself, but rather its d
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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rivative with respect to magnetic field. This allows us
distinguish the field-sensitive part of the microwave abso
tion from the part that does not depend on magnetic fie
and record only the first of these, and also to use a narr
band amplifier to enhance the signal, which greatly increa
the signal-to-noise ratio.

A further advantage of the ESR technique is the fact t
the magnets used in ESR spectroscopy generate highly
form magnetic fields, and the systems for controlling t
field make it possible to fix the value of the field and ma
tain that value to an accuracy of four decimal places. T
magnetic field is scanned automatically, which allows us
measure the dependence of the derivative of the microw
absorption with respect to magnetic fielddP/dH on mag-
netic fieldH with high accuracy; both the magnetic field an
the value of its derivative are fixed.

On the other hand, use of a microwave field leads
certain peculiar features of the measurement process c
pared to measuring the dc resistance of a sample. These
tures derive from the skin effect, which causes the mic
wave field to penetrate only a rather small distance into
sample, so that the change in microwave absorption is de
mined by the change in resistance of a narrow, near-sur
layer, where the state of the sample surface can stro
affect the phenomenon being measured. This requires sp
attention to conditions at the surface.

The problem with using ESR spectroscopy for such m
surements stems from the fact that absolute values of
change in sample resistance are highly nontrivial to mea
in this case. Accuracy in this situation is presumed to
rather low~on the order of 20%!,6 and for absolute measure
ments it is better to use other methods.

Note also that the signal generated by an ESR spectr
eter is determined by changes in theQ of a resonator. Such
changes can differ even in sign for samples whose re
tances are very different. Thus, in high-resistivity materi
~whose impedance is much larger than the characteristic
pedance of the waveguide!, examples of which are insulator
with paramagnetic ions, theQ of the resonator decrease
with decreasing resistanceR since the losses reduce to ze
as R→`. However, in a material with high conductivitys
the Q decreases with decreasing conductivity, because
losses reduce to zero ass→`. For this reason, changes
sample conductivity that are opposite in sign for hig
resistivity and low-resistivity materials lead to changes in
resonatorQ with the same sign.

In our investigations we used a E-112 ESR spectrom
built by Varian with an ESR-9 flow helium cryostat built b
Oxford Instruments. The spectrometer magnet was cap
of varying the magnetic fieldH in the range -50 Oe,H,
115 kOe. Small coils were inserted into the gap of the el
tromagnet, which created a constant counterfield on the o
of 100 Oe at the location of the sample. This counterfield
not act on the magnetic-field pickup. The sample tempera
could be held constant to good accuracy~0.1 K! in the range
of temperatures from 3 to 300 K by varying the helium flo
through the cryostat. In order to detect the derivative of
microwave absorption we superimposed an ac field on
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slowly varying magnetic field with a frequency of 105 Hz
and amplitude of 1 Oe.

The experiments were carried out on ‘‘metallic
samples ofn-type InAs with carrier concentrations of 5.
31016 cm23, mobilities of order 20 000 cm2/~V•s!, and re-
sistivities of 631023 V•cm at 300 K. Our experimenta
procedure was the following. A sample of semiconduc
with dimensions 0.833.539 mm was placed in the cryosta
at the position of an antinode of the magnetic field in t
resonator, and cooled down to the necessary tempera
after which the dependence ofdP/dH on H was recorded. In
this case the magnetic field increased from -50 Oe to
necessary positive value within 4 or 8 minutes.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the dependence ofdP/dH on magnetic
field as the latter varies from -50 Oe to 15 kOe at vario
temperatures. Since we are dealing with a low-resistance
terial, the signaldP/dH;dR/dH;dr/dH. It is clear from
the figure that a negative derivative of the magnetoresista
is observed only at sufficiently weak fields (<100 Oe!, while
in stronger fields the derivative of the magnetoresistance
comes positive. Note that this figure shows H-dependen
of the derivative of the microwave absorption, and a chan
in sign of the derivative does not indicate a change in sign
the effect. The negative magnetoresistance reaches a m
mum at a point wheredP/dH50, and then begins to de
crease, becoming positive at fields much larger than the fi
where the derivative changes sign. However, the transi
from a dependence characteristic of negative magnetore
tance to one characteristic of positive magnetoresista
takes place at lower fields, and is easily seen in the fig
appearing as a kink in the functiondP(H)/dH at a field of
about 100 Oe. In fieldsH.3500 Oe, oscillations are clearl
visible in the magnetoresistance~the Shubnikov–de Haas ef
fect! at low temperatures. As the temperature rises, the
effects decrease in amplitude.

In Fig. 2 we show a more detailed picture of the functi
dP(H)/dH in the negative magnetoresistance range for s
eral temperatures in the range from 3.1 to 25 K. At lo

FIG. 1. Derivative of the microwave absorptiondP/dH as a function of
magnetic fieldH for a strongly doped crystal ofn-InAs atT, K: a — 3.1, b
— 3.8, c — 10, d — 20. The cutoffs on the ordinate correspond to z
values of dP/dH. The numbers above curvea label maxima in the
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations. In the fieldH. 3.3 kOe the background
ESR line is apparent for all the curves.
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temperatures these functions contain four characteristic
gions. At very weak fieldsH<1 Oe the change in the de
rivative is small or entirely absent~at the lowest tempera
tures!. The size of this region is comparable to the amplitu
of the ac magnetic field that generates the signal for
derivative. Under these conditions the fine structure in t
region~if any is present! cannot be determined. As the ma
netic field increases toH.1 Oe, the absolute value of th
derivative udP/dHu increases and goes over to a linear d
pendence onH:

UdP

dHU;H. ~2!

However, the range of fields in which this behavior
observed is not large~a few oersteds! and is followed by a
segment on whichudp/dHu reaches a maximum (H of order
10 Oe!. As the field increases further,udp/dHu begins to
decrease, approaching zero sublinearly. The maximum v
of udp/dHu decreases with increasing temperature, but
magnetic field at which this maximum is observed rema
constant. Moreover, as the temperature increases, the fe
nearH50 ~the first of the regions discussed above! gradually
disappears.

4. OBSERVED NEGATIVE MAGNETORESISTANCE AND
THEORY OF QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

Let us compare our results for the negative magneto
sistance with the theory set forth in Refs. 3 and 4. Note fi
of all that the magnetic field and temperature dependence
the magnetoresistance take different forms in the theory
quantum corrections, depending on the mechanisms that
ate them, i.e., weak localization or interference betwe
electron-electron interactions in the diffusion and Coo
channels. Because the effect of electron-electron interact
on the magnetoresistance is, as a rule, much weaker tha
effect of weak localization,3 most of our conclusions will
derive from the latter.

FIG. 2. Derivative of microwave absorptiondP/dH plotted versus magnetic
field H for the same sample ofn- InAs as in Fig. 1, in the region of negativ
magnetoresistance at temperaturesT, K: 1 — 3.1, 2 — 3.8, 3 — 5.7, 4 —
7.5, 5 — 10, 6 — 15, 7 — 25.
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1. The characteristic magnetic field at which phase
herence of the particles that carry current is destroyed~which
also leads to the appearance of the negative magnetor
tance! is determined by the ratioH/Hw , where

Hw5
\c

4eDtw
, ~3!

where\, c, ande is the usual notation for well-known con
stants,D is the particle diffusion, andtw is the relaxation
~breaking! time of the phase of the particle wave function

2. The dependence of the negative magnetoresistanc
magnetic field turns out to be different for different dime
sionsd of the conducting structures. Ford52,

s2~H !2s2~0!5
e2

2p2\
f 2S 4DeH

\c
twD , ~4!

where

f 2~x!5x2/24 for x!1, ~5!

f 2~x!5 ln x for x@1. ~6!

For d 5 3,

s3~H !2s3~0!5
e2

2p2\
S eH

\c D 1/2

f 3S 4DeH

\c
twD , ~7!

where

f 3~x!5x3/2/48 for x!1, ~8!

f 3~x!50.605 for x@1. ~9!

From Eqs.~4! and~5! it follows that for two-dimensional
structures whenx!1 we have

ds2

dH
;

x

12
;H, ~10!

i.e., in weak fields the derivativeds2 /dH should increase
linearly with increasing magnetic field.

For two-dimensional systems whenx@1, i.e., in strong
fields, from Eqs.~4! and ~6! we obtain

ds2

dH
;

1

x
;

1

H
, ~11!

i.e., as the field increases, the derivative should reduc
zero like 1/H.

Analogous relations for three-dimensional structu
have the following form. Forx!1 from Eqs.~7! and~8! we
have

ds3

dH
;x;H, ~12!

and forx@1 from Eqs.~7! and ~9! we have

ds3

dH
;x21/2;H21/2. ~13!

Thus, it follows from Eqs.~10!–~13! that whereas in
weak fields the derivatives of the negative magnetoresista
depend identically on magnetic field in two-dimensional a
three-dimensional samples, in strong fields their asympt
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behaviors differ: In two-dimensional structures the derivat
reduces to zero with increasing magnetic field much m
rapidly than in three-dimensional structures.

3. The temperature dependence of the negative ma
toresistance also has a different form for two-dimensio
and three-dimensional systems.3,4 This is associated with the
different dependences ofds(H) on tw @see Eqs.~4! and~7!#.
For any type of scatteringtw;T2n. For a two-dimensiona
system, whenx@1 andH5const, we thus obtain from Eq
~6! the expression

ds2~T!;2 lnT, ~14!

For three-dimensional systems, we havef 3(x)5const
when x@1. However, this relation is correct only whenx
>100. For smaller values ofx, as shown in Ref. 4, we hav

ds3~H,T!;Hm11/2/Tm1n, ~15!

i.e., for H5const we should observe a power-law depe
dence ofds3(T). For ds/dH the dependences should b
analogous.

Let us now turn to the relation between theory and o
experimental data.

In the weak-field range 1<H<10 Oe, in agreement with
the theoretical relations~10! and ~12!, there actually is a
segment of the experimental function shown in Fig. 2
which udP/dHu;H. However, in very weak fieldsH<1 Oe
this linearity is disrupted, and at the very lowest tempe
tures the resistance in this regime ceases to depend in
way on field. This effect is not associated with features of
apparatus for the following reasons. First of all, it disappe
as the temperature rises. Secondly, in other materials w
exhibit changes in the absorption at microwave frequen
at such weak fields~e.g., in type-I superconductors! the
change in the derivative is recorded immediately start
from zero field. Thus, our experiments imply that there is
certain threshold fieldH0'1 Oe for satisfying relations~10!
or ~12!, which is not predicted by theory.

In order to compare the experiments with theory in t
strong-field range H@Hw , we replotted the function
dP(H)/dH on a log-log scale. Figure 3 shows a portion
the field in which the derivative decreases in absolute va
but remains negative. For comparison, we show straight l
1 and2 on this plot, which represent the theoretical depe
dences~13! and ~11! predicted ford53 and d52, respec-
tively. It is clear that, strictly speaking, the experimen
curve cannot be approximated by the power-law dep
dences of either of the segments, which embody the pre
tions of quantum correction theory. A comparison w
theory should be made in the field rangeH@Hw'10 Oe,
i.e., at roughly 30 Oe. On the other hand, it is clear from F
1 that the character of the magnetoresistance changes q
tatively at fields on the order of 100 Oe from a sharp dep
dence characteristic of negative magnetoresistance
weaker dependence that is typical of positive magnetore
tance, although the sign in this case still corresponds to n
tive magnetoresistance. Thus, analysis based on the theo
negative magnetoresistance whenH@Hw must be carried
out in fields 100>H>30 Oe. It is clear that in this range o
e
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fields approximation of the experimental dependence by
~11! is more justifiable. In other words, the two-dimension
model is slightly preferable.

From a comparison of the experimental functions forx
!1 and x@1 we find thatx'1 for H'10 Oe. We thus
obtain

Hw5
\c

4eDtw
'10 Oe, ~16!

which allows us to determine the diffusion length after t
phase breaking timetw in the sample under study

Lw5ADtw'S \c

4HweD 1/2

'431025cm. ~17!

Let us now turn to an analysis of the temperature corr
tions. In Fig. 4 we plot the temperature dependence of
points udP/dHumax shown in Fig. 2 on a semilogarithmi
scale~curve 1!. It is clear from the figure that this depen
dence is well described over most of its range by the rela

dP

dH
;2 lnT, ~18!

which coincides with the theoretical function~14! for two-
dimensional systems. However, Eq.~14! corresponds to the
parameterx@1, while Eq.~18! was obtained forx.1.

It should be noted that the temperature dependenc
the conductivity, whenH50, also has the form7

s~T!5s02AlnT, ~19!

wheres0 is the classical conductivity, andA is a coefficient
of proportionality. In this case it is clear that as the tempe
ture increases the correction to the conductivity decrea

FIG. 3. Dependence of the derivative of the microwave absorptionudP/dHu
on magnetic fieldH in the range 10 Oe<H<140 Oe at 3.1 K plotted on a
log-log scale. The dashed straight lines are:1 — udP/dHu;H21/2, 2 —
udP/dHu;H21.
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which also agrees with data from other experiments4 on
strongly doped semiconductors that are far from the me
insulator transition.

Thus, it turns out that our bulk InAs sample behaves a
its dimensionality was close to two (d52! with respect to its
temperature-dependent, and to some extent magnetic-fi
dependent, behavior, as expressed by the dependence
negative magnetoresistance on magnetic field and temp
ture at microwave frequencies.

5. DISCUSSION OF ‘‘TWO-DIMENSIONALITY’’

In the theory of quantum corrections~see, e.g., Ref. 3!,
two-dimensionality is determined by the ratio of the sam
thicknessL to the phase-breaking lengthLw . In other words,
the sample is assumed to be quasi-two-dimensional whe

L!Lw . ~20!

However, in our case, since we are making microwa
measurements, the current carriers interact with the field o
near the surface within the skin-depth layer. Therefore, i
only the loss of phase in this layer that is important for
teraction with a microwave field, and we should replace
~20! by the following criterion for the appearance of tw
dimensionality:

Lw@d, ~21!

whered is the skin-depth layer. The quantityd is determined
either by the expression for the normal skin effect

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the maximum value ofudP/dHu in the
range of negative resistance~curve1! and the ninth maximum of the oscil
latory part ofudP/dHu ~2!.
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d5S 2

vm0s D 1/2

, ~22!

wherev is the frequency of the microwave field,m0 is the
magnetic permittivity in vacuum, ands is the conductivity
of the sample, or by the expression for the anomalous s
effect

d5S 4l

3vm0bs D 1/3

, ~23!

wherel is the mean-free path of a charge carrier, andb is a
numerical coefficient of order 10, which varies somewh
according to the nature of the reflection from the surfa
~specular or diffusive!.

In order to estimate the width of the skin-depth layer w
made samples of InAs with contacts and measured the
ductivity at a temperature of 3 K. It turned out to be the sa
as at room temperature, which reflects the metallic natur
the conductivity. The value ofd'431023 cm we obtain
from Eq. ~22! is two orders of magnitude larger than th
phase-breaking length defined in Eq.~17!. Thus, condition
~21! is not satisfied in our case. Note that using Eq.~23!
increases the value ofd, so that inequality~21! was violated
even more strongly.

Thus, the ‘‘two-dimensionality’’ of the negative magne
toresistance for the samples under study is observed in
microwave frequency range under anomalous conditio
when the skin depth is much larger than the phase-brea
length (d@Lw). This discrepancy between experiment a
theory has not yet found a satisfactory explanation and
quires additional study.

6. SHUBNIKOV–de HAAS OSCILLATIONS IN THE
MICROWAVE ABSORPTION

Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations are well-studied qu
tum magnetic effects observed in semiconductors with a
generate electron gas at low temperatures~see, for example,
Ref. 8!. Their analysis allows us to determine the position
the Fermi level in the semiconductor under study and in
number of cases the relaxation time, according to which
can estimate the applicability of Eqs.~22! or ~23!, in particu-
lar, for calculating the skin depth. The origin of the oscill
tions shown in Fig. 1 is the well known fact that Landa
levels successively intersect the Fermi level as the magn
field increases. In this case the maximum change in the d
sity of states occurs at the instant the Fermi level interse
the next Landau level. In Fig. 1 this corresponds to a ma
mum ofdP/dH, since the maximum change in the density
states corresponds to a maximum change in the resisti
When several magnetoresistive effects appear simu
neously in the functiondP(H)/dH, maxima in the oscilla-
tions are determined much more precisely than the posi
of zero values of the oscillations, as in ordinary measu
ments of the dc resistance. Moreover, the accuracy of th
measurements is increased due to the fact that recording
derivative eliminates the constant component of the sam
resistance.
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Below the Fermi level we always find an integer numb
of Landau levels, and when the Fermi level intersects
next Landau level, their number above the Fermi level
creases by one. Since the energy of the Landau level is

EL5
\eH

m* c
, ~24!

multiplication of the value of the magnetic fieldHi for a
given maximum of the derivative by a suitable integerni

gives the value of the magnetic field corresponding to
Fermi level; as the magnetic field increases, the value of
magnetic field for each successive maximum ofdP/dH must
be multiplied by an integer that is one less than the num
used to multiply the magnetic field at the previous ma
mum. Analysis of the oscillations in Fig. 1 shows that f
magnetic fields at which the derivativedP/dH is a maxi-
mum the following relations hold:

11H1510H259H358H457H556H655H7

54H853H95HF540.260.6 kOe,

i.e., oscillations are observed as the Fermi level successi
crosses Landau levels three through eleven.

It is thus not difficult to find the position of the Ferm
level, which determines the degree of degeneracy of
sample:

EF5\
eHF

m* c
521.131023eV ~25!

at the characteristic experimental temperatures 3–30 K;
the degeneracy must be assumed strong. The value oEF

which we found allows us to determine the electron conc
tration in the sample by the standard formula for semic
ductors with a degenerate electron gas8,9

n5
1

3p2S 2m* EF

\2 D 3/2

'5.731016cm23,

which must be considered good agreement with the ‘‘pa
port’’ data presented above. The velocity of an electron
the Fermi surface is

vF5A2EF

m*
54.73107cm/s.

In order to estimate the mean-free path we use the r
tion

l 5vFt, ~26!

wheret is the momentum relaxation time. For a rough es
mate of this time we use the temperature dependence o
amplitude of Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, which has
form7

b5b0Texp@2p2k~TD1T!/\vc# ~27!

and which contains the so-called Dingle temperature

TD5
1

p

\

tc
, ~28!
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where vc is the cyclotron frequency, andtc is the carrier
relaxation time, which is the same order ast in ~26! and can
serve as a guide in making rough estimates of the mean-
path. The value oftc determines the ‘‘natural’’ linewidth for
cyclotron resonance, which corresponds to transitions
tween neighboring Landau levels.

The temperatureTD , in turn, can be obtained once w
plot the curve8 ln(A/T)5f(T), where in our case the coeffi
cientA5(dP/dH)osc is the magnitude of the oscillatory pa
of dP/dH for constant values of the magnetic field. Th
dependence is shown in Fig. 4~curve 2!. On the figure the
deviation from linear behavior is insignificant down to lo
temperatures. Therefore, we can conclude thatTD!3 K, and
from Eq. ~28! we obtain the estimatetc.10212 s. Thus,
from this experiment we can estimate only a lower limit
the relaxation time, and consequentlyl .531025 cm. Thus,
Eq. ~22! appears to be more suitable for calculatingd in our
case.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. The use of ESR spectroscopy to investigate the m
netic field-dependent microwave absorptionP(H);r(H) al-
lows us to establish the existence of three characteristic
gions of negative magnetoresistance in metallic InAs:

a! H<H0.1 Oe: the quantityP(H) is actually indepen-
dent ofH. Such behavior is anomalous and not predicted
existing theory of quantum corrections:

b! 1 Oe<H<10 Oe, H!Hw : here uPu}H2, and this
region of quadratic field dependence is described by
theory of quantum corrections ford52, 3;

c! H>10 Oe, H@Hw : strictly speaking, the function
P(H) does not have any power-law character, which is p
dicted by the quantum correction theory; however, the
proximation of the theoretical dependence ford52 is found
to be preferred.

2. The temperature dependence ofP(H) in a field of
order 10 Oe corresponds to the dependence that follows f
the theory of quantum corrections whend52.

3. ‘‘Two-dimensional’’ characteristics of the negativ
magnetoresistance in the microwave frequency range w
observed in the sample under study under conditions wh
the skin depth was two orders of magnitude larger than
phase-breaking length (l @Lw), where we should expect be
havior characteristic ford53. This disagreement betwee
experiment and theory has not yet been satisfactorily
plained and requires further study.

4. Use of ESR spectroscopy to study Shubnikov–
Haas oscillations allows us to increase the sensitivity of
measurements and broaden the temperature range wher
effect is observed. At a temperature of 3 K, nine oscillatio
were observed, starting with eleven Landau levels below
Fermi level. We were able to observe oscillations up to
temperature of 30 K. From the temperature dependenc
the amplitude of the oscillations it follows that the relaxati
time in our sample wastc.1012 s, while the Dingle tem-
perature wasTD!3 K.

Thus, the use of ESR to investigate magnetic-field
pendent microwave absorption in low-resistance mater
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turns out to be a very effective way to study their quant
transport properties, i.e., Shubnikov-de Haas effect
quantum corrections to the conductivity on the metallic s
of the metal-insulator transition.
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Hopping relaxation of localized excitons is discussed within a model that avoids the
approximation of treating hopping to nearest-neighbor centers only, thereby lifting the model-
imposed restriction on the largest concentration of localized states that can be treated.
The general results are illustrated by an example in which the line shape of low-temperature
exciton luminescence in the tail of localized states is calculated. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01105-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A problem that arises in very different areas of the ph
ics of disordered systems is the need for a microscopic
scription of the kinetics of localized particles. For examp
fluctuations in the content of layers and~or! imperfect inter-
faces are the cause of structural disorder in semicondu
heterostructures, which to a considerable degree determ
the properties of devices such as lasers, photodetectors,
speed transistors, etc.1 Since radiative recombination of lo
calized excitons determines the low-temperature lumin
cence of undoped structures with quantum wells,
presence of disorder in these systems is directly reflecte
the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton luminesce
line and its Stokes shift relative to the exciton absorpt
peak.2,3 This makes spectroscopic measurements one of
most convenient methods for diagnosing the quality of na
structures.

A number of papers in which the authors reduce
problem of describing the luminescence spectra to calcu
ing a certain ‘‘effective’’ density of states for the localize
excitons has been published.4–8 In this case it is explicitly
predicted that in the course of its energy relaxation an e
ton rapidly ~compared to the times for radiative or nonrad
ative recombination! reaches a state from which it cann
depart. These states contribute to the effective density
states. The difference between the absorption and lumi
cence spectra is thus connected with the difference betw
ordinary and effective densities of excitonic states.

In spectroscopic measurements with time resolution
the picosecond range, it turns out to be possible to track
dynamics of exciton energy relaxation via localiz
states.9–11 A first-principles theoretical approach that is a
equate for these experiments requires an accurate descri
of the exciton~or carrier! kinetics at the microscopic leve
i.e., inclusion of the competition between processes of e
ton recombination and transitions between states.12–15 The
schemes developed for these calculations are only adeq
at low concentrations of localized centers, and take into
count the possibility of hopping only between neare
neighbor centers. In this approximation the collection of
5041063-7826/98/32(5)/5/$15.00
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possible chains of successive hops an exciton makes betw
localized centers distributed in space as it undergoes en
relaxation at low temperatures can be represented in the f
of a tree which gradually grows more branches as the lo
ization energy of the excitonic states decreases. In f
within the approximation of nearest-neighbor center hopp
there is exactly one chain of successive relaxation hops
each localized center. However, at higher concentration
localized states it turns out to be necessary to include tra
tions to all centers in the immediate vicinity of the partic
~see, e.g., Ref. 16, whose topic is donor-acceptor recomb
tion in semiconductors!.

In this paper we develop a first-principles microscop
theory of exciton relaxation in systems with disorder, whi
is equally applicable at low and at high concentrations
localized centers. The results are obtained within a mo
that approximately takes into account the possibility of loc
ized particles making transitions to all centers in the lo
environment, and not simply to the nearest available cen
A general finite-temperature balance equation, which d
not depend on specific mechanisms for intercenter transit
or on the distribution functions of localized states with r
spect to energy, is derived. The method of calculation
illustrated for the example of high-temperature relaxation
excitons within an exponential~Urbach! tail of localized
states. The distribution functions for excitons with respec
energy calculated under conditions of stationary excitatio
compared with analogous results obtained within the
proximation of nearest-neighbor hopping.

2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF LOCALIZED PARTICLES
AND KINETIC EQUATIONS

Let the distribution of centers with respect to energy
given by a functionq(«), where« is the localization energy
of a state at a center. We assume the spatial distributio
localized centers is random and uncorrelated. Each ce
with a given energy« is characterized by a local configura
tion of neighbors: the set`$« i ,r i% of energies of the states o
neighboring centers and distances to them~the space is as
sumed to be isotropic!. Let us introduce a fictitious ‘‘radius
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of sensitivity’’ R into our theory such that ifr j.R hopping
of a localized particle between these centers must necess
be excluded from the discussion. Let the rate of transition
a particle from a center with energy« to a center with energy
«8 be given by the functionv(«,«8,r 8), which depends on
the energies of these centers and the distancer 8 between
them. If this function falls off sufficiently rapidly with dis-
tance, then introduction of the radius of sensitivityR is jus-
tified. When the mechanism of transitions between cente
by tunneling,v turns out to be an exponential function of th
distancer 8, while for dipole-dipole interactions between e
citonic states we havev;r 826 ~see Ref. 13!. Thus, we can
exclude distant centers (r j.R) from the total set`$« i ,r i%,
which allows us to operate with finite sequences$« i ,r i%. Let
us denote the average occupation of a state with energ«
andn neighborsn$« i ,r i% ~within the radius of sensitivityR)
by f «

n$« i ,r i%.
The probability density for finding a state with the set

neighborsn$« i ,r i% among the states with energy« is deter-
mined according to the Poisson formula by the expressio

P«
n$« i ,r i%5

e2rV~R!

n! )
i 51

n

g~« i !S~r i !, ~1!

if the distribution of centers, as we assume, is random. H
r5*g(«)d« is the total concentration of localized cente
V(r ) and S(r )are the volume and area of the surface o
sphere of radiusr in the space with the system dimension
ity, andn! appears in the expression because of disorde
of the set of neighboring centersn$« i ,r i%. Note that the prob-
ability density for finding in« a state withm11 neighbors,
where the first state is («8,r 8) is ~necessarily! simply
P«

m$« i ,r i%.
For continuous generation of particlesG (0)(«), at the

end of all transient processes a stationary regime is es
lished with a state occupation function that depends on
local configuration of centers. Under conditions of station
excitation, the occupation numberf «

n$« i ,r i% is found by bal-
ancing the arrival of particles in these states and their de
ture from them.

The arrival is determined by the generation of partic
G (0)(«) at the center and their hopping from neighbori
centers~the hopping arrival channel!. The arrival of localized
particles via a single hopping channel can be represente
the formv(«8,«,r ) f «8

m11$«,r ;« i ,r i%, where there aren such
channels in all. Among the neighbors of the center with
ergy «8, there necessarily must be an initial center with e
ergy« ; this pair is separated out explicitly in the notation f
the populationf «8

m11$«,r ;« i ,r i%. Here and in what follows
we assume that the average occupation of the states is s
i.e., the state to which the hopping takes place can be tre
as empty.

Strictly speaking, the occupations of two neighbori
centers are coupled to one another not only directly and
versely by hopping of a localized particle between these c
ters, but also by hopping chains that pass through cen
located nearby. Eliminating from consideration the coupl
between the populations of two neighboring centers
double, triple, etc. hopping events is equivalent to elimin
rily
of
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tion from consideration the correlations between configu
tions of the local environment$« i ,r i% of these centers. This
simplified model allows us to derive a closed kinetic equ
tion for the average occupationF(«,«8,r 8) of a state with
energy«, which necessarily has a neighbor with energy«8 at
a distancer 8. In fact, our refusal to include correlation
makes it possible to carry out an independent averaging o
the configuration of the local environment of a neighbori
center in the expression for arrival along a single hopp
channel. The validity of the averaging procedure is forma
related to replacingf «8

m11$«,r ;« i ,r i% by F(«8,«,r ). In accor-
dance with the usual averaging rules

F~«,«8,r 8!5 (
m50

` E f «
m11$«8,r 8;« i ,r i%Pm$« i ,r i%

3)
i 51

m

d« idr i , ~2!

where the integration is carried out over all energies of d
tances to neighboring centerr i,R.

Total escape is defined by the reverse ho
n$v(«,« i ,r i) f «

n$« i ,r i%% and escape of a particle from th
systemv0(«) @for example, by radiative and~or! nonradia-
tive recombination for the excitons#. In those places where
this will not cause ambiguity, we will omit the set$« i ,r i%
from the formulas in what follows.

The total escape rate from a state with energy« and set
of neighborsn$« i ,r i% is written formally as a functionV@a#
of the escape rate of particles from the systema[v0(«):

V@a#5a1(
i 51

n

v~«,« i ,r i !. ~3!

The balance equation for arrival and departure, taking i
account internal notation, reduces to

V@v0~«!# f «
n5G~0!~«!1(

i 51

n

v~« i ,«,r i !F~« i ,«,r i !. ~4!

Let us divide the right and left sides of Eq.~4! by V@v0(«)#
and substitute the expression for the population of the s
f «

n into the definition~2!. As a result, we obtain a close
equation for the kinetics of an average occupation of a s
with a fixed neighboring center:

F~«,«9,r 9!5T«@v0~«!1v~«,«9,r 9!#

3$G~0!~«!1v~«9,«,r 9!F~«9,«,r 9!%

1E d«8dr8g~«8!S~r 8!v~«8,«,r 8!

3F~«8,«,r 8!T«@v0~«!1v~«,«9,r 9!

1v~«,«8,r 8!#, ~5!

where the average lifetime of a state with energy« is intro-
duced as a functionT«@a# of the parametera analogous to
the definition~3!:

T«@a#5 (
m50

` E Pm

V@a#)i 51

m

d« idr i . ~6!
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Note that if the average lifetime of a state with energy« is
T«@v0(«)#, the average lifetime of the same state when
necessarily has («8,r 8) as a neighbor will be different; spe
cifically, T«@v0(«)1v(«,«8,r 8)#.

Let us multiply the right and left sides of Eq.~6! by a,
take one of the integrations over the pair of other variab
(«8,r 8) outside the range of the sum, and relabel what is
by T«@a1v(«,«8,r 8)#. As a result, we obtain an integra
equation forT«@a#:

aT«@a#512E d«8dr8g~«8!S~r 8!v~«,«8,r 8!

3T«@a1v~«,«8,r 8!#. ~7!

We note that the limitR→` can be taken in the integra
equations~2! and ~7!. As a result, the dependence on t
fictitious radius of sensitivity now disappears.

The integral equation~7! is considerably simpler to ana
lyze than the infinite sum of multidimensional integrals
the definition~6!. It turns out that the solutionT«@a# can be
written in the form of quadratures using the inverse Lapla
transform. We thus find that

T«@a#5E
0

`

dtexpH 2at

2E d«8dr8g~«8!S~r 8!~12e2v~«,«8,r 8!t!J .

Ordinarily, experimental methods are not sensitive to
local configuration of centers, and we are allowed to spe
only the particle distribution in the system with respect
energy:

N~«!5g~«! (
n50

infty E f «
nPn)

i 51

n

d« idr i .

For example, if we ignore nonradiative channels for reco
bination of excitons in heterostructures, then the obser
shape of the stationary exciton luminescence line isL(«)
}v0(«)N(«).

Note that

v0~«!N~«!5g~«!S G~0!~«!1E d«8dr8g~«8!S~r 8!

3$v~«8,«,r 8!F~«8,«,r 8!

2v~«,«8,r 8!F~«,«8r 8!% D ~8!

and the law of conservation of the total number of partic
in this system is obvious:

E d«v0~«!N~«!5E d«g~«!G~0!~«!.

Thus, the results of analytic computations is the integ
equation~5!, whose solution can be written in explicit form
in a number of special cases; otherwise, it must be sol
numerically. In this formulation of the model we do not r
quire methods of numerical simulation such as the Mo
Carlo to analyze the processes of hopping relaxation .
it
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3. RELAXATION AT LOW TEMPERATURES

At low temperatures, only hopping of particles to cente
with large localization energy is possible. Thu
v(«,«8,r 8)[0 for «.«8. This leads to a considerable sim
plification of the kinetic equation~5!, which reduces to a pai
of equations

F~«,«9,r 9!5T«@v0~«!1v~«,«9,r 9!#

3FG~0!~«!1E«

d«8g~«8!

3E dr8S~r 8!v~«8,«,r 8!F~«8,«,r 8!G ~9!

and

F~«,«9,r 9!5T«@v0~«!#FG~0!~«!1v~«9,«,r 9!

3F~«9,«,r 9!1E«

d«8g~«8!

3E dr8S~r 8!v~«8,«,r 8!F~«8,«,r 8!G ~10!

for states with«,«9 and «.«9, respectively. The lower
limit of integration with respect to energy is determined
the exciton mobility edge. Denoting the average arrival o
particle at level« by

G~«!5
F~«,«9,r 9!

T«@v0~«!1v~«,«9,r 9!#
,

we find from Eq.~9! that

G~«!5G~0!~«!1E«

d«8g~«8!E dr8S~r 8!v~«8,«,r 8!

3T«8@v0~«8!1v~«8,«,r 8!#G~«8! ~11!

with a distribution of particles with respect to energy

N~«!5g~«!G~«!T«@v0~«!#. ~12!

This relation has a very simple explanation sinceT«@v0(«)#
is the average lifetime of a state with energy«.

In the approximation v(«,«8,r 8)5u(«82«)v(r 8),
where u(x) denotes the Heaviside unit step function, t
analytic solution to Eq.~9! can be written down in terms o
quadratures. Thus,

G~«!5G~0!expS E«

d«8
g~«8!

r~«8!
$12v0T«8@v0#% D , ~13!

where

T«[a]5E
0

`

dtexpS 2at2r~«!3E dr8S~r 8!$12e2v~r 8!t% D .

~14!

For compactness of the expressions we used the sim
dependence of the generation rateG (0) and escape ratev0 on
the state energy:G (0)(«)5const,v0(«)5const and the con-
centration of states with energy«8.« is
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r~«!5E
«

`

d«8g~«8!.

Let us examine on the basis of this model the stea
state distribution of excitons in the tail of localized stat
with densityg(«)5g0e2«/«0 in a two-dimensional~2D! sys-
tem (S52pr ). For definiteness, let the transition«→«8 be
caused by a tunneling mechanismv(r )5v(0)e2r /a. In Fig.
1 the solid curve represents the dependence of the ave
lifetime T« of a localized state on localization energy« @Eq.
~14!, a5v0]. In these calculations we used the followin
values of the dimensionless parameters:g0«0a251 and
v0 /v(0)50.1. We note immediately that the choice of
tunneling mechanism for hopping imposes a strict limitat
on the total concentration of localized centers, since
mechanism determines the possibility of forming very loc
ized states in the random potential of the system. Thus, w
the total concentration of centers increases to the point w
g0«0a2*1, the states become delocalized. Other mec
nisms for intercenter transitions do not impose such a s
limitation on the concentration of localized states. Keep
this in mind, let us turn out attention to the possibility
analyzing systems withra2.1 within the framework of this
model.

At low energies«, where the concentration of localiza
tion centers that are accessible by hopping«→«8, i.e., the
function r(«), is large, the average lifetime of a state
determined by hopping~formally, T«→0 as r(«)a2→`).
For larger localization energies the concentrationr(«) is
small, so that intercenter transitions are practically imp
sible, andT« is determined by the rate of departure from t
systemv0. For comparison, we show on this plot the avera
lifetime D« in the approximation of nearest-neighb
hopping:14

FIG. 1. Dependence of the average lifetime of a localized particle on en
calculated within the framework of the model used~solid curve! and in the
approximation of hopping to the nearest center~dashed curve!. g0«0a251,
v0 /v(0)50.1
-

ge
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-
en
re
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ct
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e

D«@v0#5E dr8
P«~r 8!

v01v~r 8!
,

where

P«~r 8!5r~«!S~r 8!e2r~«!V~r 8!.

Note thatD«@v0#→@v01v(0)#21 for r(«)a2 large, so that
the approximation of hopping to nearest neighbors does
work. It is obvious that for the set of parameters we ha
chosen the region of low localization energies is at
boundary of applicability of the nearest-neighbor hoppi
approximation. Here the values ofT« andD« differ signifi-
cantly.

The shape of the luminescence lineL(«)5v0N(«) in
the tail of localized states is shown in Fig. 2. This calculati
was done using the methods developed here~the solid curve!
and the nearest-neighbor hopping approximation~the dashed
curve!. The result of direct computer simulation of the ho
ping process of relaxation in a 2D system of localized cen
with a preset form of the functionsv(r ) andg(«) is shown
by the stepped curve. The dashed curve deviates cons
ably from the solid and step-like curves in the region
small localization energies. This reflects the rapid growth
the density of states functiong(«) and the escape, as w
mentioned above, of parameters from the range of appl
bility of the approximate approach. Conversely, by develo
ing the analytic model in this paper we obtain the corr
result for high and for low concentrations of localized ce
ters.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In deriving our balance equation we assume that a
the next hop a particle completely forgets about the lo
configuration of neighboring centers except for the cen
from which it hopped@see Eq.~4!#. This simplification in

gy

FIG. 2. Spectra of low-temperature steady-state luminescence from the
of localized states. The solid curve shows a calculation taking into acc
all possible intercenter transitions, the dashed curve is obtained unde
approximation of hopping to the nearest center. The staircase curve
result of a computer simulation for a system of localization centers loca
randomly in space.g0«0a251, v0 /v(0)50.1
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analyzing the relaxation process for localized particles
lows us to frame the entire discussion in terms of the aver
occupation of a state with fixed neighboring centers. In t
paper we have set aside the question of corrections to
populationN(«) connected with non-Markovian sequenti
hops of a localized particle from one center to another. T
problem was investigated in detail in Ref. 15. In the appro
mation of hopping to nearest centers it was shown that
correlation effects arise as the dimensionality of the sys
decreases, but as a whole this is not a large effect. The
in the maximum of the step-like curve~computer modeling!
relative to the maximum of the solid curve~model calcula-
tion! can be used as an estimate of the effect of correlatio
localized centers.

At finite temperatureQ, transitions«→«8 with «8,«
turn out to be possible, and the peak of the luminescence
shifts toward the region of smaller«. For example, let
the dependence of the hopping rate on the energy of
initial and final states be approximated by the functi
uQ(«82«)5$11e(«2«8)/Q%21, which becomes the ordinar
Heaviside omit step function forQ50. Then, forQ.«0 the
total escape rate to states with«8,« diverges, which attests
to the effective delocalization of particles at high temperat
~in comparison with«0). In this regime a particle is trappe
at a center, is excited into the continuum of delocaliz
states, is once again trapped by a center, etc.~one of the two
mechanisms for thermalizing carriers listed in Ref. 12!. The
approach proposed here, which lifts the limitation on t
largest permissible density of exciton states, allows anal
of various regimes within the framework of a single mod

The author is deeply grateful to L. A. Balake�nikov and
L. E. Golub for useful discussions.
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Analysis of changes in the intensity of intrinsic luminescence after diffusion of copper
into semi-insulating undoped gallium arsenide crystals

F. M. Vorobkalo, K. D. Glinchuk, and A. V. Prokhorovich

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukraine National Academy of Sciences, 252023 Kiev, Russia
~Submitted September 15, 1997; accepted for publication November 26, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 570–573~May 1998!

The effect of copper diffusion into semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals on the intensity of
intrinsic luminescence is analyzed. It is shown that diffusion of copper into semi-
insulating undoped GaAs crystals can lead either to an increase or a decrease in the intensity of
intrinsic luminescence. Analytic relations, which connect the magnitude and sign of the
effect with recombination parameters in these crystals, and also with the intensity of the excitation
luminescence, are obtained. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01205-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A well known and commonly used way to increase t
uniformity of semi-insulating, undoped crystals of galliu
arsenide is to heat them to a high temperature (T5 800–
900 °C! ~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2 and also the rev
Ref. 3!. During this exposure to heat, copper can diffuse i
the bulk of the semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystal, wh
greatly changes its spectrum of local centers.1–3 Therefore, in
recent years interest has focused on the study of how co
affects the electrical properties~in particular, luminescence!
of crystals of semi-insulating undoped gallium arsenide. A
result of this interest, it is now possible to obtain reliab
information on the changes induced by copper in the ene
structure of these crystals~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5, and al
the review article Ref. 3!. There is also reliable work relate
to the study of the effect of copper on their luminescen
properties: in Refs. 1 and 2 the authors observed a cons
able change in the intensity of intrinsic luminescence fr
semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals after copper was
fused into them. In discussing their data, the authors of R
1 and 2 limited the discussion to explaining the phenom
they observed and to their qualitative evaluation, which p
vented them from elucidating the character of the patte
they reported or giving them a convincing physical descr
tion. In contrast to Refs. 1 and 2, in this paper we prese
detailed analysis of how copper diffusion into crystals
semi-insulating undoped GaAs affects the intensity of intr
sic luminescence from these crystals, along with a real
ture of the physical phenomena that take place in this si
tion.

2. CHANGES IN THE INTENSITY OF INTRINSIC
LUMINESCENCE AFTER COPPER DIFFUSION INTO
CRYSTALS OF SEMI-INSULATING UNDOPED GaAs
„THEORY…

Let us calculate the intrinsic luminescence intens
~caused by direct radiative recombination of free electr
and holes corresponding to a recombination coefficientc) in
starting crystals of semi-insulating undoped GaAs, and c
tals of p-GaAs obtained after copper is diffused into the
5091063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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~the electrical properties of these crystals were describe
detail in Refs. 4 and 5!. In the original crystals of semi-
insulating undoped GaAs, the concentration of equilibriu
electrons and holes is very small compared to their exc
concentrationsdn1 and dp1 created by illumination. Diffu-
sion of copper into these semi-insulating undoped crys
converts them into low-resistance crystals ofp-GaAs.4,5

Therefore, in crystals ofp-GaAs doped with copper the con
centration of equilibrium electrons is very small compared
their excess concentrationdn2, while the concentration of
equilibrium holesp0 can be either larger or smaller than th
concentration of excess holesdp2. In this case, the intensity
of intrinsic luminescence in the original semi-insulating u
doped GaAs crystalsI 1 and the intensityI 2 obtained after
diffusion of copper into them are determined by the follo
ing relations~we assume that the thickness of the crystalsd
in the direction of propagation of the lighty greatly exceeds
the diffusion length for electron-hole pairsI d and the depth
of penetration of the excitation light 1/k):

I 15cE
0

`

dp~y!dn~y!dy, ~1!

I 25cE
0

`

@p01dp~y!#dn~y!dy. ~2!

Furthermore, we assume that in both types of crystals
luminescence is dominated by the linear bulk recombinat
of excess electrons~with lifetimestn1 in the original crystals
of semi-insulating undoped GaAs andtn2 in p-GaAs crystals
doped with copper! and holes~with lifetimes tp1 in starting
crystals of semi-insulating undoped GaAs andtp2 in p-GaAs
crystals doped with copper! for the excitation intensities we
used, i.e., the quantitiestn1, tn2, tp1, andtp2, and also the
diffusion lengths for electron-hole pairsl d1 in the original
semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals andl d2 in crystals
doped with copper, do not depend on the intensity of
excitation luminescenceL.1 We also assume that lumines
cence is excited by strongly absorbed light~i.e., the optical
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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absorption coefficientk is considerably larger than 1/l d).2 In
this case the concentration distribution of excess electr
and holes is given by the relations6

dn~y!5dn~0!exp~2y/ l d!, ~3!

dp~y!5dp~0!exp~2y/ l d!, ~4!

wheredn(0)5Ltn / l d, anddp(0)5Ltp / l d are the values of
dn anddp at y 5 0.

Then, as follows from Eqs.~1!–~4!, the intensity of in-
trinsic luminescence in the original crystals of sem
insulating undoped GaAs, and after copper is diffused i
them are determined by the relations~obviously we have
I 1 ,I 2!L):

I 15
c

2l d1
tn1tp1L2, ~5!

I 25cp0Ltn2S 11
Ltp2

2p0l d2
D ~6!

@ I 25cp0Ltn2 for L!L252p0l d2 /tp2, i.e., dp2(0)
5L2tp2 / l d2!2p0, and I 25ctn2tp2L2/2l d2 for L@L2, i.e.,
dp2(0)@2p0; obviously, the point where the functionI 2(L)
changes slope is located atL5L2, i.e., dp2(0)52p0].

Figure 1 shows schematically the functionsI 1 ,I 2

5w(L) that follow from Eqs.~5! and~6! for various relations
between recombination parameters of the original se
insulating undoped GaAs crystals (tn1 ,tp1 ,l d1), and the
crystals of p-GaAs obtained by diffusing copper into th
original crystals (tn2 ,tp2 ,l d2). It is clear that, depending o
the relation between recombination parameters for the c
tals under study~in particular, between the quantitie
tn1tp1 / l d1 and tn2tp2 / l d2),3 and also the intensity used t
excite the luminescence in the experiments, after incorpo
ing copper into the semi-insulating undoped GaAs crys
we can observe either a decrease (I 2,I 1) or an increase of
the intensity of intrinsic luminescence (I 2.I 1), i.e., the mag-
nitude and sign of these effect depend not only on
changes of the valuestn ,tp , and l d induced by the copper
but also on the rate of generation of electron-hole pairL
~the latter is a consequence of the different dependence
the intensitiesI 1 and I 2 on L; namely, I 1;L2 for any L

FIG. 1. Schematic dependence@from Eqs.~5! and~6!# of the intrinsic lumi-
nescence intensity on the intensity of excitation in initial crystals of se
insulating undoped GaAsI 1 ~1! and crystals obtained after diffusion o
copper atomsI 2 ~2! for various relations between their recombinatio
parameters—tn2tp2 / l d2,tn1tp1 / l d1 ~a!, tn2tp2 / l d25tn1tp1 / l d1 ~b!, and
tn2tp2 / l d2.tn1tp1 / l d1 ~c!.
ns

o

i-

s-

t-
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e
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while I 2;L for L!L2 and I 2;L2 for L@L2). Actually, it
follows from Eqs.~5! and~6! that when the luminescence
excited by strongly absorbed light we have:

1! I 2.I 1 for L,L152(tn2 /tn1)p0l d1 /tp1, I 25I 1 for
L5L1 andI 2,I 1 for L.L1, if tn2tp2 / l d2,tn1tp1 / l d1 ~see
Fig. 1a!;

2! I 2.I 1 for L,L2 and I 25I 1 for L>L2, if
tn2tp2 / l d25tn1tp1 / l d1 ~see Fig. 1b!;

3! I 2.I 1 for any L if tn2tp2 / l d2.tp1tn1 / l d1 ~see Fig.
1c!.

In principle, we can use Eqs.~5! and~6! to explain what
caused the changes in the intrinsic luminescence inten
observed in Refs. 1 and 2~increase in Ref. 1 and both in
crease and decrease in Ref. 2! after diffusion of copper into
the semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals~i.e., the roles
played by changes in the quantitiestn , tp , and l d induced
by copper!. However, these papers reported no data on
quantitiestn , tp , and l d for the crystals under study. In
addition, the magnitude of the intensity used in Refs. 1 an
to excite the luminescence makes it impossible to use r
tions ~5! and ~6! for a quantitative analysis of their data
although these data also qualitatively match the possible
lations between quantitiesI 1 and I 2 shown in Fig. 1~both
I 2.I 1 and I 2,I 1 are possible!. Therefore, in what follows
we present measured results for copper-induced change
the intrinsic luminescence intensity for crystals whose
combination parameterstn , tp , l d and rate of excitation of
electron-hole pairsL in them are known. This allows us t
make quantitative estimates of the effect and identify
primary reasons for these changes.

3. METHOD

The crystals used at the beginning of the experime
were made of semi-insulating undoped GaAs~with a resis-
tivity r523108 V• cm at T 5 300 K that increased with
decreasing temperature liker(T);exp(0.75 eV/kT)!. Their
conductivity was determined by ionization of EL2 defec
~whose concentrationNEL251.631016 cm23, and the energy
position of the levels they create is«EL25 0.75 eV! partially
compensated by shallow carbon acceptors~with a concentra-
tion NC.331015 cm23,NEL2). The properties of these ini
tial semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals are described
detail in Ref. 5.

Atoms of copper were introduced into the sem
insulating undoped GaAs crystals via diffusion at 750 °C
4.5 hours ~their concentration wasNCu.131017 cm23).
Due to passivation of the EL2 defects by copper atoms in
doped crystals, the concentration of EL2 defects was con
erably lower than the concentration of carbon ato
(NEL2,1.531015 cm235NC/2).5 Therefore, the conductivity
of crystals diffusely doped with copper was determined
thermal ionization of carbon and copper atoms, and w
quite large (r50.820.24V•cm for T5772300 K! and
hole-like in character~the concentration of equilibrium hole
was p0.3310152831016 cm23 at T5772300 K!. The
properties of the crystals obtained after incorporating cop
into semi-insulating undoped GaAs is described in detai
Ref. 5.

-
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We studied the intrinsic luminescence of gallium a
enide crystals, both initial and doped with copper, at 300
and at various levels of excitation. The luminescence w
excited by strongly absorbed radiation from a He–Ne la
~photon energyhn85 1.96 eV, absorption coefficientk54
3104 cm21, and excitation intensityL5101821022 kW/
cm2

• s! and a ruby laser (hn85 1.79 eV,k53.43104 cm21,
L5102221024 kW/cm2

• s!. The size of the luminescent re
gion of gallium arsenide was determined by the diffusi
length of excess current carriersl d @the quantityl d.1024 cm
exceeds the generation length for electron-hole pairs by
radiation 1/k.(0.2520.3)31024 cm and was considerabl
lower than the crystal thicknessd( l d ,1/k!d) #.

At the excitation levels we used, the intensity of intrins
luminescence was considerably less than the excitation in
sity, i.e.,I 1 ,I 2!L. Typical shapes of the luminescence spe
tra for initial crystals and crystals doped with copper a
shown in Fig. 2~in these crystals, in addition to the intrins
emission band with its maximum athnm5 1.44 eV, we also
observed luminescence bands caused by the EL2 defect
copper atoms with energieshnm. 0.7 and 1.30 eV, respec
tively!. A detailed analysis of these spectra, in particular,
luminescence caused by EL2 defects that is quenched by
can be found in Ref. 5.

4. CHANGE IN INTRINSIC LUMINESCENCE INTENSITY
AFTER DIFFUSION OF COPPER INTO SEMI-INSULATING
UNDOPED GaAs CRYSTALS „EXPERIMENT…

Figure 3 shows the experimental dependence of the
trinsic luminescence intensity on the level of excitation
initial semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystals and cryst
obtained after diffusion of copper. It is clear that the intr
duction of copper leads to an increase in the intensity
intrinsic luminescence at any level of excitation, i.e.,I 2.I 1

FIG. 2. Typical shape of photoluminescence spectra of initial se
insulating undoped GaAs crystals~1! and crystals obtained by diffusion o
copper~2! at 300 K andL5331022 kW/cm2

• s.
-
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for anyL. From analysis of these experimental functions@see
relations ~5! and ~6!, and also Fig. 1c# it follows that the
recombination parameters of the original semi-insulating
doped GaAs crystals are related to those obtained after
fusion of copper atoms as follows:tn2tp2 / l d2.tn1tp1 / l d1.
This relation is actually satisfied in our experiments~because
the Cu causes the value oftp to increase while leaving the
quantitiestn andl d unchanged!, since direct measurement o
the recombination parameters of the original crystals a
those doped with copper at 300 K shows that in these c
tals ~in particular, whenL5331022 kW/cm2

• s! we have
tn1.tn2.10210 s,tp1.1.6310210 s,tp2.5310210 s, and
l d1. l d2.1024 cm ~for the methods of measuringtn ,tp and
l d , see Ref. 7!.4

5. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in intrinsic luminescence intensity obser
after copper is introduced into semi-insulating undoped cr
tals of gallium arsenide, which occurs at any level of exci
tion, is due to the increased lifetime of free holes induced
copper. The magnitude and sign of the effect are descri
satisfactorily by theoretical relations that take into acco
the dependence of the intensity of radiative recombination
free electrons and holes on the rate of their generationL and
their lifetimestn andtp .

1!The phenomena which we are describing will be observed if the lifetim
of excess current carriers are determined by the rate of their recombin
via local centers whose occupation changes only slightly under excita
i.e., the lifetimes of minority current carriers relative to their recombin
tion at local centers are considerably lower than the lifetimes for electr
and holes relative to their direct radiative recombinationt51/c(p01dp).

2!The expressions given here fordn, dp, I 1, andI 2 are easily generalized to
the case of an arbitrary relation betweenk and 1/l d .6 Thus, in particular,
when weakly absorbed light is used to excite luminescence@k!1/l d#, the
relations given below fordn, dp, I 1, andI 2 are correct if we replace 1/l d

by k in them.

i-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the intrinsic luminescence intensities in initia
semi-insulating undoped GaAs crystalsI 1 ~1! and crystals obtained afte
copper diffusionI 2 ~2! on the excitation energyL at 300 K.
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3!When weakly absorbed radiation is used to excite luminesce
(k!1/l d), we must also consider relations between the quantitiestn1tp1

and tn2tp2 in analyzing the relations between intensitiesI 1 and I 2 ~see
above!.

4!In these experiments we observed a relatively weak nonlinearity in
recombination of excess electrons and holes, i.e., a relatively weak de
dence oftn ,tp , andl d on L ~in particular,tn1 ,tp1;L20.25). This implies
that the forms of the experimental functionsI 1 ,I 25w(L) we have ob-
tained deviate somewhat from the theoretical form considered above@see
Eqs. ~5! and ~6!#. In these experiments~see Fig. 3! we hadI 1;L1.6 for
any L, while I 2;L1.1 for L,331022 kW/cm2

• s and I 2;L1.6 for
L.331022 kW/cm2

• s. A point where the functionI 2(L) changes slope is
observed, as we expected, forL5L252p0l d2 /tp25331022 kW/cm2

• s
~see Fig. 3!, i.e., for dp2(0)5L2tp2 / l d251.531017 cm2352p0.
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Differential resistance of Au/GaAs 12xSbx tunneling contacts in the zero-bias anomaly
region. I. Contacts to n -GaAs12xSbx

T. A. Polyanskaya,a) T. Yu. Allen,b) Kh. G. Nazhmudinov, S. G. Yastrebov, and
I. G. Savel’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 9, 1997; accepted for publication December 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 574–578~May 1998!

The current-voltage characteristics and the differential resistanceR(V)5dV/dI of
Au/n-GaAs12xSbx tunneling contacts were investigated. Schottky barriers were prepared on
n-GaAs12xSbx epitaxial layers, which were specially not doped, in the composition
range 0.01,x,0.125. It was shown that the curvesR(V) in the electron density range
231018<n<731018 cm23 and temperature range 4.2<T<295 K are described well by the
tunneling theory employing a self-consistent calculation of the potential in the Schottky barrier
region. A square-root dependence of the conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 on the bias voltage
V was observed in the zero-bias anomaly region in accordance with the Al’tshuler–Aronov theory
of quantum corrections introduced in the density of states at the Fermi level by the
characteristic features of the electron-electron interaction in disordered metals. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01305-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

We undertook to investigate the differential resistan
R(V)5dV/dI of Au/GaAs12xSbx barrier structures formed
on epitaxial layers of a solid solution with a degenerate e
tron or hole gas in order to determine whether or not it
possible to observe for Schottky barriers by means of tun
ing spectroscopy an anomaly in the density of states at
Fermi levelEF

dn}AuE2EFu, ~1!

predicted by Al’tshuler and Aronov for weakly disordere
metals.1–3 HereE is the electron energy. The anomalydn ~1!
is due to a characteristic feature arising in the electr
electron interaction in the process of electron diffusion in
weakly disordered field of impurities and other lattice d
fects. As a result, an additional componentDG(V) ~so-called
zero-bias anomaly! of the type

DG~V!

G~0!
5gAuVu ~2!

appears in the tunneling conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 of
the contact in the limitV→0 but ueVu@kT (V is the bias
voltage!. Here G(0)[G(V50) and the coefficientg de-
pends on the resistivityr and the electron-electron consta
ln ~for the density of states!

g}ln /r3/2.

To distinguish the anomalous contribution to the co
ductance it is necessary to know the behavior of the ‘‘ba
ground’’ dependence of the differential resistanceRN(V),
determined by the normal density of states, which fo
spherical isoenergetic surface is given by
5131063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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n0~E!5
1

2p2S 2m*

\2 D 3/2

~E2Ec!
1/2, ~3!

wherem* is the effective mass, and the electron energyE is
measured from the conduction-band bottomEc . For this rea-
son, the first problem of our investigations was to check
correspondence between the experimental and theore
voltage dependencesRN(V) in the temperatureT and voltage
V ranges where the anomaly in the tunneling conductanc
not observed. This problem raises the question of whe
the theory of tunneling in Schottky barriers adequately
scribes the experimentally observed dependencesRN(V) for
real surface-barrier structures.

It is well known that the theory developed in Refs. 4–
for the density of states~3! satisfactorily describes the ex
perimental current-voltage characteristics and the dep
dencesRN(V) for Schottky barriers in the thermal-fiel
emission region. However, in Ref. 8 it was noted~see Sec.
3.2.2! that this agreement between theory and experimen
surprising, considering that the space charge associated
impurities in a semiconductor is more likely macroscopica
than microscopically nonuniform within the space charge
gion. This should result in large fluctuations in the form
the barrier6 and in the tunneling probability. Indeed, th
agreement between the theory4–7 and the experimental dat
is markedly worse for diodes fabricated on the basis
‘‘dirtier’’ semiconductors, for example, semiconductors wi
compensating impurities. An example of this is the we
known problem of the excess dark currents at low~of the
order of liquid-nitrogen! temperatures in barrier structure
fabricated on the basis of epitaxial layers of III–V solid s
lutions.

This question was greatly clarified after the developm
of the fluctuation theory of a barrier9 and the consequen
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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appearance of the field of research called incoherent me
copics. A theory of thermal-field emission was developed
Schottky barriers.10 We checked this theory on
Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures with electron density11

n5Nd2Na>101621017 cm23. It was found that the theory
of Ref. 10 makes it possible to explain the experimental d
at the qualitative~voltage and temperature dependences
the current! and quantitative levels. Specifically, the low
temperature~excess! currents in Au/n-GaAs12xSbx struc-
tures are explained by the presence of compensating leve
residual impurity with density1! Nt5Nd1Na5(3.060.4)
31019 cm23.

We could not employ the theory of Ref. 10 to calcula
the tunneling resistanceRN(V), since bias voltagesV close
to zero were not studied in Refs. 9 and 10 . However,
assume that the influence of fluctuations of the tunne
length on the current-voltage characteristics decreases
stantially when the electron densityn5Na2Nd in
GaAs12xSbx is 1.5–2 orders of magnitude higher than in t
samples studied in Ref. 11 with the same residual impu
density Nt5Na1Nd . As a result, we calculated the bac
ground dependenceRN(V)5dV/dI with the density of states
~3! on the basis of the conventional theory of field a
thermal-field emission. The model of Ref. 14 was used
calculateRN(V)/RN(0). In the present work it was shown
~for the example of the tunneling conductance of Au/n-GaAs
structures! that good agreement between theory and exp
ment can be obtained if the self-consistent solution of
Poisson equation for an electrostatic potential of the elec
at the metal–semiconductor boundary is used to calculate
barrier transmittance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Epitaxial layers of the solid solution GaAs12xSbx were
grown by liquid-phase eptiaxy in a purified-hydrogen atm
sphere. The growth temperature was varied in the ra
750–850 °C with cooling rate from 0.3 to 2 deg/min. T
layers ranged in thickness from 10 to 45mm. The compo-
nents of the fluxed solution were Ga~99.9997%!, AGN-1
nondoped n-GaAs with electron densityn>1016 cm23

~As source!, and nondopedp-GaAs with hole density
p>1017 cm23 ~Sb source!. The Sb content was varied from
x50.015 tox50.125. The substrate consisted of Te-dop
n-GaAs with electron densityn>1018 cm23 and~111!A ori-
entation. The nondoped GaAs12xSbx epitaxial layers had
n-type conductivity and electron densityn5Nd2Na51016

21017 cm23. These values are determined by the purity
the initial components of the fluxed solution, the degree
purification of hydrogen, and the characteristic features
the technological process. To obtain the layers with a wi
range of electron densities, several series of epitaxial la
were doped with Te.

The Schottky barriers were fabricated by vacuum de
sition of Au. First, the GaAs12xSbx surface was cleaned wit
concentrated HCl for 30 sec in order to remove the natu
oxide from the film surface. The wafers were gradua
heated up to 200 °C~to anneal the surface of the epitaxi
layer! with a residual pressure of 1026 Torr and then cooled
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to 120 °C, at which temperature Au was deposited. Next,
structures were annealed at 200–250 °C for 3–4 min~in or-
der to ‘‘secure’’ the Au film!, after which
Au/GaAs12xSbx/GaAs structures with diameter from 0.2 t
1 mm were formed by photolithography. A clamping conta
consisting of a small In drop, attached to the Au film a
protected by a lacquer coating, made it possible to perfo
measurements in the temperature range 4.2,T,450 K.

The differential resistanceR(V)5dV/dI was measured
as a function of the bias voltageV by a bridge scheme a
signal modulation frequency 22 kHz. Regulation of the b
voltage made it possible to pass smoothly through the va
V50. The apparatus made it possible to measure sig
with voltage amplitude 2310252231024 V with a modu-
lating current of 1027 A, which remained constant to within
no worse than 5% in the course of the measurements.
pending on the resistance of the sample, the amplitude of
output signal of the generator was changed in discrete st
but did not exceedkT.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Refs. 14 and 15 it is shown that the experimenta
easily identifiable parameters of the curveRN(V) for
Au/n-GaAs contacts — the voltageVmax in the direct-bias
region~marked by arrows in Figs. 1 and 2! at which a maxi-
mum of the resistanceRN(V)5RN

max(Vmax) is observed and
the half-width of the curveRN(V) — are not determined
uniquely by EF ~i.e., the current carrier densityn in the
semiconductor with a degenerate electron gas! and the bar-
rier heightwb0(V50). These parameters can be determin
only as adjustable parameters when fitting the theoretical
pendencesRN(V)/RN(0) to the the experimental data. W
checked this method of determiningn and wb0 on

FIG. 1. RN(V)/RN(0) versus the applied voltageV for a
Au/n-GaAs0.96Sb0.04 structure~sample 7n in Table I! at temperaturesT, K:
1 — 4.2, 2 — 77.4,3 — 295. The arrows mark the values ofVmax.
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Au/n-GaAs structures with electron density in GaAs (1
25)31018 cm23, which is known from the Hall measure
ments. The densities determined by comparing the theo
cal and experimental curvesRN(V)/RN(0) agree, to within
no worse than 15%, with the results of the Hall measu
ments.

We used the same procedure for Au/n-GaAs12xSbx

structures. Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained by c
paring the experimental~solid lines! and theoretical~dashed
lines! curves of RN(V)/RN(0) for the samples
Au/GaAs0.96Sb0.04 ~Fig. 1! and Au/n-GaAs0.98Sb0.02 ~Fig. 2!.
The theoretical curves were calculated in the model of R
14 . The additional contributionDR(V) to the differential
resistance in the region of the anomaly in the limitV→0 and
T54.2 K did not exceed 2–3% of the value ofRN(0), so
that it is not noticeable on the corresponding curves d
played in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 2 illustrates well the effect

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the structure Au/n-GaAs0.98Sb0.02 ~sample 2n
in Table I!.
ti-

-

m-

f.

-
f

the temperature on the shape of the curveRN(V). We see
that as temperature increases, the width of the curve
creases, while the position ofVmax shifts in the direction of
reverse-bias voltages. The positionVmax,0 at high tempera-
tures is manifested in structures with a relatively low ele
tron density and is explained by an increase in the contri
tion of thermal-field emission with increasing temperature

Table I gives the values of the densityn5Nd2Na and
barrier heightswb0 determined by fitting the theoretica
curves to the experimental data. Earlier, photoelectric m
surements gave the barrier heightwb0

ph50.8860.03 ev at
T577 K, independent of the solid-solution composition
the range 0.03,x,0.125, for Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures
with n5Nd2Na5101621017 cm23 in the solid solution.16

Comparing the values ofwb0 given in TableI with these data
we see that, except for the structures 7n and 8n, they cluster
around the values ofwb0

ph presented above.
In Ref. 15 it is shown that for Schottky barriers o

n-GaAs the position of the maximum ofRN(V)5RN
max with

direct bias voltageV5Vmax is always much less thanEF . In
our case — for structures based on the solid solut
n-GaAs12xSbx — the valuesVmax538 meV atT54.2 K for
sample 7n in Fig. 1 and 22 meV for sample 2n in Fig. 2 are
also much lower than the values ofEF(T54.2 K)>190 and
120 meV, respectively.

Proceeding now to the main purpose of our investig
tions — to check the applicability of the Al’tshuler–Arono
model1–3 of the zero-bias anomaly in the tunneling condu
tivity of weakly disordered conductors — and to the descr
tion of the same phenomenon in Schottky barriers, we n
the smallness of the anomalous contribution to the tunne
resistance, observed for our Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures.
Figure 3 shows the conductance changeDG5G(V)2G(0)
in the region of the zero-bias anomaly as a function ofAuVu
for the two samples for which it could be distinguished w
adequate accuracy. As one can see from the figure, the
age dependenceDG(V) in the region of the anomaly satis
fied the relation~2!. In our view, this attests to the fact that
quantum correction to the Al’tshuler–Aronov density
states ~1! also appears in the tunneling conductance
Schottky barriers, despite the fact that the theory of Re
1 –3 was formulated for contacts with weakly disorder
metals.
TABLE I. Characteristics of Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures and parameters determined from variations ofdV/dI.

Film thickness
Barrier heightwb0 , eV

Density
Sample No. Sb content,x d, mm Te content, at. % 42 K 77.4 K 295 K Nd2Na , 1018 cm23

1n 0.01 34 1.5 0.64 0.63 0.68 3.061.5
2n 0.02 11 1 0.74 0.74 0.73 3.460.3
3n 0.02 11 1 0.912 0.905 0.89 3.960.4
4n 0.04 17 0.5 0.86 0.82 0.80 4.561.5
5n 0.04 17 0.5 0.74 0.73 0.73 2.760.1
6n 0.04 17 0.5 0.80 0.80 0.80 2.660.2
7n 0.04 43 1.5 1.05 1.04 1.03 6.660.3
8n 0.04 43 1.5 1.04 1.01 1.05 6.061.5
9n 0.06 16 0.2 0.80 0.80 0.80 2.060.4
10n 0.06 16 0.2 0.81 0.80 0.77 1.960.6
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The differential resistancedV/dI in Au/n-GaAs12xSbx

Schottky barriers versus the bias voltage and temperatu
the range 4.2,T,295 K is described satisfactorily by th
tunneling theory employing a self-consistent calculation
the potential in the region of the Schottky barrier.14 For low
biases up touVu510240 meV a square-root dependence
the conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 on the bias voltageV is
observed. This agrees with the Al’tshuler–Aronov theory
quantum corrections introduced in the density of states at
Fermi level by the characteristic features of the multiparti
interaction in a disordered conductor.1–3

FIG. 3. DG5G(V)2G(0) in the region of the zero-bias anomaly vers
AuVu at T54.2 K for the structures1 — Au/n-GaAs0.96Sb0.04 ~sample 4n),
2 — Au/n-GaAs0.98Sb0.02 ~sample 2n).
in

f

f
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a!E-mail: pta@nano.ioffe.rssi.ru
b!Present address: University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, Chattanoog

37403 USA; E-mail: tbilgild@cecasun.utc.edu.
1!This value of the residual impurity densityNt in our solid-solution layers

agrees with estimates obtained previously from the results of an inves
tion of the mobility12 and current-voltage characteristics i
GaAs12xSbx-basedp–n junctions.13
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Differential resistance of Au/GaAs 12xSbx tunneling contacts near the zero-bias anomaly.
II. Contacts to p -GaAs12xSbx

T. A. Polyanskaya,* ) T. Yu. Allen,†) Kh. G. Nazhmudinov, and I. G. Savel’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 9, 1997; accepted for publication December 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 579–582~May 1998!

The differential resistanceR(V)5dV/dI of Au/p-GaAs12xSbx tunneling contacts was
investigated. Schottky barriers were prepared on epitaxial layers of the solid solution
p-GaAs12xSbx (0.045,x,0.125),which were doped with Ge from 0.01 to 5 at.%. It
was shown that substantial features are present in the voltage dependencesR(V) for
Au/p-GaAs12xSbx contacts as compared with the data for Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures.
A square-root voltage dependence was observed for the conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 versus
the bias voltageV near the zero-bias anomaly, in agreement with Al’tshuler–Aronov
theory for quantum corrections introduced in the density of states at the Fermi level by the
characteristic features of the electron-electron interaction in disordered metals. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01405-7#
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A method for preparing GaAs12xSbx epitaxial layers is
described in Ref. 1. As the substrate for growing thep-type
solid solution we used p-GaAs with hole density
p>1019cm23 and ~111!A orientation. To obtain layers with
a wide range of hole densities several series of samples
doped with Ge~from 0.01 to 5 at. %!. The Schottky barriers
to thep-GaAs12xSbx layers were also prepared in the ma
ner described in Ref. 1 .

The measurements of the differential resistance cur
R(V)5dV/dI for barrier structures formed on GaAs12xSbx

epitaxial layers with a degenerate hole gas showed that
dependences differ substantially from the correspond
dependences forn-GaAs12xSbx-based structures.1 The
Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures investigated in Ref. 1 we
characterized by a small additional maximum on theR(V)
curve nearV>0 ~the so-called zero-bias anomaly!, which
did not exceed 2–3%.

The typical curvesR(V) for Au/p-GaAs12xSbx struc-
tures are shown in Fig. 1; the parameters of some sam
are given in Table I. As one can see from the figure,
contrast to the data for contacts based on then-type solid
solution,1 here the additional resistanceDR(V)5R(V)
2RN(V) nearV>0 for some samples reaches or exceeds
maximum value of the background resistanceRN(V). Here
RN(V) is the bias voltage dependence of the normal or ba
ground differential resistance due to the standard densit
states

n0~E!5
1

2p2S 2m*

\2 D 3/2

~Ev2E!1/2, ~1!

wherem* is the effective mass, and the electron energyE is
measured from the valence band topEv . We observed simi-
lar phenomena~called the ‘‘giant resistance peak’’! — when
the zero-bias anomaly is of the order of or greater than
5171063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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normal resistance — in the differential conductance
metal–insulator–metal2,3 or metal–insulator–amorphou
semiconductor4 structures.

The theory of hole tunneling in semiconductors with
complex valence band has not been adequately develo
As a result, we made no effort to compare the backgrou
dependenceRN(V) with the theoretical dependence, as do
in Ref. 1 for Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures. However, a num
ber of characteristic features of the voltage dependen
R(V) for Au/p-GaAs12xSbx barriers can be represented
follows.

1. According to calculations5 for Schottky barriers pre-
pared on the basis ofp-GaAs, the position ofVmax in the
direct-bias region, to which the maximumRN(V)
5Rmax(Vmax) corresponds, coincides withEF /e ~in contrast
to the situation in the case ofn-GaAs!. Assuming that this
also is true for our Au/p-GaAs12xSbx structures, we deter
mined the hole density from the values ofEF5eVmax and we
present in Fig. 2 the conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 in the
limit V→0 per unit contact area (s)

G~0!

s
5

1

s~dV/dI !uV50
~2!

as a function of hole densityp, determined in the manne
indicated. The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the fitted curve

G~0!/s5Gc0~p2pc!
g ~3!

with the parameters

Gc0>~24.569.5!V21 cm22,

pc5~6.460.6!31018 cm23, g50.8460.16.

A dependence of the type~3! was observed earlier6 for the
conductivity s versus the hole density atT54.2 K in an
investigation of the galvanomagnetic phenomena in our e
taxial layers1! p-GaAs12xSbx . From this comparison it can
be concluded that the contact resistance of our Schottky
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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riersRc5s/G(0) in the limit V→0 is determined mainly by
the conductivitys of the semiconductor, as assumed in t
theory of contacts.7 This does not agree with the classic
theory of field emission in Schottky barriers,8 according to
which Rc depends exponentially on the current carrier d
sity

Rc;exp~wb /E00!,

whereE00;(Na2Nd)1/2.
2. Figure 3 shows the anomalous correctionA(V) to

RN(V) for several Au/p-GaAs12xSbx structures atT54.2 K.
The values ofA(V) were calculated as

A~V!5@R~V!2RN~V!#/R~0!, ~4!

FIG. 1. R5dV/dI versus the applied voltageV at T54.2 K for
Au/p-GaAs12xSbx structures~see Table I!: 1 — 8p, 2 — 3p, 3 — 10p,
4 — 13p. The arrows indicate the values ofVmax.

TABLE I. Characteristics of GaAs12xSbx epitaxial layers in
Au/p-GaAs12xSbx structures, results for which are presented in Figs. 1
and 5.

Sample Sb content, Film thickness Ge content,
No. x d, mm at. %

1p 0.06 18 0.2
2p 0.06 18 2
3p 0.06 18 5
4p 0.085 15 0.1
5p 0.085 15 0.2
6p 0.085 15 2
7p 0.105 13 0.05
8p 0.105 13 0.1
9p 0.105 13 0.2
10p 0.105 13 0.5
11p 0.125 18 0.1
12p 0.125 18 0.2
13p 0.125 18 0.5
-

where R(V) is the experimental differential resistance
T54.2 K, and in the expression~4! we used forRN(V) not
the computed dependence, as for Au/n-GaAs12xSbx struc-
tures in Ref. 1 , but rather the curveR(V) measured at
T555 K. The problem is that the zero-bias anomaly d
creases substantially with increasing temperature, while

,

FIG. 2. ConductanceGc @see Eq.~2!# for V50 andT54.2 K versus the
hole densityp in GaAs12xSbx , determined according to the value ofeVmax

in the direct bias region~see Fig. 1!. The solid line corresponds to th
expression~2!.

FIG. 3. Relative magnitude of the zero-bias anomalyA(V) at T54.2 K,
separated from the background resistanceRN(V) measured atT555 K, for
Au/p-GaAs12xSbx samples~see Table I!: 1 — 10p, 2 — 4p, 3 — 11p,
4 — 5p, 5 — 7p, 6 — 1p.
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background dependenceRN(V) remains unchanged in th
region 4.2,T,55 K, as follows from the tunneling theory
As temperature increases furtherT.55 K, the zero-bias
anomaly vanishes, but then the form of the differential res
tance curveR(V) also changes, as observed in structu
based on then-type solid solution at high temperatures1

At T555 K the amplitude A(V50) of the anomaly
is negligible and the quantity RN(V,T54.2 K!>RN

(V, T555 K! can be easily obtained for the purpose of c
culatingA(V) at T54.2 K according to the relation~4!.

3. As one can see from Fig. 3, the amplitud
of the zero-point anomaly ~4! AM[A(V>0) for
Au/p-GaAs12xSbx samples reaches 96%, but the maximu
of A(V) does not always lie exactly atV50. This asymme-
try of the zero-bias anomaly relative toV50 is expressed a
a shift of the maximum ofA(V) on the voltage scale by a
amountdV,6 meV, always in the direction of direct biase

Figure 4a shows the values of the amplitude

AM5@R~dV!2RN~0!#/R~dV!, ~5!

and Fig. 4b showsdV as a function ofR(0). Theamplitude
AM increases withR(0) ~i.e., with decreasing hole density!.
This corresponds to the appearance of a giant peak on
curveR(V) as the electrical parameters of the epitaxial la
approach the metal–insulator transition.

FIG. 4. Amplitude of the zero-bias anomalyAM ~a! and its asymmetry
parameterdV ~b! versus the resistanceR(V50) for Au/p-GaAs12xSbx con-
tacts atT54.2 K.
-
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At the same time,dV is much greater when the zero-bia
anomaly is small — for small values ofR(0) ~Fig. 4b!. The
error in measurements ofdV was eliminated by continuously
scanning the voltage near the valueV50 from negative to
positive biases and back. Moreover, the values found fr
DV fall outside the limits of the possible measurement err
The appearance of a shiftdV of the zero-bias anomaly in
R(V) relative toV50 was also observed earlier9,10 and was
attributed to a strong compensation of the semiconductor
our solid-solution layers the degree of compensation is
deed high, but it is due to the residual impurities1,11 and
therefore should decrease with increasing hole density
decreasing resistance, while we observe, in contrast, an
crease indV, which characteresizes the asymmetry effe
Thus the data presented in Fig. 4b do not agree with
model proposed in Refs. 9 and 10 for the origin of the ay
metry of the zero-bias anomaly.

4. An explanation of the zero-bias anomaly in the co
ductance of tunneling contacts was proposed in Refs.
–14. The authors calculated the quantum correction for
density of states depending in the dependence of tunne
conductanceG(V)5(dV/dI)21 on the bias voltage for
uVu.kT:

DG~V!

G~0!
5gAuVu. ~6!

Here

g}lnr3/2nF
1/2,

nF is the density of states~1! with En2E5EF, andlv is a
multiparticle interaction constant~for the density of states! in
a weakly disordered current-carrier gas. Earlier, a squ
root dependence of the type~6! was observed in the tunne
ing conductance of contacts of metals with thin films
granular metals and amorphous materials with meta
conductivity.15–18 It was also observed at th
Au/n-GaAs12xSbx Schottky barriers.1

Figure 5 shows the change in the conductan

FIG. 5. The conductanceDG5G(V)2G(0) versusAuVu near the zero-bias
anomaly atT54.2 K for the structures~see Table I!: 1 — 2p; 2 — 6p.
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DG5G(V)2G(0) near the zero-bias anomaly~for uVu
,40 meV! as a function ofAuVu for two Au/p-GaAs12xSbx

structures. As one can see from the figure, the depend
DG(V) in this bias range satisfies Eq.~6!. This also applies
to Au/n-GaAs12xSbx structures. This shows that probab
there are quantum corrections for the Al’tshuler–Aron
density of state in tunneling spectroscopy of Schot
barriers.12–14

* !E-mail: pta@nano.ioffe.rssi.ru
†!Present address: University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, Chattanoog

37403 USA; E-mail: tbilgild@cecasun.utc.edu.
1!However, in Ref. 6 the critical density for the dependences(p2pc) was

found to bepc.431018 cm23.
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Binding energy of exciton-impurity complexes in semiconductors with diamond and
zinc blende structure
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The binding energies of four complexes — exciton1 charged impurity, exciton1 neutral
impurity — were calculated by a variational method in semiconductors with diamond and
zinc blende structure taking into account the degeneracy of the valence-band edge. The
numerical calculations were performed for exciton–impurity complexes in a series of II–VI,
III–V, and IV–IV crystals. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01505-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of several types of exciton-impurity co
plexes~EICs! was first predicted in Ref. 1. Absorption an
emission lines of several EICs, identified according to
value of theg factor as EICs on a neutral acceptor, neut
donor, and ionized donor, were first observed in hexago
CdS atT51.6 K.2,3 The first calculations of the binding en
ergy of an exciton with an ionized impurity were perform
in the effective mass approximation~EMA! using simple
parabolic electron and hole dispersion laws. In Ref. 4
binding energy of an exciton with an ionized impurity
semiconductors was calculated by a variational principle
was shown that the bound state exciton1 D1 exists for
mh.5me , while an exciton1 A2 exists formh.4me .

The energies and wavefunctions of the complexes e
ton 1 D1 and exciton1 A2 were calculated in variationa
calculations for a wide range of values of the ratiome /mh ,
covering the experimental values in InSb, InAs, InP, Ga
GaSb, and so on.5 In Ref. 5 it was concluded that boun
excitons exist for 1.4<me /mh<4.5.

The energy of an exciton bound on an ionized impur
was also calculated in Ref. 6 by a direct variational meth
in II–VI and III–V semiconductors with the sphalerite stru
ture, taking account of the degeneracy of the valence-b
edge and in the average effective mass approximation. It
shown that the exciton complexes in ionic semiconduct
can form only on singly-charged impurities. The stability
excitons on a neutral donor or acceptor was studied in R
7–9. The authors showed that for an EIC to be sta
the critical parameter must lie in the interv
1,(scr5(me/mh)),2. The binding energies of EICs wer
calculated by a variational method using 46- and 35-te
trial atomic-type wavefunctions. Numerical calculatio
were performed for CdS, CdSe, ZnO, GaAs, and InP crys
neglecting the complicated band structure of these cryst

In a later work10 the ground-state energy of the EI
exciton1 D0 was calculated by a variational method in
5211063-7826/98/32(5)/5/$15.00
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approximation of simple parabolic bands for an arbitra
value of the ratios5me /mh . It was shown that this com
plex is stable for any ratio of the electron and hole effect
masses.

In summary, despite the fact that EICs in crystals ha
been studied for almost 35 years there are substantial
crepancies right up to contradictions in the theoretical res
obtained by different authors concerning the conditions
existence and stability of EICs as well as the specific val
of the binding energy of different complexes. Moreove
most theoretical calculations were performed in the appro
mation of a model band structure using simple parabolic d
persion laws. In other words the problem of EICs in sem
conductors has not been solved conclusively. This conce
first and foremost the development of a single method
efficient and reliable calculation of the binding energies
the four most important EICs — exciton1 D1, exciton
1 A2, exciton1 D0, and exciton1 A0 — in real semicon-
ductors with a complicated band structure using a single
proach for describing both exciton and impurity states
well as EIC states, determining at the same time the po
bility of their existence in a specific crystal.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM. HAMILTONIAN OF
AN EXCITON–IMPURITY COMPLEX

Our work is devoted to the calculation of the groun
state energies of the four EICs listed above, taking into
count the degeneracy of the valence-band top in semicon
tors with diamond and zinc blende structure.

In Refs. 11 and 12 the EMA equations,13,14 describing
the state of an exciton in diamond- and sphalerite-like se
conductors, taking account of the degeneracy of the up
valence band, spin-orbit interaction, and anisotropy and n
parabolicity of the conduction band, were derived on t
basis of the multielectron problem. The system of fo
second-order partial differential equations describing an
citon neglecting the spin-split off valence band is
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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H ~ b̂12E!F1~P̂1 iQ̂ !x50;

~P̂2 iQ̂ !F1~ b̂42E!x50;

F5S C1

C4
D ; x5S C2

C3
D , ~1!

where

~P̂1 iQ̂ !5AC213B2S 2I
]2

]x]z
6 is3

]2

]y]z
7 is2

]2

]x]yD
2

7
iA3

2
Bs1S ]2

]x2
2

]2

]y2D
2

, ~2!

b̂1,452uAuD26
B

2S ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2
22

]2

]z2D
2

2
\2

2me
D12

e2

«`ur22r1u
1V, ~3!

A, B, and C are the Dresselhaus–Kip–Kittel paramete
s1 , s2 , ands3 are the Pauli matrices;I is the unit matrix;
r1 and r2 are the electron and hole radius vectors in
exciton; and,V is the potential energy of an impurity cente

For an exciton bound on an ionized impurity we have

V~r1 ,r2!5
ze2

«0r 2
2

ze2

«0r 1
, ~4!

wherez is the charge of the impurity center~see Fig. 1! —
z51 for the complex exciton1 D1 and z521 for the
complex exciton1 A2.

For an exciton bound on a neutral impurity

V~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5V~r1 ,r2!2
\2

2me~mh!
D32

e2

«0r 3

2
ze2

«0ur22r3u
1

ze2

«0ur12r3u
. ~5!

Herer3 is the radius vector of the electron~hole! neutralizing
the impurity andz561 in the case of a neutral donor o
acceptor, respectively~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 1. Exciton on an ionized impurity.
;

e

3. CALCULATION OF THE GROUND STATE ENERGY OF AN
EXCITON-IMPURITY COMPLEX

The systems~1!–~6! were solved numerically by a direc
variational method. The trial function was approximat
with a multiplicative form. For an electron (r1) in the exci-
ton and for the intrinsic electron~hole! (r3) of a neutral
impurity hydrogen-like functions were chosen with vari
tional parametersa andb

C5Aa3

p
e2ar 1Ab3

p
e2br 3

3~c1~r 2!c2~r 2!c3~r 2!c4~r 2!!1. ~6!

The column vector (c1c2c3c4)1 describes the state o
a hole in a 4-fold degenerate valence band with a total
gular momentumj 53/2. The trial functionsc i in accordance
with the symmetry of the hole part of the Hamiltonian~1!–
~3! were chosen in the form of an expansion in terms
hydrogen-likes andd states of the type

c i5w i~r ,u!e2a i reimiw. ~7!

The axial symmetry of the problem15 makes it possible to
assign to the four functionsc i the following dependences o
the anglew:

m15m, m25m11, m35m22, m45m21. ~8!

The lowest 4-fold degenerate hole state corresponds
m50, 1. Then, for each of the four components we have

c15c1e2a1r 21c5~x21y222z2!e2a5r 2;

c25c2z~x1 iy !e2a2r 2; c35c3i ~x2 iy !2e2a3r 2;

c45c4iz~x2 iy !e2a4r 2. ~9!

For the complexes exciton1 charged impurity the sec
ond cofactor in Eq.~6! is absent;a, b, a i , and ci ,
i 51, . . . . 5, arevariational parameters. Substituting the e
pressions~6! and~9! into Eqs.~1!–~4! and using the normal-
ization *C1Cdt51 we obtain for the complexes excito
1 D1 or A2 the functional

FIG. 2. Exciton on a neutral impurity.
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E~a,a i ,ci !5E C1ĤCdt5
a2

2me
1As1~a i ,ci !

6
B

2
s2~a i ,ci !1A3Bs3~a i ,ci !

1AC213B2S4~a i ,ci !1
za

«0

2zs5~a i ,ci !/«02s6~a,a i ,ci !/«` , ~10!

where

s15p~«2a1
413«2112«313«4118«5!;

s256p~32v15/52«2/718«3/711«4/7112«5/7!;

s3532p~1v13/5296d35/7124d24/7!;

s4532p@2~v121v13!/5148~2d352d25!/7

124~2d342d24!/7#;

s55p~«1a1
31«2 /a214«3 /a31«4 /a416«5 /a5!;

s65s52pFC1
2 2a1a1

~a1a1!3
1g214g31g416g5G ;

« i5ci
2/a i

5 ; v i j 5
cicja i~5a i1a j !

~a i1a j !
5

;

d i j 5
cicja ia j

~a i1a j !
7

; g i5
ci

2~4a1a i !

~a1a i !
7

.

The functional~10! was written so that the contribution
of the kinetic energy of the excitonic electron~term 1!, the
kinetic energy of the excitonic hole taking account of t
4-fold degeneracy of the valence-band edge~terms 2–5!, the
screened Coulomb interaction of the electron~hole! with a
charged impurity~terms 6–7!, and the screened interactio
of an electron and a hole in the exciton~term 8! are seen
explicitly. We note that analysis of the equatio
]E(a,a i ,ci)]a50 showed that it is satisfied only i
z,«0 /«` . Therefore the EICs exciton1 D1 or A2 can
form only on single-charged impurities, in agreement w
the results of Ref. 6 .

The normalization condition gives

p~«1a1
213«2 /a2

2112«3 /a3
2

13«4 /a4
2118«5 /a5

2!51. ~11!

The derivation of Eqs.~10!–~11! used the important propert
of the operatorsb̂2 and b̂3

E cn* b̂2,3cdt5E cb̂2,3cn* dt. ~12!

The functional~10! and all subsequent formulas are writte
in the dimensionless variables

«5E
\2

m0e4
, r5r

m0e2

\2
.

For EICs with neutral impurities the following terms a
added to Eq.~10!:

b2

2me~mh!
2

uzub2

«0
1

sign~z!

«`
Fa2~a12b!

~a1b!3
2a2p

3S c1
2 a112b

~a11b!3
1c2

2x214c3
2x31c4

2x416C5
2x5D G ,

x i5
a i14b

~a i1b!7
, i 52,3,4,5. ~13!

These terms include the kinetic energy of the electron~hole!
neutralizing the impurity, the Coulomb interaction of th
electron~hole! with a charged impurity center, and the Co
lomb interaction of the excitonic electron and hole with t
electron~hole! of the neutral impurity.

The functionals~10! and ~13!, taking account of Eq.
~11!, were minimized numerically with respect to the 10–
parameters by the steepest-descent method~gradient
method!. The working program makes it possible to obta
TABLE I. Binding energies~meV! of the ground state of EICs exciton1D1 and exciton1D0 for a number of semiconductors.

GaAs ZnTe ZnSe CdTe GaSb GaP InSb InP

EIC
Exciton D1

This work 25.65 232.2 234 215.5 22.5 216.7 20.706 26.95

Theoretical
calculations

25.5
s50.25
26.15

s50.11

@6#

@18#

211.5

213
s50.15

@4#

@18#

217.1

237.1
s50.28

@23#

@18#

214.6
s50.27

@18# 22.7
s50.16

@18# 222.8
s50.18

@18# 21.06

20.7
s50.04

@23#
@18#
@18#

26.8
s50.18

@18#

Experiment 27.2
26.1

@19#
@20#

234.3
237.3

@24#
@24#

214
219

@25#
@26#

EIC
Exciton 1D0

This work 25.6 230.05 232.5 212.8 22.43 215.38 20.695 26.45

Theoretical
calculations

26.4
s50.14

@21# 225.9 @22# 231.4
s50.21

@22# 212.9 @21# 22.5 @21# 28.1 @21#

Experiment 26 @19# 212.1 @21# 226.9
233.3

@21#
@24#

221.3 @22#
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TABLE II. Binding energies~meV! of the ground state of EICs exciton1A2 and1A0 for a number of semiconductors.

GaAs ZnTe CdTe GaSb GaP

This work 229.5 2118.5 273.1 210.8 230.1
Theoretical calculations 222.1 @16# 2106 @4# 27.2 @6# 236 @6#

s50.25 s50.28 s50.40
EIC «0512.9 28.75 @6# 247.1 @6#
Exciton 228.1 @6# s50.34 s50.34
1A2 s50.25 218 @4#

«511.6
Experiment 231.9 @19# 28 @28# 230 @29#

217 @28#

This work 234.4 274.2 274.6 212.6 226.1
Theoretical calculations s50.28 s50.39 s50.16 s50.25

Exciton 229.3 @27#
1A0 s50.22

Experiment 234 @20# 276.8 @27#
239 @27#
36.7 @19#
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the binding energies of four EICs for Ge, Si, and II–VI a
III–V semiconductors with zinc-blende structure.

4. DISCUSSION

The calculations were performed for 16 crystals of t
types indicated above. A comparative analysis of the con
butions of individual terms in the functionals~10! and ~13!
permits making a judgement as to the possibility of the
istence of a given complex in a specific crystal for giv
parametersme , A, B, andC. For example, in the EIC exci
ton 1 A2 in Si with A524.25,B520.7, andC2521.72,
in units of \2/2m0 , the interaction of the excitonic electro
and hole and the interaction of an electron withA2 are al-
most four orders of magnitude weaker than the interaction
the hole withA2, i.e. we have obtained a shallow accep
level with Eb5230.3 meV, which is in good agreeme
with Eb5230.6 meV calculated in Ref. 16 with the sam
parameters.

In Tables I and II the ground-state energies which
obtained for the four EICs for a number of crystals are co
pared with the calculations performed by other authors
with existing experimental data. Table III gives the values
the parametersme , A, B, C2, «0 , and «` as well as the
average value ofmh and s5me /mh which were used. A
comparison shows satisfactory agreement with experime
data, while for GaAs, CdTe, GaSb, InSb, and InP the ag
i-

-

f
r

e
-
d
f

tal
e-

ment is good. The discrepancies can be attributed, first
foremost, to the large difference in the parameters of
band structure which were obtained by different authors b
experimentally and theoretically.

We note that the concept of the so-called average h
effective mass employed in most works on EICs itself d
pends on the method used to determine the effective m
For example, in GaAs the value ofmh determined from the
binding energy of a free exciton equals 0.17m0; the value
determined from the binding energy of a shallow accepto
0.3m0; and, the value determined as the arithmetic mean
the effective masses of heavy (mhh) and light (mlh) holes
equals 0.27m0.10 We note once again that in our work we d
not resort to this concept, and we operated with theD–K–K
parametersA, B, andC describing the structure of the uppe
valence band. Table III gives the values ofmh as the arith-
metic mean of the effective masses of the heavy and l
holes

mhh~ lh !5
m0

g172ugu
, g5

2g213g3

5
,

g1

m0
52

2A

\2
,

g2

m0
52

B

\2
,

g3

m0
5

AC213B2

A3\2
, ~14!

where g1 , g2 , and g3 are the well-known Luttinger
TABLE III. Crystal parameters.

AS \2

2m0
D BS \2

2m0
D C2S \4

4m0
2D

e0 e` me mh s

GaAs 25.5 24.5 21 12.9 @6# 10.9 @6# 0.066 0.55 0.12
ZnTe 21.2 22.38 20.2 8.7 @30# 7.2 @30# 0.17 0.58 0.29
ZnSe 21.71 22.39 4.5 8.6 @30# 5.9 @30# 0.21 0.82 0.26
CdTe 23.9 24 214 10.7 @30# 7.1 @30# 0.11 2.56 0.043
GaSb 210.2 28.6 16 16.1 @6# 14.2 @6# 0.046 0.38 0.12
GaP 24.7 22.6 9 10.7 @6# 8.5 @6# 0.13 0.34 0.38
InSb 231.5 229.3 113 17.2 @30# 15.3 @30# 0.015 0.27 0.056
InP 26.3 25.3 0 12.3 @30# 9.5 @30# 0.072 0.54 0.133
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parameters17 and g5me /mh . Our values ofs, calculated
using Eq.~14!, often differ substantially from the values pre
sented by other authors, making accurate comparison o
results difficult.

The calculations showed that the terms originating fr
the nondiagonal parts of the Hamiltonian~1!–~3! and corre-
sponding to taking account of the degeneracy of the up
valence band contribute 10–30% to the binding energy
complexes in many crystals. This justifies a departure fr
the model band structure and introducing an average
effective mass. This contribution turned out to be especi
large in the crystals ZnS, InAs, GaP, AlSb, GaSb, and A
for the EIC exciton1 A2, SiC, ZnTe, and ZnS for the EIC
exciton 1 D1, and GaAs, ZnS, Si, CdTe, GaP, GaSb, a
ZnSe for the EIC exciton1 A0. In the case of the EIC
exciton 1 D0 the contribution from the terms due to th
degeneracy of the valence band was found to be neglig
small in all crystals investigated.

It is evident from Table I that the energies of EICs wi
D1 and D0 are very close and the energy of the comp
exciton 1 D1 is higher than that of the complex excito
1 D0 on the average by 5–7%. The variance of the bind
energies is much larger for the complexes withA2 andA0.

To improve the calculations further the spin-orbit sp
off valence band must be taken into account. This is es
cially important for light crystals~Si, SiC, ZnS!, where the
spin-orbit splitting is comparable to the binding energy o
localized state. In this case it is necessary to solve a sys
of six partial differential equations.32

a!Fax: ~380-44!444-20-78
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Heterojunction based on semiconductors with the chain structure TlSe–TlInSe 2
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A heterojunction based on semiconductors with a chain crystal structurep-TlSe–p-TlInSe2 was
obtained. Liquid-phase epitaxy from TlSe melt on the natural~110! cleavage surface of a
TlInSe2 crystal was used. The structure obtained is sensitive to light and hard radiation. Some
photoelectric properties of the heterojunctions were investigated. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01605-6#
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It is well known that one of the factors stimulating th
development of heterojunctions in II–VI semiconducto
was the impossibility of producing ap–n heterojunction in
many compounds of this group because of se
compensation, which impedes doping.1,2

A similar situation arises in anisotropic, for examp
layered, semiconductors whose doping is complicated by
‘‘self-purification’’ effect — release of impurities from lay
ers into the interlayer space of the crystal.3 On the other
hand, the anisotropy of layered semiconductors makes it
sible to obtain by lamination perfect natural surfaces wit
low density of states, which is important for obtaining hig
quality heterojunctions~HJs!. In recent years intense effort
have been made to produce HJs in layered crystals
van der Waals epitaxy, specifically, on semiconductors s
as InSe and GaSe.4,5 It is of interest to investigate in this
direction a different class of anisotropic semiconductors
semiconductors with a chain structure.

Interesting examples of such semiconductors are T
and TlInSe2. They are isostructural and crystallize in a t
tragonal lattice. Some crystal parameters are given in Ta
I. In contrast to III–IV–V compounds with a crystal cha
structure, there exists for them a well-developed technol
for growing large single crystals.9 TlInSe2 crystals exhibit
high sensitivity to near-IR and hard radiation, and they
hibit high radiation resistance.10 The present paper repor
the first results on the fabrication of TlSe–TlInSe2 hetero-
junctions by van der Waals epitaxy. TlSe epitaxy on a~110!
TlInSe2 surface was conducted from TlSe melt with dire
melt–substrate contact.

The crystals for the experiment were grown by orien
crystallization, which is described in Ref. 9 and which co
sists of a modified Bridgman method. The single-crystal
gots possessed a crystallographic orientation with thec axis
directed along the ingot,p-type conductivity, and hole den
sity at 290 K 1.731017 and 2.131011 cm23 for TlSe and
TlInSe2, respectively.

The substrates were prepared by cleaving an ingot a
two mutually perpendicular$110% natural cleavage surface
They were bar-shaped with approximate dimensions 0.532
5261063-7826/98/32(5)/3/$15.00
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310 mm. The reflecting surfaces bounding the samples w
not additionally worked.

The heterostructures were prepared in a horizon
quartz tube in vacuum under residual pressure 0.13 Pa.
quick-response heaters provided a vertical temperature
dient in the reactor.

Two variants of the relative arrangement of TlSe and
substrate were used in the preparation for epitaxy: TlSe
low and above the substrate. In the first variant the subst
was arranged with the freshly cleaved surface on a crysta
TlSe powder loaded into a thin-wall quartz ‘‘boat.’’ In th
second variant a TlSe sample, which was slightly sma
than the substrate, was placed on the substrate. Next
temperature in the reactor was raised in 7–10 min to
melting point of TlSe, held at that level for 3–5 min, an
then rapidly~within 30 s! lowered by 10–15 °C. The tem
perature was further decreased at a rate of 3–4 °C/min.

In both variants the obtained epitaxial layers we
single-crystal layers when the substrate temperature
lower than the melt temperature. However, in the first vari
the epitaxial layers were permeated with small voids, app
ently, as a result of overheating of the bottom layers of
melt and release of a volatile component. The epitaxial l
ers were 100–200mm thick.

Ohmic indium contacts were deposited on the prepa
heterostructures. The contacts were continuous on the T
side and in the form of a narrow longitudinal strip on th
opposite side. Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of the s
cleavage surface of the heterostructure. Cleaving was don
the ~110! plane perpendicular to the junction boundary. A

TABLE I. Crystal parameters.

Compound a, Å c, Å Eg , eV Tm , °C Reference

TlSe 8.0260.01 7.0060.02 0.56 334 6, 7
TlInSe2 8.075~3! 6.847~4! 7
TlInSe2 8.02 6.826 1.2 772 8

Note: a,c—crystal lattice constants,Eg—band gap,Tm—melting tempera-
ture.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Photomicrograph of a side cleavage surface of the h
erostructure in natural~a! and polarized~b! light. Magnification:
3250.
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epitaxial TlSe layer is located on top. The section of t
junction boundary marked by the arrows is clearly dist
guished in polarized light.

The isotypic HJs obtained exhibited appreciable sens
ity to light and hard radiation. The current-voltage charact
istics were almost symmetric with a rectification factor 1.5
at 0.5 V. The currents consisted of several tens ofmA. In
view of the large serial resistance, determined by the hi
resistance substrate, it was of no interest to analyze
current-voltage and current-capacitance characteristics.

The maximum short-circuit current density~TlInSe2-side
illumination! was I sc50.520.6 mA/cm2. The open-circuit
voltageUoc with concentrated solar radiation reached 0.3
0.40 V at room temperature. The polarity of the photo
sponse on all HJs corresponded to a positive potentia
TlSe relative to TlInSe2.

The currents excited by 80–100 keV x-rays were eq
to approximately 0.5mA with an exposure dose rate o
10 rad/min.

Figure 2 shows the spectral characteristic of the pho
response of HJ in the short-circuit current mode~curve 1!.
One can see from the spectrum that carriers photogene
in the narrow-gap component of the pair do not participate
the photoresponse. This could be due to the fact that bec
of the large difference of the majority carrier density b
tween TlSe and TlInSe2 the space-charge region is conce
trated in the latter. It is interesting that the maximum in t
spectral characteristic of the HJ is shifted in the sho
wavelength direction relative to the maximum in the sp
trum of the photoconductivityI ph of a uniform TlInSe2 crys-
tal ~curves3 and4!. The observed shift is probably due to th
Dember effect, since in the experimental high-resista
TlInSe2 crystals with highmptp51022 cm2

• V21 (mp is the
mobility, and tp is the lifetime of the holes! the diffusion
hole current, directed away from the illuminated surface
the direction of the HJ, should make a large contribution
the photoresponse. This is confirmed by the fact that
shift is not observed under illumination along the heteroju
tion, performed through a side cleavage surface of the
erostructure~Fig. 2, curve2!. The curves3 and 4 in Fig. 2
are the photoconductivity spectra of a uniform TlInSe2 crys-
tal illuminated in the direction of and perpendicular to t
electric field, respectively. The intensity of the field in th
samples was equal to 100 V/cm, so that the diffusion co
ponent of the photoresponse could not be large comp
with the photocurrent. For this reason, the shift in the p
toconductivity spectra is very small compared with the c
responding shift in theI sc spectra. We underscore, howeve
e
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that the conclusion as to the role of the Dember effec
tentative.

The temporal parameters of the heterojunctions obtai
were estimated from the kinetics of the short-circuit voltag
excited by square pulses of radiation from an injection la
with wavelengthl50.91 mm. The rise and fall time con-
stants of the photoresponse were equal to 1024 s. The large
value of the response time is determined by theRCof the HJ.
We note that the corresponding times for a detector base
a uniform TlInSe2 crystal, which are determined by th
generation-recombination processes in TlInSe2, are two or-
ders of magnitude larger.

Special investigations showed that in TlSe and TlInS2

FIG. 2. I sc spectra of a heterojunction illuminated on the TlInSe2 side ~1!
and through the side cleavage surface along the junction boundary~2! and
the photoconductivity spectra of a TlInSe2 crystal illuminated in the direc-
tion of ~3! and perpendicular to~4! the electric field.
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an excess and deficit of the metal component does
change the type of conductivity, while excess seleni
forms a shallow acceptor in them. Considering the relativ
low epitaxy temperature and the similar composition of
materials in a pair, it can be assumed that cross doping
formation of parasiticp–n junctions during the formation o
the HJ are unlikely.

The closeness of the crystal lattice parameters and
natural surface of the crystals forming the heterobound
give hope that it will be possible to realize in this system H
with a low density of local states at the boundary.

The use of a low-resistance substrate and perfectio
the fabrication technology will make it possible to inves
gate HJs in greater detail and improve their characteristic
extend the spectral sensitivity range, increaseI sc , decrease
the response time, and so on. In this case the HJs Tl
TlInSe2 could find applications as detectors of hard radiat
and as radiation-resistant solar cells.
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Mechanism of anodic electroluminescence of porous silicon in electrolytes
D. N. Goryachev,a) L. V. Belyakov, and O. M. Sreseli
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A mechanism of charge-carrier transfer from an electrolyte into porous silicon, which explains
the efficient anodic electroluminescence of porous silicon, is proposed and analyzed in
detail. It is shown that when a current flows through the interface, electrically active particles
accumulate in the electrolyte — atomic hydrogen and oxygen, which with respect to
porous silicon are efficient electron donors and acceptors. Visible-range electroluminescence
arises as a result of bipolar electron and hole injection from the electrolyte into high-resistance
quantum-well crystallites of porous silicon. It is shown that the overall mechanism is the
same for anodic and cathodic electroluminescence. This explains the well-known similarity of
these two processes. The detailed physicochemical processes, which are the basis for
anodic luminescence, are explained. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01705-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electroluminescence~EL! of porous silicon~por-Si! in
contact with electrolytes is observed with porous lay
grown onn- or p-type silicon substrates when both negati
and positive biases are applied to them~cathodic and anodic
EL, respectively!.1–5 By studying such EL it is possible to
form judgements about charge-carrier transport processe
the complex multicomponent systempor-Si. Numerous in-
vestigations of the cathodic EL ofpor-Si in contact with an
oxidizing electrolyte have shown that it is highly efficient.2,3

In Refs. 6 and 7 the processes occurring in such a sys
under a cathodic bias were analyzed in detail and a gen
ized model of the cathodic EL ofpor-Si in electrolytes was
proposed. This model was based on the idea thatpor-Si con-
sists of crystallites of different sizes. The largest crystalli
are essentially a continuation of the silicon substrate. T
smallest crystallites do not exceed several nanometer
size. The visible photo- and electroluminescence ofpor-Si is
observed as a result of the quantum-well broadening of
band gap of such crystallites up to 2–3 eV.8

But the small size of the microcrystallites gives rise
not only a broadening of their band gap, but also account
their high electrical resistance, irrespective of the type
conductivity and charge-carrier density in the initial silico
substrate. The free-carrier~both electrons and holes! density
in the microcrystallites is exceedingly low. For this reaso
simultaneous injection of charge carriers of both signs~bipo-
lar injection! into the microcrystallites is necessary in ord
to obtain efficient electroluminescence. However, the b
offsets at the Si/por-Si heterojunction impede the entry o
carriers from the substrate, while a low-resistance elec
lyte, which penetrates into the porous layer, shunts the h
resistance microcrystallites, and most of the electrical cur
5291063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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flows from the silicon substrate directly into the electroly
bypassing the microcrystallites.9,10 Therefore, carrier injec-
tion from both the substrate and the electrolyte is impede

In Ref. 6 it was shown that electrically active particle
which can inject both types of carriers into the microcryst
lites, are generated at the electrolyte–substrate boundary
result of electrochemical processes occurring during cur
flow. The carriers recombine in the microcrystallites, givi
rise to EL in the visible range. In the cathodic process, ion
radicals SiO4

•2 ~acceptors! and neutral hydrogen atoms H0

~electron donors! participate as concrete, electrically activ
particles. This model has explained virtually all character
tic features of the visible and infrared cathodic EL.

Cathodic luminescence arises only when a strong o
dizer is present in the electrolyte, whereas anodic EL occ
in water solutions with virtually any composition. Thus, ve
similar results have been obtained with solutions of H
KCl, H2SO4, and NaNO3.5,11,12We also observed intense E
with the use of a 0.1M NaOH solution and buffer solution
of Na2B4O7 with pH59.18. In these cases the maximum
the anodic EL spectrum was shifted to higher energies.

As a rule, anodic EL is no less intense than cathodic E
though it is accompanied by more rapid degradation. T
spectral characteristics of anodic EL are very reminiscen
the characteristics of cathodic EL ofpor-Si. For both ca-
thodic and anodic EL the onset of luminescence is delay
This delay time ordinarily ranges from 0.01 s up to seve
seconds. At low current densities~1 mA/cm2) the delay of
anodic EL increases to several minutes. It has been fo
that the delay time is directly proportional to the thickness
the por-Si layer and inversely proportional to the curre
density.5 In the process of anodic EL a ‘‘blue’’ shift of the
spectral maximum of the EL with increasing voltage on t
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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530 Semiconductors 32 (5), May 1998 Goryachev et al.
electrolytic cell13 and with increasing duration o
electrolysis5 is observed.

The mechanism leading to the appearance of anodic
has not been studied adequately and has been interp
differently in different studies.4,5 In our study the basic as
sumptions of the model, which were formulated in Refs
and 7, are extended to anodic EL ofpor-Si, and the specific
physicochemical processes which occur are uncovered.
electrically active particles are identified — donors and
ceptors, providing bipolar injection of carriers into the m
crocrystallites. The observed characteristic features of an
EL are explained.

2. ELECTROCHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL PROCESSES
ACCOMPANYING THE PASSAGE OF AN ANODIC CURRENT

Anodic electrochemical processes on a silicon surf
proceed with the participation of the valence band of
semiconductor and are associated with the consumptio
holes.14 In the case ofp-Si these holes come from the volum
of the semiconductor. In the case ofn-Si the hole sources ar
generation-recombination processes at the interface of
semiconductor with the oxide layer that is formed.15

The main anodic process is oxidation of silicon, i.e., io
ization of the surface silicon atoms with trapping of hol
and formation of silicon monoxide and then silicon dioxid

Si12h11H2O→SiO12H1, ~1a!

SiO12h11H2O→SiO212H1. ~1b!

Dissolution of silicon is ruled out here, because the elec
lyte contains no fluoride ions, which are capable of bind
silicon ions into a soluble complex.

If the current is virtually completely expended at the fi
stages of electrolysis on the oxidation of silicon, then af
the first SiO2 layer has formed on its surface the anode p
tential increases and water molecules14 and hydroxide ions
start to oxidize in the reactions

H2O12h1→O012H1~ in an acidic medium! ~2a!

or

2~OH!212h1→O01H2O ~ in an alkaline medium!
~2b!

with atomic oxygen O0 being formed in each case. Each
these electrochemical processes is followed by a chain
chemical transformations. Specifically, silicon monoxi
SiO, formed by the reaction~1a!, can react with water

SiO12H2O→SiO212H012H1 ~3!

with atomic hydrogen H0 being formed, similarly to the
manner in which this happens in the electrolytic product
of por-Si.16 The existence of the reaction~3! is confirmed
experimentally by the fact that the oxygen released at
anode ordinarily contains an admixture of hydrogen. Alo
with molecule formation from hydrogen and oxygen atom
some oxygen atoms are used up in the oxidation of silic
Nonetheless, it is obvious that in the presence of a cur
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flow atomic hydrogen and oxygen are always present in
electrolyte in quasiequilibrium concentrations that are p
portional to the current.

3. MODEL OF ANODIC ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

When a current flows in the system̂silicon substrate&/
por-Si the initial porous layer is shunted by the low
resistance electrolyte, and a larger fraction of the curr
passes from the silicon substrate directly into the electrol
bypassing the microcrystallites. For this reason, the react
~1!–~3! occur inside the porous layer — at the boundary
the electrolyte with the silicon substrate. The atomic hyd
gen and oxygen formed in the process can diffuse into
electrolyte and become adsorbed on the surface of the e
trically neutral, quantum-well nanocrystallites.

Comparison of the standard electrochemical potentialw
of atomic hydrogen and oxygen~which equal22.10 V and
12.42 V, respectively, relative to a normal standa
electrode17! with the position of the Fermi level and the ban
edges in silicon andpor-Si18 shows that they are extremel
electrically active particles: hydrogen atoms are donors
oxygen atoms are acceptors. The adsorbed atomic hydro
injects electrons into the conduction band of the microcr
tallites, while oxygen atoms remove electrons from the
lence band, which is equivalent to injection of holes into
In the process the microcrystallites remain electrically n
tral, while bipolar injection of carriers into the microcrysta
lites gives rise to visible-range EL. In this process the se
conductor essentially plays the role of a solid-state catal
which facilitates electron exchange between electrically
tive particles:

~4!

Some of the energy released in such a reaction goes
luminescence. In accordance with the Franck–Cond
principle,19 such exchange is more likely to occur not d
rectly in the electrolyte but rather with the participation of
solid surface, in the present casepor-Si.

It should also be noted that electron injection occurs
the simple scheme

H0→H11e2, ~5!

whereas hole injection is complicated by the chemical int
action of oxygen withpor-Si. Initially, atomic oxygen inter-
acts with hydrogen chemisorbed on thepor-Si surface:

2~[Si2H!1O0→2Si1H2O12h1 ~6a!

or, equivalently,

O0→O2212h1. ~6b!

However, after the chemisorbed hydrogen is removed fr
the surface of the microcrystallites the hole injection proc
is accompanied by oxidation of silicon atoms. This ul
mately leads to the formation of silicon oxide microcrysta
lites on the surface:

Si12O0→SiO214h1. ~6c!
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS ON THE BASIS OF THE
PROPOSED MODEL

It should be noted first that the overall model propos
above applies to anodic and cathodic electroluminesce
For this reason, for the samepor-Si sample, i.e., for the sam
crystallite-size distribution, identical cathodic and anodic
spectra are observed~Fig. 1!.

The long delay times for onset of EL relative to onset
current passage are explained by the fact that charge-ca
transport topor-Si microcrystallites is mainly ionic and no
electronic. This is confirmed by the experiments of Ref.
where very weak anodic EL with virtually no delay was o
served in the absence of wetting ofpor-Si by electrolyte and
in the presence of an anodic current flow~for sufficiently
high potentials!. Under good wetting conditions, howeve
the same current was achieved with substantially lower
tentials, and the EL was several orders of magnitude m
intense but appeared after a delay of more than 1 min. In
first case EL associated with direct current passage thro
microcrystallites occurred. The appearance of efficient
becomes possible only after the electrolyte penetrates d
into the porous layer and hydrogen and oxygen atoms h
accumulated in sufficient numbers and diffuse to the mic
crystallites. Improving the wettability ofpor-Si by the elec-
trolyte improves the penetration of the electrolyte to the s
strate and at the same time allows the electrolyte to co
into contact with a large number of microcrystallites a
therefore improves the conditions for the appearance visi
range EL.

The delay times in the anodic process for low curre
densities are at least an order of magnitude longer than
‘‘cathodic’’ delay times. This could be due to the fact th
when anodic current starts to flow, it is almost complet
expended on the formation of silicon oxide. Oxygen is n
released at this stage of electrolysis and therefore accep
which inject holes into the microcrystallites, are absent
these initial stages of electrolysis.

FIG. 1. Anodic ~1! and cathodic~2! electroluminescence spectra obtain
for the samepor-Si sample in solutions:1 — 1 N H2SO4, 2 — 1 N H2SO4

1 0.1 N K2S2O8. The por-Si samples were prepared by the method
Ref. 10.
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The proposed model makes it possible to explain
dependence of the delay of EL onset on the thickness of
por-Si layer. Electrically active particles are formed on t
inner boundary ofpor-Si with the substrate and reach th
por-Si surface only to the extent that they diffuse in t
electrolyte. Correspondingly, as assumed in Ref. 5, EL
tially arises inside thepor-Si layer and reaches thepor-Si
surface only after the passage of a certain period of tim
which depends on the layer thickness. This was confirm
experimentally in Ref. 12. The inverse relation between
EL delay and the anodic current density is obvious, sinc
definite amount of electricity must pass in order to achiev
definite threshold concentration of electrically active p
ticles.

The mechanism of anodic EL proposed above make
possible to explain the effects associated with the appear
of the ‘‘blue’’ shift of the spectral maximum of EL as
function of the applied voltage. The energies of the elec
cally active particles~donors and acceptors! in the electrolyte
are determined by their standard electrochemical potentiaw
and concentrations. Their concentration in the electrolyte
creases with increasing difference in the energies of elec
donors and acceptors which are formed during electroly
Therefore, wider-gap microcrystallites will be entrained in
the EL process. Since the equilibrium concentrations of e
trically active particles are determined by the current den
and correspondingly the voltage, the higher the current d
sity at the working electrode, the larger the shift of the ma
mum of the EL spectrum in the direction of higher energ
is. This pertains equally to both anodic and cathodic EL a
is confirmed by experiments.13,21,9

In accordance with the reaction~6c!, atomic oxygen oxi-
dizes the surface ofpor-Si microcrystallites by injecting
holes into them. In the process the silicon microcrystalli
become smaller, and an increasingly larger shift of the ma
mum of EL into the short-wavelength region of the spectru

FIG. 2. Temporal characteristics of the electroluminescence ofpor-Si in an
oxidizing electrolyte during passage of sign-alternating current pulses:1 —
current amplitude,2 — intensity of electroluminescence measured at wa
length 700 nm. Inset: Variation of the intensity of electroluminescence
companying repeated passage of current pulses.
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is observed as the duration of electrolysis increases. Su
quently, as a result of the formation of an oxide film, t
surface of the microcrystallites becomes blocked and, co
spondingly, irreversible degradation of the EL occurs. T
blue shift of the maximum of EL that we observed in t
case of alkaline electrolytes is also evidently due to a
crease in microcrystallite size as a result of partial disso
tion of microcrystallites in the alkali.

The similarity of the mechanisms leading to the appe
ance of EL at apor-Si boundary with electrolytes in anodi
and cathodic regimes is confirmed by the experiments
scribed in Ref. 9. When sign-alternating current pulses wit
low repetition rate (;10 Hz! pass through the electrolyti
cell, both pulses are accompanied by EL with the same s
tral composition, but the anodic EL is characterized by mu
longer rise and fall times~Fig. 2!. A typical feature of this
regime is a substantial decrease of the degradation of
~inset in Fig. 2!. In our opinion, the liberation of hydroge
during cathodic polarization of the electrode and hydrog
adsorption by the surface of microcrystallites play a defin
role in decreasing the degradation of the EL. During the n
anodic current pulse a substantial fraction of the atomic o
gen formed is expended on removal of adsorbed hydroge
the reaction~6a! and not on oxidation of the surface. Nex
the cathodic current pulse restores the layer of chemiso
hydrogen atoms and the entire sequence of processes
peated. Thus, blocking of the surface of microcrystallites
silicon oxides is largely averted and bipolar carrier injecti
into microcrystallites is maintained.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A model explaining the appearance of intense ano
electroluminescence of porous silicon in contact with el
trolytes was proposed. It was shown that when current flo
through the interface of the silicon substrate with the el
trolyte, atomic hydrogen and oxgyen, which with respect
porous silicon are effective electron donors and accept
accumulate in the electrolyte. Diffusing into the electroly
they are adsorbed on the surface of the microcrystallites
rous silicon and give rise to bipolar injection of charge c
riers into them. Subsequent recombination of these carr
serves as a source of visible electroluminescence. The
tailed mechanism of physicochemical processes leadin
the appearance of luminescence was identified and
plained. It was shown that the degradation of electrolumin
cence of porous silicon can be reduced substantially.
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The transport timest(P) and the mean free paths of magnetoexcitons in a quantum well and
of spatially direct and indirect magnetoexcitons in coupled quantum wells in a random
potential produced by thickness fluctuations of the quantum wells or a random distribution of
impurity centers in quantum wells (P is the magnetic momentum of an exciton! are
calculated. The functiont(P) is nonmonotonic, but as the distanceD between the quantum
wells increases, the maximumtmax(P) gradually vanishes in the presence of scattering by
surface terraces. As the magnetic field (H) increases,t(0) decreases as 1/AH for
D! l ( l 5A\c/eH is the magnetic length! and as 1/H2 for D@ l . The behavior of the computed
values oft for largeH agrees qualitatively with the experimental data. The mean free
path length of a magnetoexciton exhibits atPÞ0 a maximum whose magnitude decreases as the
parameterD/ l increases. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01805-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years low-dimensional semiconductor str
tures — dots and wires — have aroused a great dea
interest ~see Refs. 1–3 and the literature cited ther!.
Electron-hole systems in coupled quantum wells~CQWs! are
attracting special attention because of the prediction
superfluidity4–6 of indirect excitons, consisting of spatiall
separated electron (e) and hole (h), in them. In these sys
tems superfluidity appears in the form of undamped elec
cal currents in each quantum well. These systems can
exhibit interesting effects due to entrainment of quasipa
cles of one layer by quasiparticles of another layer.7 A strong
magnetic field increases the binding energy of tw
dimensional~2D! magnetoexcitons8,9 and can strongly influ-
ence the formation of the superfluid phase.

Other phases can also form in these systems.6 Some of
these phases are similar to those in three-dimensional e
tonic systems.10 They can exist if the exciton lifetime is
much longer than the thermalization time. A sharp decre
of the lifetime of indirect excitons with increasing magne
field H for H.7 T has been observed experimentally1 at low
temperaturesT,1 K. The exciton lifetime is determined b
radiative and nonradiative recombination mechanisms. E
tons with electrons and holes in different quantum we
~QWs! are characterized by long recombination times a
result of the weak overlapping of thee andh wave functions.
For this reason, the magnetoexciton lifetime under such c
ditions is in all likelihood determined by the transport tim
We shall study the effect of impurity centers and surfa
nonuniformities, caused by fluctuations of the width~layer
5331063-7826/98/32(5)/6/$15.00
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thickness! of e andh QWs, on the low-temperature transpo
properties of excitons in a single QW and in CQWs in
strong transverse magnetic field. The problem of the dif
sion and localization of 2D excitons in the absence of a m
netic field was studied in Refs. 11–14. The transport prop
ties of volume excitons were studied in Refs. 15 and
Magnetoexcitonic transport in double QWs was studied
Ref. 17.

In the present paper we shall show that the transp
relaxation timet of an indirect magnetoexciton depend
strongly on the exciton magnetic momentumP and the dis-
tanceD between thee andh quantum wells. The transpor
relaxation timet of magnetoexcitons in QWs and CQWs fo
smallD on surface terraces exhibits a maximum at a nonz
exciton momentum. As the parameterD/ l ( l 5A\c/eH is
the magnetic length! increases, the maximum gradually d
creases and then vanishes. AsH increases,t decreases as
t;1/AH for D/ l !1 andP50 and ast;1/H2 for D/ l @1.
The decrease oft and the theoretically computed values oft
agree qualitatively with the experimental results obtained
Ref. 1 in high magnetic fields.

In Sec. 2 the transport relaxation times and mean f
path of magnetoexcitons~MEs! in a single QW in a random
potential produced by thickness fluctuations of the quant
well are calculated; in Sec. 3 the transport relaxation ti
and the mean free path of magnetoexcitons in CQW is
culated; in Sec. 4 the relaxation times and the mean free
of magnetoexcitons in a single QW and in CQWs in the fie
of randomly distributed impurity centers is calculated. In t
last section of this paper we discuss the results which
obtained.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. MAGNETOEXCITON IN A QUANTUM WELL. SCATTERING
BY THE TERRACES OF A QUANTUM WELL

Thickness fluctuations of a QW, which arise during t
fabrication process, result in the appearance of a rand
potential. The interaction between an exciton and such a
dom field has the form11,14,17

V~re ,rh!5ae@j1~re!2j2~re!#1ah@j1~rh!2j2~rh!#,
~1!

whereae,h5]Ee,h
(0)/]d, Eh,e

(0) are the lower energy levels of
hole and an electron in the valence band and in the con
tion band, andj1,2(r ) are the thickness fluctuations on th
top and bottom surfaces of the QW. We assume that
fluctuations occurring on different surfaces are statistica
independent, while fluctuations occurring on the same s
face are described by a Gaussian correlation function

^^j i~r1!j j~r2!&&5d i j D i
2 expF2

~r12r2!2

3L i
2 G . ~2!

In what follows we shall study strong transverse magne
fields l !ae,h (ae,h5«\2/me,he2 are the effective electron
and hole Bohr radii,«5(«11«2)/2, «1,2 are the permittivi-
ties of the media surrounding thee- and h-QWs! and thin
quantum wells, whose thicknessd satisfies the inequalitie
d2!ae,hl and D i!d. The quantityD i corresponds to the
thickness of one monolayer and equals;3 Å ~see Ref. 18
and the literature cited there!. The value ofL i depends
strongly on the method used to prepare the QW.19 Depending
on the value ofL i /r exc (r exc is the size of an exciton in the
plane of the QW; in a strong electric fieldr exc; l ~Refs. 8
and 9!, two characteristic transport regimes can be dis
guished. ForL i@r exc excitons become localized in a regio
of size L i at the minimum of the random potential. Zer
dimensional excitonic states,18 similar to states in quantum
dots,20,21 form here. In the latter case exciton transport
apparently thermally activated with hopping between sta
at the minima of the potential well of different quantu
dots.12 In the present paper we shall examine the oppo
caseL i!r exc, i.e., a smooth surface potential, which,
shown in Refs. 18 and 22 with the aid of scanning tunnel
microscopy, is realized at the boundaries of the intens
investigated AlGaAs–GaAs structures. The condition for
random potential to be smoth can be expressed more ri
ously in the form23

r excA^^¹V2&&!EI , ~3!

whereEI is the exciton ionization energy. We obtain fro
Eq. ~3!

L@
ae,h

z l 2D

d3
A2p3 ~4!

for D! l and

L@
ae,h

z lDD

d3
A2p3 ~5!

for D@ l (ae,h
z 5«\2/me,h

z e2 is the effective Bohr radius ofe
andh in thez direction, perpendicular to the QW plane!. We
m
n-

c-

e
y
r-

c

-

s

te

g
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e
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note that since in strong magnetic fields the radius of
exciton decreases asl;AH, the magnetoexciton transpo
regime can change asH increases.

The transport relaxation time of excitons will be calc
lated in the Born approximation, which is valid fo
\2/M (D/ l )L2@D\2/p2me,h

z de,h
3 , i.e., if

pAde,h
3

D

me,h
z

M ~D/ l !
@L. ~6!

As D or H increases, the magnetoexciton effective ma
M (D/ l ) increases,8,9 decreasing the upper limit ofL. The
magnetoexciton ionization energy decreases with increa
D, increasing the lower limit ofL, and it increases withH,
decreasing the lower limit.

The transport relaxation time of an exciton is given
the Born approximation by the expression14,16,17

t21~P!5
2p

\ (
P8

^^u^P8uV~re ,rh!uP&u2&&

3@12cos~fPP8!d@E~P!2E~P8!##, ~7!

where E(P) corresponds to the magnetoexciton dispers
law in a QW at the lower Landau leveln5m50:8

E~P!5
1

2
\vc2

e2

« l
Ap

2
I 0S P2l 2

4\2 D expS 2
P2l 2

4\2 D , ~8!

where vc5eH/mc is the cyclotron frequency
m5memh /(me1mh) is the reduced mass of a magnetoex
ton in the QW plane,P is the exciton magnetic momentum
and I 0(x) is a zero-order modified Bessel function. The m
trix element ~1! of the transition from the statên5m
50,Pu into the statê n5m50,P8u is

^P8uV~re ,rh!uP&5
1

S
exp@2~P82P!2l 2/4\2#

3$Ve~P82P!exp~ i l 2H@P,P8#/2\H !

1Vh~P82P!exp~2 i l 2H@P,P8#/2\2H !%

~9!

(S is the area of the QW!. Then

^^u^P8uV~re ,rh!uP&u2&&

5
p

2S
$ae

21ah
212aeahcos~ l 2@P,P8#/\2!%

3 (
i 51,2

exp$2~P82P!2l 2b i /2\2%~D iL i !
2. ~10!

Substituting the expression~7! into Eq.~4!, we obtain an
expression for the magnetoexciton transport relaxation t
in the QW

t21~P!5te
21~P!1th

21~P!1teh
21~P!, ~11!

where
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te,h
215

p

4\3U]E~P!

]P2 U21

ae,h
2 (

i 51,2
~D iL i !

2exp~2P2l 2b i /\2!

3@ I 0~P2l 2b i /\2!2I 1~P2l 2b i /\2!# ~12!

and

teh
21~P!5

paeah

2\3 U]E~P!

]P2 U21

(
i 51,2

~D iL i !
2

3exp~2P2l 2b i /\2!H I 0~P2l 2Ab i
221/\2!

2
b i

Ab i
221

I 1~P2l 2Ab i
221/\2!J , ~13!

where b i511L i
2/ l 2, and I 1(x) is a first-order modified

Bessel function. Forl !ae,h andd2!ae,hl taking account of
thee andh motion along the magnetic field does not produ
any qualitative changes in the magnetoexcitonic spectrum8,9

so that we assume, similarly to Ref. 14, th
ae,h52p2\2/me,h

z d3.
Figure 1 shows the magnetoexciton transport scatte

time in a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum well. The following
parameter values were used in the calculation:d540 Å,
L1510 Å, L253 Å, L15L253 Å, electron and hole ef-
fective masses in AlAs~GaAs!, according to Ref. 24, are
me

z51.1(1.3) andmh
z50.75(0.34). ForP52.6\/ l a maxi-

mum of t(P) is observed. The asymptotic relaxation tim
~11! are

t~P!5
\e2l

A2p«

1

~ae1ah!2

FIG. 1. Direct~dotted line! and indirect~solid lines! magnetoexciton trans-
port relaxation time due to surface terraces in coupled quantum wells
function of the magnetic momentumP ~in units \/ l ) for H523105 Oe.
The curves1–5 correspond to different distances between thee andh quan-
tum wellsD/ l 50.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3.
t

g

3H @~D1L1!21~D2L2!2#21, P50,

8@~D1L1!2/b1
3/21~D2L2!2/b2

3/2#21, Pl/\@1.

We shall calculate the magnetoexciton mean free pat
l(P)5n(P)t(P) ~Fig. 2!, where n(P)5]E(P)/]P . We
note that forP50 we havel(0)50 (n(0)50), while for
Pl/\@1 we obtain

l~P!5
4A2\2e4

Ap«2P2l

1

~ae1ah!2F ~D1L1!2

b1
3/2

1
~D2L2!2

b2
3/2 G21

.

~14!

In the regionsPl/\!1 and Pl/\@1 the magnetoexciton
mean free path is less than or comparable to the correla
length L. This indicates that MEs tend to localize in suc
states~the problem of the localization of magnetoexcitons
random fields in CQWs will be examined elsewhere!.

3. MAGNETOEXCITON IN COUPLED QUANTUM WELLS.
SCATTERING BY TERRACES OF ELECTRON AND
HOLE QUANTUM WELLS

The interaction of an exciton, whose electron and h
are located in different spatially separated quantum we
with a random field produced by thickness fluctuations of
e- andh-QWs is

V~re ,rh!5ae@j1~re!2j2~re!#1ah@j3~rh!2j4~rh!#,
~15!

whereae,h5]Ee,h
(0)/]de,h andj i(r ) are the thickness fluctua

tions at the top and bottom surfaces of the electron and h
QWs. We once again that the fluctuations on different s
faces of a QW are statistically independent, and that the fl
tuations on the same surface are described by the Gau
correlation function~2!. This is possible if the distanceD

a
FIG. 2. Average mean free path length of direct~dotted lines! and indirect
~solid lines! magnetoexcitons taking account of scattering by surface
races in coupled quantum wells as a function of the magnetic momentuP
~in units of \/ l ) with H523105 Oe. The curves1–3 correspond to
D/ l 50.1, 0.5, and 1.
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between thee- andh-QWs is greater than the thickness flu
tuations of thee- andh-QWs on the nearest surfaces.1!

^^u^P8uV~re ,rh!uP&u2&&

5
p

2SH ae
2 (

i 51,2
exp@2~P82P!2l 2b i /2\2#~D iL i !

2

1ah
2 (

i 53,4
exp@2~P82P!2l 2b i /2\2#~D iL i !

2J . ~16!

Substituting the expression~16! into Eq. ~7!, we obtain the
magnetoexciton relaxation time in the coupled quant
wells

t21~P,D !5te
21~P,D !1th

21~P,D !, ~17!

where

te,h
21~P,D !5

p

4\3U]E~P,D !

]P2 U21

ae,h
2

3 (
i 51,2~3,4!

~D iL i !
2exp~2P2l 2b i /\2!

3@ I 0~P2l 2b i /\2!2I 1~P2l 2b i /\2!#, ~18!

D is the distance between thee- andh-QWs,E(P,D) is the
energy of a magnetoexciton in then5m50 level in coupled
quantum wells~see Ref. 9!

E~P ,D !5
1

2
\vc2

e2

« l

1

A2
f ~D ,P !, ~19!

f ~P ,D !5 (
k50

`

P2k~g!
~21!k~2k!!

22k~k! !2

3H S 2

~D 21P 2!
D k11/2

gS k11,
D 21P 2

2 D
1S D 21P 2

2 D k

GS 2k1
1

2
,

D 21P 2

2 D J , ~20!

whereD5D/ l , P 5Pl/\, g5@11(P /D)2#21/2, G(a,x) is
the complete gamma function,g(a,x) is the incomplete
gamma function, andPk(x) is a Legendre polynomial. Fig
ure 1 shows the computational results obtained for the re
ation time using Eqs.~17! and ~18! for an indirect magne-
toexciton, which consists of an electron in an AlAs QW a
a hole in a GaAs QW. The parameters of thee- andh-QWs
are identical to the parameters employed for calculating
relaxation time of a direct magnetoexciton~see Sec. 2!.

In the momentum rangePl/\!1 we find

t~0,D !5
2\3

p

1

M ~D/ l !

3
1

ae
2 (

i 51,2
~D iL i !

21ah
2 (

i 53,4
~D iL i !

2

, ~21!

where
x-

e

M ~D/ l !5
M0

~11D 2!exp~D 2/2!erfc~D /A2!2DA2/p
~22!

is the effective mass of an indirect magnetoexciton in
state n5m50 in CQWs ~see Ref. 9!, and
M0523/2«\2/e2lAp is the mass of a direc
magnetoexciton.8 The relaxation time~21! decreases with in-
creasing magnetic field as;1/AH in the caseD! l and as
;1/H2 in the caseD@ l , in agreement with experimentall
observed times.1 In the momentum rangesPl/\@1 and
PD/\@1 the magnetoexciton dispersion has the form9 E

.2e2\/«Pl2. Therefore, for large magnetic momenta t
relaxation time

t.
4A2\e2l

«Ap
Fae

2 (
i 51,2

~D iL i !
2

b i
3/2

1ah
2 (

i 53,4

~D iL i !
2

b i
3/2 G21

~23!

does not depend onP andD and decreases with increasin
magnetic field as;1/AH. As the distanceD between the
quantum wells increases, the magnitude of the peak (tmax)
decreases, and forD exceeding some critical value the fun
tion t(P) becomes monotonically increasing~Fig. 1!. TheP
andD dependences of the mean free path are shown in
2. Because of the quadratic dependence~19! on the magnetic
momentum forPl/\!1 we haven(0,D)50 and therefore
l(0,D)50. ForPl/\@1 we obtainl;1/P2. As the param-
eter D/ l increases, the magnitude of the peakl(P,D) de-
creases.

4. IONIZED IMPURITIES IN COUPLED QUANTUM WELLS

Let us consider the case where the Coulomb impuri
q1 andq2 with densitiesn1 andn2 are distributed randomly
in electron and hole quantum wells. The interaction of
exciton with the impurities in CQWs is described by th
potential

V~re ,rh!5Ve~re!1Vh~rh!, ~24!

where

Ve~re!5(
i

2eq1

«ure2r i u
1(

j

2eq2

«A~re2r j !
21D2

, ~25!

Vh~rh!5(
i

eq1

«A~rh2r i !
21D2

1(
j

eq2

«urh2r j u
. ~26!

The impurity centersq1 and q2 occupy in the CQWs the
positionsr i andr j , respectively. ForD50 all impurities are
located in the same QW. The matrix element of the excit
impurity interaction~24! is
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^^u^P8uU~re ,rh!uP&u2&&5expF2
~P82P!2l 2

2\2 G
3S 2p\e

P82P
D 2

n1q1
21n2q2

2

S«2

3H 11expS 2
2DuP82Pu

\ D
22expS 2

DuP82Pu
\ D

3cosS @P,P8# l 2

\2 D J . ~27!

Using Eqs.~7! and ~27!, we find the magnetoexciton relax
ation time

1

t i~P,D !
5

p

2\S e

«2P
D 2U]E~P,D !

]P2 U21

expS 2
P2l 2

\2 D
3~n1q1

21n2q2
2!E

0

2p

expS P2l 2 cosf

\2 D
3F11expS 2

2PDA222 cosf

\ D
22 expS 2

PDA222cosf

\ D
3cosS P2l 2

\2
sinf D dfG . ~28!

FIG. 3. Reciprocal of the direct~dotted line! and indirect~solid lines! mag-
netoexciton transport relaxation time due to impurities in coupled quan
wells as a function of the magnetic momentumP ~in units \/ l ) for
H523105 Oe. Curves1–4 correspond toD/ l 50.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 and
impurity densitiesc15c25231010 cm22.
Figure 3 shows theP andD dependences of the relax
ation time, which is described by the expression~28!. For
P50 we obtain the following expression from Eq.~28!:

t i~0,D !5
\3

4p2

«2

e2D2M ~D/ l !

1

~n1q1
21n2q2

2!
. ~29!

The divergence in Eq.~29! in the limits P→0 andD→0 is
caused by the use of an unscreenede(h) –impurity interac-
tion potential. AsD increases, the timet i(0,D) decreases
more rapidly thant(0,D). For Pl/\@1 andPD/\@1 the
transport relaxation time does not depend onP andD:

t i.
\«

A2p3/2l ~n1q1
21n2q2

2!
. ~30!

Figure 4 shows the magnetoexciton mean free path in
field produced by impurities randomly distributed in th
CQWs. AsD/ l increases, the maximum ofl i(P,D) gradu-
ally decreases.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined The low-temperature transport pr
erties of an exciton whose electron and hole occupy the s
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum well or in different spatially
separated quantum wells in a strong transverse magn
field. The transport relaxation times of the direct and indir
magnetoexcitons in the presence of scattering by surface
races and impurity centers in CQWs were calculated in
Born approximation. The relaxation time of a direct ME wi
momentaPl/\!1 is determined by scattering by surfac
terraces, since in this case the relaxation time on impu
ions t i→` andt(P) is a nonmonotonic function ofP, ex-
hibiting a maximum a the momentumP52.6\/ l . As the dis-

m
FIG. 4. Average mean free path length of direct~dotted lines! and indirect
~solid lines! magnetoexcitons taking account of scattering by impurities
coupled quantum wells as a function of the magnetic momentumP ~in units
of \/ l ) with H523105 Oe. The curves1–3 correspond toD/ l 50.1, 0.5,
and 1 and impurity densitiesc15c25231010 cm22.
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tanceD between thee andh quantum wells or the magneti
field increases, in the presence of scattering by surface
races the maximum oft(P,D) decreases and then vanishe
At the same time, the transport relaxation time of an indir
magnetoexciton in a state with arbitraryP decreases, in
agreement with experiment.1 For D/ l greater than a certain
critical value, the relaxation time on surface terraces a
impurities is a monotonically increasing function ofP. The
average mean free path of direct and indirect magnetoe
tons is a nonmonotonic function ofP, which possess atP
Þ0 a maximum whose magnitude decreases asD/ l in-
creases. The magnetoexciton mean free path in the pres
of scattering by impurities is found to be an order of mag
tude smaller than in the case of scattering by surface terra

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research, INTAS, and the program ‘‘Physics
solid-state nanostructures.’’

1!The opposite caseD!D obtains in double quantum wells. The ca
D50 is studied in Ref. 17 .
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Electron tunneling between two-dimensional electronic systems in a heterostructure
with a single doped barrier
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Electron tunneling in a heterostructure with a single doped barrier was investigated. Analysis of
the experimental data showed that all features in the tunneling conductance are due to
electron tunneling between two-dimensional electron sheets which appear on different sides of
the barrier as a result of ionization of impurities in the barrier. Electron transport between
the two-dimensional electron sheets and three-dimensional contact regions does not introduce
significant distortions in the measured tunneling characteristics. In such structures there
is no current flow along the two-dimensional electron gas; such a current ordinarily makes it
difficult to investigate tunneling between two-dimensional electronic systems in magnetic fields.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01905-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Tunneling spectroscopy is an effective method for inv
tigating low-dimensional electronic systems. As the dime
sion of electronic systems decreases, new physical phen
ena appear. These phenomena are manifested in
characteristic features of electron tunneling between s
systems, specifically, it makes it possible to employ str
tures with low-dimensional electronic systems for practi
applications. For example, resonance-tunneling dio
~RTDs!, whose principle of operation is based on resona
tunneling between a three-dimensional electron gas an
two-dimensional electronic state in double-barrier hete
structures, are well known in microwave electronics.1 It has
been found that as the dimension of the emitter in a R
decreases, the ratio of the peak resonance current to
background nonresonance current increases. This greatly
proves the characteristics of RTDs.2 Moreover, investiga-
tions of electron tunneling processes between tw
dimensional systems~2D–2D tunneling! have revealed a
number of new physical phenomena: tunneling between L
dau levels with different indices,3,4 tunneling betweenG and
X valleys,5 appearance of a tunneling pseudogap in the d
sity of states at the Fermi levels of two-dimensional syste
in a quantizing magnetic field.6,7 2D–2D tunneling has mad
it possible to investigate in greater detail electron tunnel
processes with emission of optical phonons8 and plasmons,9

as well as nonparabolicity effects in two-dimension
systems.10

Tunneling between two-dimensional electronic syste
has been investigated on two types of structures: 1! two
5391063-7826/98/32(5)/5/$15.00
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quantum wells separated by a nondoped tunneling barri6,7

and 2! a heterostructure with a single doped barrier, in wh
two two-dimensional electron gases appeared on both s
of the barrier as a result of ionization of impurities in th
barrier.4,10 Structures with ohmic contacts to separate tw
dimensional~2D! sheets were used in the experiments. T
made it possible to investigate directly tunneling proces
between 2D electronic systems. However, the measurem
of the tunneling current in such structures in strong magn
fields presents definite difficulties. Indeed, in these samp
the contact regions are spatially separated from the tunne
region. In tunneling current measurements the tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! plays the role of a series
resistance. In a strong magnetic field, in the quantum H
effect regime current flows through 2DEG along edge sta
and tunneling occurs between these states. Thus, in tunn
experiments in a strong magnetic field the area of the tun
ing region depends strongly on the population of the Land
levels in parallel 2D sheets.

In the present work we investigated tunneling betwe
2D electronic systems in samples where current flow alon
2D sheet is excluded. The samples were produced on
basis of a heterostructure with a doped AlxGa12xAs barrier
bounded on both sides by weakly doped GaAs layers~spac-
ers! which separate the barrier layer from the strongly dop
n1-GaAs contact regions. Enriched 2D sheets appeared
both sides of the barrier as a result of ionization of impurit
in the barrier. Differential tunneling conductance measu
ments with different magnetic field orientations were p
formed on such samples. Analysis of the data obtain
showed that all features of the tunneling conductance are
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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to tunneling between 2D systems, while electron transpor
the regions between the 2DEG and the three-dimensi
contact regions contributes small perturbations to the m
sured tunneling characteristics.

EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental samples were grown by molecu
beam epitaxy on strongly dopedn1-GaAs substrates an
possessed the following sequence of layers:

200-nm-thick GaAs layer,n15531017 cm23 ;
200-nm-thick GaAs layer~spacer!, n25331015 cm23;
10-nm-thick nondoped GaAs layer;
2-nm-thick nondoped Al0.4Ga0.6As layer;
10-nm-thick Al0.4Ga0.6As layer,n15631017 cm23;
2-nm-thick nondoped Al0.4Ga0.6As layer;
10-nm-thick nondoped GaAs layer;
200-nm-thick GaAs layer~spacer!, n25331015 cm23;
200-nm-thick GaAs layer,n15531017 cm23;
200-nm-thick GaAs contact layer,n15331018 cm23.
Ohmic contacts were produced by depositi

Ni–Ge–Au systems followed by thermal annealing. T
standard chemical etching technology was used to prod
50 mm in diameter mesa structures. The band structure of
enriched layers is shown schematically in Fig. 1

Peaks and a region of negative differential conducta
were observed in the curve of the tunneling differential co
ductance versus the bias voltage~Fig. 2, curve1!. We at-
tribute these features to the appearance of resonance tu
ing ~RT!, when the applied voltage aligns the energy posit
of the quantum levels in the enriched layers on differ
sides of the barrier. The peak of the differential conducta
at Vb56 mV is due to RT, when the levelE0L lines up with
the levelE0R ~0–0 transition!, while the peak atVb5214
mV appears whenE0L lines up with E1R ~0–1 transition!
~Fig. 1!. It is assumed that the voltage drop on the spacer
small. The tunneling conductance measurements perfor
in magnetic fields with different orientations confirmed t
correctness of this explanation.

Splitting of the peak due to a 0–0 transition and a sh
of the peak due to a 0–1 transition were observed in a m

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the relief of the conduction-band bottom
the experimental heterostructure and system of quantum-well levelsE0L ,
E0R , andE1R in enriched sheets;EF is the Fermi level.
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netic fieldB'J (J is the tunneling current density! ~Fig. 2!.
The behavior of the resonance peaks in a magnetic fieldB'J
has been studied quite well.4,10 In Ref. 10 it was shown tha
the peaks due to resonances between filled 2D subb
split, while peaks due to RT via empty subbands broaden
shift in the direction of high bias voltages. To compare o
experimental data for the 0–0 transition with the theory p
posed in Ref. 4 , wepresented in Fig. 3 the experimental an
computed@obtained from the expressions~8! in Ref. 4# val-
ues of the external bias voltage, corresponding to fall
‘‘into’’ or ‘‘out of’’ resonance, depending on the magneti
field. The experimental values were obtained as follows: T
experimental dependencesdI/dVb5 f (Vb) were integrated,

f

FIG. 2. Differential tunneling conductancedI/dVb versus bias voltageVb in
a magnetic field perpendicular to the tunneling current.B, T: 1—0, 2—0.22,
3—0.44,4—0.55,5—0.66,6—0.77,7—0.88. Curves2–7 are shifted arbi-
trarily in the vertical direction.

FIG. 3. Broadening of the resonance peak due to the 0–0 transition ve
magnetic fieldB. The values ofVb1 correspond to the onset of resonan
tunneling, whileVb2 corresponds to completion of tunneling. The details a
discussed in the text.
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the background nonresonant current was subtracted out
the voltage values of interest to us were determined fo
current equal to 10% of the peak value at resonance. W
comparing the computed values with the experimental d
we varied the difference the average positions of the
electrons along thez axis, which was oriented in the direc
tion of the current. The best agreement between the exp
mental and computed values was obtained for^zR&2^zL&
535 nm; herê zR& is the average position of the 2D ele
trons in theE0R level, and̂ zL& is the average position of th
2D electrons in theE0L level ~see Fig. 1!. The computed
value equals 29 nm and agrees quite well with the exp
mental value.

In a magnetic fieldBiJ additional peaks~marked by
arrows in Fig. 4!, whose positions depend on the magne
field, were observed in the dependencesdI/dVb5 f (Vb).
These features can appear for two reasons.

The first reason is electron tunneling between Land
levels with different indices. Indeed, the presence of impu
ties in the barrier increases the role of tunneling with ela
scattering. In this process the momentum components p
lel to the interface are not conserved, only the electron
ergy is conserved, while tunneling with elastic scattering
tween Landau levels with different indices is possible in
quantizing magnetic field,4 i.e., for certain discrete values o
the bias voltage in a fixed magnetic field

Vn5DE6n\vc , ~1!

wheren is an integer,DE is the energy difference betwee
states of the 2D subbands with zero bias voltage,\ is the
Planck constant, andvc is the cyclotron frequency.

The second reason is the presence of Shubnikov
Haas oscillations~periodic in the inverse magnetic field! in
the tunneling conductance with period depending on the
voltage. This can also result in the appearance of additio
features in the dependencesdI/dVb5 f (Vb).11 In this case
the position of the additional peaks on the voltage axis
pends linearly on the magnetic field. Figure 5 shows

FIG. 4. Differential tunneling conductancedI/dVb versus bias voltageVb in
a magnetic field parallel to the tunneling current.B, T: 1—0, 2—4.8, 3—
7.5. The arrows mark the additional maxima. The curves are shifted a
trarily in the vertical direction.
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magnetic field dependences of the positions of two pea
We note that these dependences are linear and the positi
the peak closest to resonance is described well by the exp
sion ~1! with n52 andDE56 mV; the other features be
have differently. For this reason, we attribute the first peak
tunneling between Landau levels with different indices.
mentioned in Ref. 4 , the probability of tunneling with elastic
scattering by impurities decreases as electron energy
creases, i.e., as the bias voltage increases, the magnitu
such peaks should decrease. This is probably why feat
with largen are not observed. The feature withn51 is not
present, since it should appear in the region of nonlinea
of the tunneling conductance, making it much more diffic
to observe.

To determine the nature of the other features it is c
venient to study the dependencedI/dVb5 f (B) for different
fixed bias voltages. Oscillations of the differential condu
tance, which are periodic in the inverse field, were found
such dependences for different bias voltagesVb (BiJ). Os-
cillations with two periods were observed. The depende
Bf — the fundamental fields determining the period of t
observed oscillations — onVb is presented in Fig. 6. Note
that one period~curve1! depends strongly on the bias vol
age, while the dependence of the other period~curve 2! on
the bias voltage is much weaker. A strong dependence
arise as a result of modulation of the density of unoccup
states in the collector 2DEG, into which the electrons tunn
as a result of Landau quantization.12 The number of these
states is determined by the bias voltage, so that the perio
such oscillations depends strongly onVb . A weak depen-
dence could be due to a change in the 2DEG density a
result of the application of a voltage, since this change
determined by the small capacitance of the barrier.13 How-
ever, there are a number of factors which must be con
ered. In the first place, in the present system there exist
2DEGs and each one should contribute to the oscillation
the tunneling conductance. In the second place, when
sign of the applied voltage changes (Vb,0, Fig. 6!, oscilla-

i-
FIG. 5. PositionVp of additional peaks indicated in Fig. 4 as a function
the magnetic fieldB. The numbers on the curves correspond to the numb
of the peaks in Fig. 4.
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tions associated with empty states of the collector 2DE
accompanied by an increase inBf and not a decrease as
our experiments~curve2!, should be observed. Such beha
ior can be explained by taking into account the broadening
the quantum levels in 2D enriched sheets. Since the osc
tions of the differential tunneling conductance are inve
gated near resonance, it can be assumed that tunneling o
between 2D systems and the tunneling current density
magnetic field has the form

J5
2e

h E
mC

mE
GL~«,B!T~«!GR~«,B!d«, ~2!

wheremE andmC are chemical potentials of the emitter an
collector, respectively. It is assumed that

mE2mC5eV, ~3!

GL(«,B) andGR(«,B) are the densities of states in the 2
enriched sheets on different sides of the barrier, andT(«) is
the squared modulus of the tunneling transition matrix e
ment. We note that in a magnetic field the electron density
states in a 2DEG is modulated by the system of Lan
levels and the degree of modulation is determined by
broadening of these levels. In one 2DEG~for example, in the
gas on the left-hand side; see Fig. 1! the degree of modula
tion is small compared with that in the other 2DEG beca
of the strong broadening of the levels, while in the expr
sion ~2! the functionsT(«) andGR(«,B) must be treated a
constants at low bias voltages. Then

J5
2e

h
T GRE

mC2E0L

mE2E0L
GL~«k ,B!d«k , ~4!

where«k is the electron kinetic energy in the plane of the 2
sheet. The expression for the experimentally measured
ferential tunneling conductance can be easily obtained f
the expression~4!, taking into account the relation~3!:

FIG. 6. Fundamental fieldBf for Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in th
tunneling differential conductance as a function of the bias voltageVb . The
error in determiningBf equals 2 T.
,

of
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2e

h
T GR

3FGL~mC2E0L!S dE0L

dV
1eD2GL~mE2E0L!

dE0L

dV G .
As is well known from the theory of the Shubnikov-d

Haas effect, in this case the resonance current as a func
of the magnetic field will oscillate with two frequencie
which are determined by the following expressions, tak
into account the relation~3!:

Bf 15
m*

\e
~mE2E0L!, Bf 25

m*

\e
~mE2eV2E0L!, ~5!

wherem* is the electron effective mass in GaAs. It is ev
dent from the expressions~5! that Bf 2 depends strongly on
the bias voltage, whileBf 1 varies little, since it is determined
by the electron density in the 2DEG emitter. The electr
densities in enriched 2D sheets vary with the applied volt
in accordance with the barrier capacitance, so that

mE2E0L~V!5mE2E0L~0!1CV/eG2D ,

whereC is the specific capacitance of the barrier, andG2D is
the density of states of the 2DEG. The computed strai
lines presented in Fig. 6 were obtained from the express
~5!.

We therefore attribute the observation of only two osc
lation periods in our experiments to the substantially diff
ent broadening of the quantum-well levels in the enrich
sheets near the barrier. In our case the oscillations of
tunneling conductance in a magnetic field are determined
the levelE0L in the enriched sheet on the bottom side of t
barrier ~the growth direction of the structure is up!, which
agrees with the well-known fact that a 2DEG is of a high
quality near an interface, where the AlGaAs layers are gro
on a GaAs surface.

CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of the experimental data shows that all f
tures of electron transport in heterostructures with a sin
doped barrier are due to tunneling processes between
dimensional electronic systems, while electron transport
tween two-dimensional sheets and three-dimensional con
regions introduces a small perturbation into the observed
tures. Thus, we have investigated 2D–2D tunneling in str
tures where electron transport along two-dimensional sh
is excluded.
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Numerical analysis of the longitudinal electric current during resonance current flow in
a n -GaAs/Al xGa12xAs superlattice with doped quantum wells

S. I. Borisenko and G. F. Karavaev

V. D. Kuznetsov Siberian Physicotechnical Institute at Tomsk State University, 634040 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted July 7, 1997; accepted for publication November 19, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 607–612~May 1998!

The electric current density in the resonance electron transport along the axis of a
n-GaAs/Al0.36Ga0.64As superlattice with doped quantum wells at low temperatures was analyzed
numerically. The energy spectrum of the conduction-band minibands was calculated in the
Kane and effective-mass approximations. The current density was calculated using the well-
known formula obtained on the basis of the density-matrix method for a uniform electric
field ignoring heating of the electron gas. The effect of an interaction between the minibands in
an electric field on the electrical conductivity and intersubband optical absorption was
studied. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02005-5#
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As is well known, the numerical analysis of the elect
current density due to electron transitions between Stark
ders of different minibands in strong electric fields in t
direction of the axis of a superlattice~SL! is a difficult prob-
lem, to the solution of which a great deal of attention is n
being devoted.1,2 The difficulty of the problem lies in the fac
that the electron transport of interest is a purely quant
effect, and this requires knowledge of the nonequilibriu
density matrix. Moreover, the solution of this problem
complicated by the nonuniformity of the electric field arisin
in real SLs in connection with the presence of a nega
differential conductivity and a quite substantial free char
carrier density, which leads to the appearance of a stro
field domain at the anode contact.3,4

As a result of the problems indicated above, quasicla
cal methods have been used to analyze the longitudinal
rent transport in SLs with doped quantum wells~QWs! in a
strong electric field.5,6 However, in the region of resonanc
current transport, when the strong-field domain encompa
the entire SL,7 as well as for nondoped SLs8 it can be as-
sumed that the electric field is uniform and the quant
transport theory9 can be used to calculate the current dens
if the heating of the electron gas is negligible.

In this paper we numerically analyze the resonance c
rent density and intersubband optical absorption for Ga
Al xGa12xAs SLs, used as IR photodetectors, with don
doped QWs.10–12 The QWs in these SLs have two min
bands, whose width is equal to virtually zero due to the w
barriers. The resonance current in them is determined
electron transitions from the Stark states of the first miniba
into the Stark states of the second miniband of neighbo
QWs. The resonance current density was calculated at
temperatures taking into account electron scattering by
purity ions using the well-known formula obtained on t
basis of the density-matrix method.9
5441063-7826/98/32(5)/5/$15.00
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1. METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE RESONANCE
CURRENT DENSITY

The resonance current densityj r in a uniform electric
field F parallel to the SL axis was calculated according to
standard formula9

j r5ent'd̃uṼ128u
2, ~1!

wheren is the volume-averaged electron density,t' is the
phase-difference relaxation time averaged over the transv
electron energy, the parameter

d̃5^w̃21uzuw̃21&2^w̃10uzuw̃10& ~2!

is close in magnitude to the periodd of the SL, and the
matrix element

\Ṽ1285^w̃10uĤ02eFzuw̃21& ~3!

determines the probability of electron tunneling between
Stark states of neighboring QWs. In Eqs.~2! and~3! w̃il are
the wave functions of electrons in an electric field in t
envelope approximation, which correspond to the energy

Eil 5Ei2eFdl, ~4!

where i is the number of the state in thel th QW, Ĥ0 is a
single-particle Hamiltonian operator for electrons in the
in the absence of an electric field, andz is the coordinate
along the axis of the SL. The orthonormalized functionsw̃il ,
calculated in the approximation of isolated QWs, are line
combinations of orthonormalized Wannier functions

w̃il 5(
j

cj i wjl , ~5!

where

wil ~z!5wi~z2 ld !5
1

AN
(

q
e2 iqldc iq~z! ~6!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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is the Wannier function corresponding to thei th miniband in
the conduction band localized in thel th QW, andc iq are the
Bloch-type electron wave functions with wave numberq in
the envelope approximation with the corresponding ener
Eiq . The energiesEi and the corresponding coefficientscji

are solutions of the system of linear equations

(
j

@~ I i02E!d i j 2eFZi j 0#cj50, ~7!

where

I i05
1

N(
q

Eiq ~8!

is the average energy in thei th miniband,

Zi j 05^w̃i0uzuw̃j 0&5E
L
wi0* zwj 0dz ~9!

is the matrix element of the coordinate operator, a
L5Nd is the length of the SL along the symmetry ax
Using Eq.~5! and the orthonormality of the functionsc iq ,
we obtain the following expressions for the parameterd̃ and
the matrix elements determining the probability of a tunn
ing transition

d̃5d1(
i j

~ci2* cj 22ci1* cj 1!Zi j 0 , ~10!

\Ṽ1285(
i j

ci1* cj 2~ I i1d i j 2eFZi j 1!, ~11!

where

I i12
1

N(
q

eiqdEiq , ~12!

Zi j 15^w̃i0uzuw̃j 1&. ~13!

The envelopesc iq and energiesEiq were calculated tak-
ing into account the Kane nonparabolicity for III–V sem
conductors in the three-band approximation, which we s
call the Kane approximation. In this approximation the fun
tions c iq are three-component column vectors with comp
nentsc iqn , which satisfy the orthonormality condition

^c iquc jq&5 (
n51

3

^c iqnuc jqn&5d i j . ~14!

According to Ref. 13 , the functionsc iqn and energiesEiq

are solutions of the system of linear differential equation

2A2

3
PP̂zc21

1

A3
PP̂zc31Vs~z!c15Ec1 ,

2A2

3
PP̂zc11Vp~z!c25~E1Eg!c2 ,

A1

3
PP̂zc11Vd~z!c35~E1Eg1D!c3 , ~15!

whereP̂z is thez component of the momentum operator,Eg

andD are, respectively, the band gap and the spin-orbit sp
s

d
.

-

ll
-
-

t-

ting of the valence-band top in the semiconductor where
QW is located;P is a matrix element determining the inte
action of the valence-band edge and the conduction ban
the Kane model and was assumed to be constant over
entire SL;Vs , Vp , andVd are functions describing the edge
of the conduction band, the light-hole band, and the sp
orbit splitoff band, which are measured from the edges
these bands in the QW. These functions are periodic with
period of the SL and differ from zero near the barriers, wh
they are constant. For the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs SLs, which we
are studying, with square QWs and barriers, these funct
are constant near the barriers:

Vp5Eg~0!2Eg~x!1Vs , Vd5D~0!2D~x!1Vp ,
~16!

where

Eg~x!5Eg~1!x1Eg~0!~12x!2Cgx~12x!,

D~x!5D~1!x1D~0!~12x!

are, respectively, the band gap and the spin-orbit splitting
the valence band in AlxGa12xAs.

According to Ref. 13 , the system of equations~15! re-
duces to a Kronig–Penney type equation for the functionc1

H 1

2
P̂z

1

m~E,z!
P̂z1Vs~z!J c15Ec1 ~17!

with boundary conditions following from continuity ofc1

andm21c18 at the heterojunction, where

1

m~E,z!
5

2

3
P2S 2

E1Eg2Vp~z!
1

1

E1Eg1D2Vd~z! D . ~18!

According the Eq.~15!, the functionsc2 and c3 are deter-
mined in terms ofc1 according to the formulas

c252A2

3

P

E1Eg2Vp~z!
P̂zc1 ,

c35A1

3

P

E1Eg1D2Vd~z!
P̂zc1 . ~19!

Since, according to the theory of Ref. 13 , the matrix elem
P should not depend on the coordinate, it was determine
the average value over the period of the SL:

P25
P2~x!b1P2~0!a

d
, ~20!

wherea andb are, respectively, the width of the QW and th
SL barrier,

P2~x!5
Eg~x!@Eg~x!1D~x!#

2mc~x!FEg~x!1
2

3
D~x!G ,

mc(x)5xmc(1)1(12x)mc(0) is the electron effective
mass at the pointG in Al xGa12xAs.
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For E50 in Eq. ~18!, Eq. ~17! becomes the ordinary
Schrödinger equation for the envelope functionc iq . We call
it the effective-mass approximation.

Taking into account the symmetry of the superlattice p
tential and choosing the coordinate system at the cente
the zeroth QW, the functionsc iq(z) andwil (z) can be cho-
sen so as to satisfy the following symmetry conditions

c iq~2z!5c iq* ~z!5~21!a ic i 2q~z!,

wil ~2z!5wi 2 l* ~z!5~21!a iwi 2 l~z!, ~21!

where a i 50, 1. According to these conditions, the ev
functionsc i0(z) andwi0(z) are real, while the odd function
are imaginary. In what follows, we call the minibands wi
a i50 odd and vice versa. Using the expressions~6!, ~14!,
and ~21!, we obtain for the matrix elementZi jn

Zi jn5
i

p(
n
E

0

p/d

~e2 iqdn2~21!a i1a jeiqdn!Zi j n~q!dq,

~22!

where

Zi j n~q!5E
0

d/2H z Im~c iqn* c jqn!2ReS c jqn

]

]q
c iqn* D J dz,

~23!

and the matrix elements satisfy the symmetry condition

Zi jn52Zjin . ~24!

It follows from Eq.~22! that the matrix elementsZi j 0, which
determine in the approximation of isolated QWs the ene
spectrum in an electric field, are different from zero on
between minibands of different parity. This corresponds
the selection rules for intersubband optical absorption.

2. PARAMETER VALUES EMPLOYED AND ANALYSIS OF
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The resonance value of the dark current density was
culated for GaAs/Al0.36Ga0.64As superlattices with
70-Å-wide doped QWs and a 140-Å-thick barrier using E
~1!. The dopant densityND , according to the experiment o
Ref. 11 , was assumed to be 1.431018 cm23. The following
formulas and values of the independent variables were u
to calculate the parameters appearing in the system of e
tions ~15! and Eq.~17!:14

Eg5Eg~0!5S 1.522
5.40831024T2

2041T DeV,

Eg~1!5S 3.102
8.20831024T2

2041T DeV

are the band gaps in GaAs and AlAs as functions of temp
ture T;

D5D~0!50.34 eV, D~1!50.28 eV

are the spin-orbit splittings of the valence-band top in Ga
and AlAs;

mc~0!50.067m0 , mc~1!50.15m0
-
of

y

o

l-

.

ed
a-

a-

s

are the electron effective masses at the pointG in GaAs and
AlAs; the parameterCg50.37 eV takes into account th
nonlinear character of the variation of the band gap in
alloy AlxGa12xAs as a function of the molar fractionx.15

Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of the ten low
minibands for our SL atT515 K, as calculated from the
solution of Eq.~17! in the Kane approximation. The index o
a miniband number indicates the parity of the band:1 for
even and2 for odd. It follows from the figure that the QW
contains two minibands with very small dispersion, betwe
which, according to selection rules, intersubband absorp
with energy\v05I 205I 105121 meV can be observed. Th
computed spectrum was obtained with an effective heigh
the potential barrierVs5218 meV, whose value was ad
justed so as to obtain agreement between the experime
and computed data on intersubband optical absorption.11 The
value obtained forVs is less than the offset of the conductio

FIG. 2. Modulus of the matrix element giving the probability of a tunneli
transition between the ground state and the first excited state of neighb
quantum wells as a function of the intensity of the electric field in the Ka
approximation. The number on each curve is the number of minibands t
into account in calculating the curve.

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of minibands of the conduction band near the p
G of the superlattice GaAs/Al0.36Ga0.64As.
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band edge at the heteroboundary, equal to 285 meV; her
computed value is\v05136 meV. The effective barrie
height in the effective mass approximation isVs5189 meV.
The fact that the effective heightVs of the potential barrier is
smaller than the offset of the bands at the heterojunc
could be due to the additional interaction energy of an e
tron with neutral impurity atoms, whose density at the te
perature studied is high.

Figure 2 shows the matrix elementu\Ṽ128u, calculated
according to Eqs.~7!, ~11!, ~12!, and ~22! in the Kane ap-
proximation, versus the electric field intensity. The numb
on the curves in the figure are the numbers of the low
minibands taken into account in the calculation of the in
cated curve. It is evident from the figure that in the region
the resonance value of the fieldFr5\v r /ed, where
\v r'\v0 is the intersubband absorption ener

FIG. 3. Modulus of the matrix element giving the probability of a tunneli
transition between the ground state and the first excited state of neighb
quantum wells as a function of the intensity, six-miniband approximation6
— Kane approximation (Vs5218 meV!, 6* —effective-mass approximation
(Vs5189 meV!, 6** —effective-mass approximation (Vs5218 meV!.

FIG. 4. Energy shift of intersubband optical absorption versus the ele
field intensity, six-miniband approximation.\v0, meV: 6 — 121,6* —120,
6** —130.
the

n
-
-

s
r

-
f

(\v5E22E1) in an electric fieldFr , the value of the ma-
trix element depends strongly on the number of miniban
taken into account. Convergence of the calculation was
tained in a six-miniband approximation. For the resonan
value of the field the matrix element isu\Ṽ128u54.031025

eV, which is much lower than the corresponding value c
culated in the effective-mass approximation~Fig. 3!. It
should be noted that the character of the field dependenc
this matrix element near the resonance value is differen
different approximations. In the effective-mass approxim
tion the matrix element increases with the field, while in t
Kane approximation a maximum is observed in this regio

Figure 4 showsD\v5\v2\v0 — the shift of the in-
tersubband optical absorption energy — as a function of
electric field calculated in the six-miniband approximation
follows from the figure that as the field increases, the int

ing

ic

FIG. 5. Energy shift of intersubband optical absorption versus the elec
field intensity, Kane approximation. The number on each curve is the n
ber of the minibands taken into account in calculating the curve.

FIG. 6. Dd̃ ~deviation of the parameterd̃ from the superlattice period
d5210 Å! versus the electric field intensity. The calculation was perform
in the six-miniband approximation.
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subband absorption energy decreases, i.e., a ‘‘red’’ shift
curs. This shift, calculated in the region of the resona
field in the Kane approximation, in contrast to the effectiv
mass approximation, was found to be very sm
(;0.2 meV!. It should be noted that in the two-miniban
approximation this shift was found to be a ‘‘blue’’ shift an
much larger in absolute value,;2 meV ~Fig. 5!. Our nu-
merical analysis gives an explanation of the small value
D\v that is different from Ref. 12 , where the shift wa
attributed to screening of the electric field in the QW by fr
electrons.

Figure 6 shows the parameterDd̃5d̃2d as a function of
the field, calculated using Eqs.~7!, ~10!, and~22! in different
approximations using six minibands. According to the figu
the value ofd̃ calculated in any approximation increases w
the field. This increase can be explained by the fact that
electron motion in the second miniband is freer than in
first miniband. However, in the approximation with a sm
number of minibands this parameter can decrease as the
increases~Fig. 7!. The increase in this parameter in the r
gion of a resonance field was found in the Kane approxim
tion to be approximately 1 Å, which is much less than t
period of the SL under study, so that the difference betw
d̃ andd can be ignored in the range of fields investigated

Using the value presented above for the matrix elem
of the probability of a tunneling transition, the comput
resonance value of the current densityj r was found to be of
the order of 1.25 A/cm2, which is in good agreement with

FIG. 7. Dd̃ ~deviation of the parameterd̃ from the superlattice period!
versus the electric field intensity. The calculation was performed in the K
approximation. The number on each curve is the number of minibands t
into account in the calculating the curve.
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the experimental value of 0.9 A/cm2 determined from the
current-voltage characteristic of the dark current atV56 V
~Ref. 11!. According to Ref. 7 , for this voltage the electric
field in the SL studied is uniform; i.e., the strong-field d
main encompasses the entire SL, and in the case of 50
ods, since\wr'120 meV, it corresponds to the resona
value. To calculatej r the electron densityn51.331015

cm23 was used and the relaxation time of the phase diff
ence was assumed to bet'57.8310213 s atT515 K. The
quantity t' was limited by the scattering by impurity ions
while the interaction of electrons with neutral atoms w
taken into account by introducing an effective heightVs of
the potential barrier for electrons.

Our numerical analysis of the longitudinal current de
sity under the conditions of resonance current flow and
tersubband optical absorption in a SL with weakly intera
ing QWs showed that agreement between the theoretical
experimental data on the phenomenon studied at low t
peratures can be obtained by introducing an effective he
of the potential barrier at a heterojunction and assuming s
tering by impurity ions to be the main scattering mechanis
As the calculations showed, in the analysis of the optical a
kinetic properties in the region of quantum electric fields t
interaction of the Stark states, which lie in isolated QW
with the excited states is strong. Disregarding this interact
can change the numerical result not only quantitatively,
also qualitatively. The use of the effective mass method
calculate the energy spectrum of the minibands, instead
methods which take into account the nonparabolicity of
volume spectrum near the conduction-band edge, can
give qualitatively incorrect results when analyzing the phy
cal properties of the superlattices studied.
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Investigation of the photovoltage in por -Si/p -Si structures by the pulsed-photovoltage
method

V. Yu. Timoshenko* and E. A. Konstantinova

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

T. Dittrich

Munich Technical University, D-85747 Garching, Germany
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Photovoltaic phenomena in the structurespor-Si/p-Si were investigated by the pulsed
photovoltage method in the time interval 100 ns–10 ms using irradiation with nanosecond laser
pulses with photon energies 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, and 3.7 eV. The data obtained show that besides
the barrier photovoltage, due to the separation of nonequilibrium charge carriers in the space-
charge region ofp-Si at thepor-Si/p-Si interface, there also exists an efficient mechanism
of photovoltage formation due to charging of the surface of thepor-Si nanostructure. This
mechanism is explained as ‘‘optical doping’’ of a semiconductor and develops in a
manner peculiar to semiconductor nanostructures. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!02105-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic phenomena in porous Si~por-Si! have re-
cently been studied extensively. The structural, optical,
luminescence properties ofpor-Si have been studied in
greatest detail.1,2 It has been established that a quantum-w
effect and molecular coating of the nanostructures pla
determining role in photoluminescence~PL! phenomena. In
Refs. 3 and 4 the conductivity ofpor-Si was investigated and
it was concluded that charge carriers are transported b
hopping mechanism, which attests to the presence of a l
number of traps — charge trapping centers. Photovol
phenomena in this material have been studied separate
barrier photovoltage in a metal/por-Si structure was observe
and investigated in Ref. 5 . The photoconductivity6,7 and
photovoltage8,9 in metal/por-Si/p-Si structures have bee
studied in the visible range of the spectrum. In Ref. 10
lateral photovoltage was found inpor-Si layers. However,
the mechanisms leading to the formation of a photovoltag
por-Si remain controversial. Moreover, in most cases unc
trollable contact phenomena at the metal/por-Si interface
complicate the interpretation of the experimental results.

In our previous studies it was shown that a contact-f
method of measuring the contact potential difference~CPD!
in the Kelvin scheme can be successfully used to investig
photovoltaic effects inpor-Si.11,12 Charge trapping with re-
laxation times of the order of several minutes and longer w
detected in oxidizedpor-Si. Both positive and negative CPD
signals were detected when the samples were illumina
with radiation with different photon energies. But the mech
nisms leading to the formation of a photovoltage were
completely determined, since the CPD was measured
5491063-7826/98/32(5)/6/$15.00
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times greater than 0.1 s. In Ref. 13 photovoltaic effects
por-Si were investigated with a resolution of 100 ns by t
pulsed photovoltage method~PPV!. Unfortunately, in this
work the PPV measurements were performed for only t
photon energies, which makes it impossible to draw an
equivocal conclusion about the nature of the photovolta
formed. Moreover, to determine the characteristic feature
the photovoltage inpor-Si nanostructures it is necessary
perform comparative experiments onc-Si surfaces with a
similar molecular coating.

In the present workpor-Si/p-Si structures were investi
gated by the PPV method using nanosecond laser pulses
photon energies 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, and 3.7 eV. Photovoltaic p
nomena in as-grown and oxidized samples were analy
and, for comparison,p-Si single crystals were investigate
under similar conditions. A model of photovoltage form
tion, which explains the experimental results and which is
good agreement with the CPD data, is proposed.11,12

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

por-Si/p-Si structures were formed by anodic treatme
of p-Si wafers (r510 V• cm! with ~100! orientation in a
HF:C2H5OH:H2 ~1:2:1! solution with current density 30 mA
cm2 for 5 min. The porous layer was about 5mm thick.
Some samples were investigated immediately after prep
tion. The other samples were allowed to stand in air
several months~oxidized samples!. The p-Si wafers em-
ployed for comparison were held in HF without passing
current. The volume charge-carrier lifetime inp-Si single
crystals wast0520 ms.14 According to our IR-transmission
data,12 the surface of the freshly prepared samples was p
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Absorption coefficients ofpor-Si ~solid lines! and c-Si
~dotted lines! versus the energy of optical photons. The abso
tion coefficientsa(hn) for por-Si were obtained from measure
ments of the transmission of peeled-off films~thick line! and
from Ref. 20 according to photothermal deflection spectrosco
data~PDS, thin line!. The values ofa(hn) for c-Si were taken
from Ref. 21 .
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sivated with hydrogen. Si–O bonds predominate in oxidiz
por-Si.12 The surface of HF-treated single-crystalp-Si is
characterized by a hydrogen coating.15

The measurements were performed in a dry-nitrogen
mosphere using a capacitor scheme in which one capa
plate served as the experimental sample and the other
half-transmitting metal electrode, separated from thepor-Si
surface by a 100-mm-thick mica plate. The PPV signal wa
measured relative to the half-transmitting metal electro
The kinetics of the photovoltage excited by single-pulse la
radiation was recorded with a Tektronix RTD 710A digit
voltmeter. The transmission band in our experiments w
1022107 Hz. The following lasers were employed for exc
tation: a semiconductor diode laser (hn151.4 eV, t5150
ns,W51 mJ/cm2), a nitrogen laser, and dye lasers pump
by the nitrogen laser (hn252.0 eV,hn352.8 eV,hn453.7
eV, t;1 ns, W50.0120.02mJ/cm2). Additional informa-
tion was obtained from optical measurements of the pho
luminescence and absorption. We used for this purp
por-Si films peeled off at the end of the electrochemical p
cess.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Optical properties of porous Si

The peaks in the PL spectra of freshly prepared and
dized samples were located nearl5700 nm in the case o
excitation by UV light with photon energyhn4. However,
the luminescence of oxidizedpor-Si was seven times mor
intense than that of as-grown material. This is probably d
to better surface passivation of the nanostructures by the
ide layer. Our measured value of the external quantum y
h of the oxidized samples is equal to approximately 0.2%

Figure 1 shows the absorption coefficienta(hn) for por-
Si, calculated on the basis of optical transmission meas
ments and photothermal deflection spectroscopy data.
results are presented without any correction for porosity. T
values ofa(hn) for c-Si, which were taken from a hand
book, are shown in the figure for comparison. According
Fig. 1, the penetration deptha21 of light in por-Si exceeds
d
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10 mm for hn,2 eV and is less than 1mm for hn.2.5 eV.
Therefore, it can be assumed that thepor-Si layers employed
are virtually transparent forhn<2 eV and opaque for
hn.2.5 eV.

3.2. Measurements of the pulsed photovoltage for p -Si
wafers

The kinetics of the photovoltageUPV(t) after the action
of laser pulses with the maximum intensity on sing
crystalline p-Si wafers is shown in Fig. 2. As one can s
from the figure, the time position of the maximum of th
signal amplitude is virtually identical to the time position
the laser pulse. For excitation energies in the intervalhn1

2hn3 the curvesUPV(t) are similar to one another. Th
character of the relaxation is close to exponential~compare
curves1–3 and the computed exponential curve5!. For pho-
ton energyhn4 the departure ofUPV(t) from an exponential
increases. The photovoltage relaxation time, measured
cording to the decay of the photovoltage amplitude by
factor of e, equals approximately 50ms for all excitation
photon energies.

The amplitude and sign of the PPV attest to the fact t
the detected signal is due mainly to the barrier photovolt
resulting from the separation of nonequilibrium charge c
riers ~NCCs! in the electric field near the surface. Noneth
less, a number of features inUPV(t) at the initial stage and a
times exceeding 100ms are apparently due to trapping o
NCCs in surface states. Let us discuss these states. As
can see from Fig. 2,uUPVu decreased sharply in a tim
t.0.2 ms after illumination. We assume that this feature
due to the surface photovoltage resulting from the format
of a positive charge in surface states. According to Ref. 1
fast states strongly influence the photovoltage amplitu
when the injection level is high. Charge trapping in fa
states is most pronounced, in our view, for the case whe
region near the surface is excited by light with photon ene
hn4 ~Fig. 2, curve4!. The character of the dependenc
UPV(t) at times longer than 100ms and their departure from
an exponential dropoff~‘‘tails’’ ! could be due to the ejection
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FIG. 2. Kinetics of the photovoltageUPV for p-Si after illumination with laser pulses~the photon energyhn i is indicated in the figure!. Curve5 corresponds
to the computed exponential relaxation of the photovoltage witht550 ms.
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of trapped positive charge and~or! trapping of negative
charge.

It was observed that the dependence ofuUPV
maxu on the

illumination intensity saturates~Fig. 3, curves1 and2!. This
indicates that bands in the layer near the surface rectify un
maximum excitation intensity conditions. The maximum e
cess charge carrier density was equal todn.Wa/hn55
31015 cm23 for irradiation withhn1 anddn.1015 cm23 for
pulses in the rangehn22hn4 , which corresponds to injec
tion level dn/ni.105, whereni51010 cm23 is the intrinsic
charge carrier density. This is sufficient for band rectificat
in the experimental samples.16,17If the fast states are ignored
then the maximum PPV amplitude is given by

uUPVumax5Y02UD , ~1!

whereY0 is the initial surface potential. The Dember phot
voltageUD is given by the expression

UD5
b21

b11
lnF11

dn

ni
S b11

l1b/l D G , ~2!

whereb5me /mn is the ratio of the electron and hole mobil
ties, the parameterl5ni /n05p0 /ni characterizes the ‘‘non
intrinsic nature’’ of the semiconductor, andn0 and p0 are,
respectively, the electron and hole densities in the equ
rium state. Fordn/ni.105, b53, andl5105 the Dember
photovoltage equals approximately 30 mV. Therefore,
obtainY050.63 eV, which indicates the presence of a lay
which is depleted of majority carriers and enriched with m
nority carriers in a near-surface region inp-Si. The presence
of a conduction inversion layer at the surface can proba
explain the fact that the PPV relaxation time is longer th
the volume timet0.18
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3.3. PPV measurements for freshly prepared por-Si/p -Si
structures

We shall now discuss the kinetics of PPV of as-prepa
por-Si/p-Si structures~Fig. 4!. Sincepor-Si is virtually trans-
parent for light with photon energieshn1 andhn2, it can be
assumed that the PPV is formed inp-Si at thepor-Si/p-Si
interface. The dependence ofuUPVumax on the excitation in-
tensity is presented in Fig. 3~curve3!. Taking into consid-
eration the fact that this dependence saturates and usin

FIG. 3. Maximum photovoltage amplitudeuUPVumax versus excitation inten-
sity I under illumination with light with photon energieshn1 and hn2 for
p-Si ~1, 2! and por-Si/p-Si samples: 3—freshly prepared, 4—oxidized.
the figurepor-Si is designated as PS.
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FIG. 4. Kinetics of the photovoltageUPV for as-preparedpor-Si/p-Si structures upon excitation with laser pulses with the photon energieshn i indicated in
the figure.
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expressions~1! and ~2! presented above, we obtain that t
initial bending of the energy bands inp-Si at thepor-Si/p-Si
interface is of the order of 0.51 eV. This value is less thanY0

for thep-Si surface treated in the same electrolyte. The va
of Y0 can decrease as a result of charge trapping and~or!
differences in the electron energies inpor-Si andc-Si. The
latter is a result of the quantum confinement of charge ca
ers inpor-Si nanostructures.

An important feature of the kinetics of PPV of fresh
preparedpor-Si/p-Si structures is the presence of persist
‘‘tails’’ and the sharp decrease of the amplitude under il
mination with photons with energieshn3 and, especially,
hn4 ~Fig. 4!. The tails of the functionsUPV(t) are probably
due to charge transfer processes occurring in the porous
itself. The weak signal forhn3 could be due to light absorp
tion in por-Si itself. According to Fig. 1, on account of ab
sorption in the porous layer the intensity of light withhn3

reaching the substrate is ten times lower than that of ra
tion with hn1. Sincepor-Si is not transparent for photon
with energieshn4, the PPV amplitude has its lowest valu
This value (UPV.20 mV! is close toUD . In our view, this
means that there is no built-in electric field in as-prepa
porous layers. However, electric fields can be induced
charging under illumination. Positive charging can expla
the tails in the curvesUPV(t) for t.100ms ~Fig. 4, curve4!.

3.4. PPV measurements for oxidized por-Si/p -Si structures

Let us discuss the results obtained for oxidizedpor-Si/
p-Si structures~Fig. 5!. As one can see from the figure, the
are some differences in the PPV kinetics between oxidi
and as-prepared samples. In the first place, the value
uUPVumax is lower. It was found from the saturating depe
dencesuUPVumax versus excitation intensity~Fig. 3, curve4!
that the bending of energy bands at thepor-Si/p-Si interface
e
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of oxidized structures was equal to approximately 0.43 e
In the second place, the PPV kinetics under excitation w
photons in the rangehn12hn3 is markedly nonexponential
This is probably due to strong trapping of positive charge
the porous layer. The nonmonotonic behavior of the P
kinetics was observed 2ms after illumination withhn1 and
hn2 photons~Fig. 5!. In our view, this is due to trapping an
rapid ejection of positive charge. In the third place, an a
preciable PPV amplitude occurred in the case wherepor-Si
was irradiated with strongly absorbed light withhn4 ~Fig. 5!.
As follows from our analysis, the form and amplitude of th
PPV after illumination with ultraviolet light can be explaine
by reabsorption of thepor-Si PL by thep-Si substrate. We
note that the oxidized samples were characterized b
higher quantum yield of PL. According to our measur
ments, close values ofuUPVumax were recorded upon illumi-
nation withhn4 photons~Fig. 5! and upon illumination with
hn1 photons and amplitude which was reduced to the int
sity I 0/200 ~Fig. 3, curve 4!. This givesh of the order of
0.5% for PL excited byhn4 light, in agreement with the
value obtained from direct optical measurements~see
above!.

4. MODEL OF PHOTOVOLTAIC PHENOMENA

A scheme of photovoltaic processes inpor-Si/p-Si struc-
tures can be proposed on the basis of the experimental re
obtained by us~Fig. 6!. It is based on two main assumption

1! separation of nonequilibrium charge carriers in t
space-charge region of the silicon substrate at the inter
with por-Si and

2! trapping of positive charge on the surface of the na
structures.

The process~1! leads to rectification of the bands at th
por-Si/p-Si interface. The photovoltage obtained under ill
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FIG. 5. Kinetics of the photovoltageUPV for oxidizedpor-Si/p-Si structures upon excitation with laser pulses with the same photon energies as in F
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mination with weakly absorbed light withhn5122 eV was
always negative. It should be noted that the component~1!
can be induced bypor-Si photoluminescence. This effect
strongest for ultraviolet irradiation of samples with a hi
quantum yield~Fig. 5, curve4!.

When discussing the process~2!, both fast and slow
states should be taken into consideration. Fast states d
mine the nonexponential features of the kineticsUPV(t) and
probably participate in the formation of the photovoltage s
nal in CPD measurements.11,12 The charging of slow state
engenders a photovoltage with a long relaxation ti
~greater than 1 s!, so-called optical charging.12 However, in
our view, there is only one reason for the fast and sl
photovoltage components—‘‘optical doping’’ ofpor-Si
nanostructures as a result of charge separation in sil
‘‘wires’’ and formation of a positive ‘‘optical’’ charge on the
surface of the wires. Inpor-Si nanostructures, where th
characteristic lengths are much less than the Debye scree
length, charged surface defects play the role of charged
purities and produce a shift of the band edges relative to
Fermi level~Fig. 6!. The process discussed is essentially o
tical doping ofpor-Si and determines the character of ph
tovoltage formation in this material.

It can be shown that both the positive and negative p
tovoltages in the experimental samples are due to trappin
only the positive charge, which happens in different regio
of the porous layer. Indeed, when light is absorbed only
the silicon substrate, rectification of the bands inp-Si ~see
above! and diffusion of nonequilibrium charge carriers fro
p-Si into por-Si occur. The density of charged centers d
creases from the boundary with the substrate into the volu
of por-Si on thicknesses of the order of the diffusion leng
of the charge carriers. This leads to band bending inpor-Si
and formation of a negative component of the photovolta
~Fig. 6!. It is obvious that the tails of the PPV kinetics~Figs.
4 and 5! and the high amplitude of the CPD signal12 under
ter-
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illumination with hn51.422 eV photons could be due t
these diffusion and charge-trapping processes.

When the exciting light is strongly absorbed inpor-Si
(hn5324 eV!, optical doping is maximum near the samp
surface and decreases in a direction toward the substrate
a result, the curvesUPV(t) become positive for freshly pre
pared samples under irradiation withhn4 phtons~Fig. 4!. For
oxidized structures, together with the appearance of a p
tive photovoltage, there appears a signal due to absorptio
the PL of the porous layer by thep-Si substrate~see above!.
As a result of competition between these two processes,
PPV kinetics upon irradiation withhn4 photons exhibits

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of thepor-Si/p-Si structure and the energy dia
gram of the structure before illumination~thick lines! and after illumination
~thin lines!.
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markedly nonexponential nature~Fig. 5!. We note that the
proposed mechanism explains the positive photovoltage
served in CPD experiments for irradiation with high-ener
photons.12 For oxidized samples the charge-exchange tim
for traps increase because of the potential barrier of the
ide, resulting in prolonged optical charging.11,12

As far as the nature of the traps participating in the p
tovoltage formation inpor-Si is concerned, it is known tha
adsorbed molecules~for example, water! can form positively
charged centers.19 Indeed, we observed a decrease in
amount of trapped charge in CPD experiments after
samples are heated11,12 at T5450 K, which is sufficient for
desorption of weakly bound water molecules from the
surface.19

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work photovoltaic phenomena inpor-Si/
p-Si structures were investigated by the contact-free puls
photovoltage method. Both as-prepared and oxidized st
tures were used. For comparison, HF-treated single-cry
p-Si samples were also analyzed. The data obtained b
indicate the presence of a barrier photovoltage at the bou
ary of the porous layer and the substrate, as well as
existence of a surface photovoltage. The latter forms a
result of positive charging of the surface of the nanostr
tures and the consequent optical doping of the porous la
It was shown that the optical doping, which is nonunifor
over the depth of the porous layer, produces positive
negative photovoltages.
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able remarks and for helpful discussions of the results.
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Effect of annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere on the properties of amorphous
hydrated silicon films and the parameters of p–i–n structures based on them

M. M. Mezdrogina, A. V. Abramov, G. N. Mosina, I. N. Trapeznikova, and A. V. Patsekin
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The decrease in the density of dangling silicon–silicon bonds ina-Si:H films as a result of
annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere is determined by their density in the initial
~nonannealed! film. The change in the total hydrogen density ina-Si:H films, annealed in
an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere, is determined by the type of silicon–hydrogen bonds and the
impurity content: The hydrogen content can decrease to 1 at. % in the presence of
monohydride bonds~2020 cm21) and no change is observed in the hydrogen content in the
presence of oxygen (&0.1 at. %!. A decrease in the defect density as a result of annealing in
an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere is observed for all films. The Staebler–Wronski effect —
AM-1 irradiation for 10 h — is observed for all films irrespective of the total hydrogen density,
the type of silicon-hydrogen bonds, and the presence of oxygen. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02205-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Even though amorphous hydrated silicon (a-Si:H! films
are used in the fabrication of a number of devices — p
totransducers, field-effect transistors, radiation sensors,
problem of controlling the density and types of defects in
disordered structural network and the problem of the form
tion of the morphology of the structure of the films rema
urgent.

An entire series of deposition methods making it po
sible to reduce to a minimum the density of defects in
disordered structural network (101421015 cm23), local non-
uniformities, and inhomogeneities of the microstructu
which arise during deposition of two-component amorpho
films (a-Si:H!, has been proposed.1,2

It is also known that the questions of the stability of t
photoelectric parameters under the influence of irradia
~Staebler–Wronski effect!, which arise in connection with
defect formation as a result of the conversion of we
silicon–silicon bonds into dangling bonds, could be asso
ated with the presence of ‘‘excess’’ hydrogen in the dis
dered structure of thea-Si:H network.

The problem of depositinga-Si:H films with a total hy-
drogen density equal to the density of dangling silico
silicon bonds in the disordered structural netwo
(101921020 cm23) of nonhydrated amorphous silicon cann
be solved on the basis of the conventional deposition m
ods ~decomposition of silane mixtures in a high-frequen
cyclotron resonance discharge, ‘‘hot wall,’’ and others!, if
the total defect density in the films~dangling silicon–silicon
bonds! does not exceed 1016 cm23.

Films with hydrogen concentration less than 6 at. % c
not be obtained by varying the basic technological para
eters of the deposition process — the growth rate, the s
strate temperature, and the construction of the reactor.2,3

At the same time, the problem of obtaininga-Si:H films
5551063-7826/98/32(5)/7/$15.00
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with the minimum hydrogen density equal to the density
dangling silicon–silicon bond is important not only from th
standpoint of optimizing the optoelectronic parameters
a-Si:H and improving device parameters based on the fil
specifically, suppressing the Staebler–Wronski effect,
also from the standpoint of investigating a single-compon
single-phase material with the minimum density of defects
the disordered structural network.

Another, no less important, problem is hydrogen pas
vation of dangling silicon–silicon bonds in the process
a-Si:H crystallization for the purpose of obtaining films wit
the maximum possible specific displacement (mt)n of the
electrons, which is very important for the fabrication of thi
film field-effect transistors. In this case the films must co
tain at least 6–8 at. % hydrogen after high-temperature
nealing.

There are several methods for solving these problem
1. Deposition ofa-Si:H films at high substrate tempera

tures. This makes it possible to decrease the hydrogen
tent in the films. The drawback of this method is that t
hydrogen density profile over the film thickness
nonuniform.2

2. The hydrogen content can be decreased by h
temperature or very prolonged annealing in vacuum, bu
this case the defect density in the films increases.4

3. Bombardment of the film surface with Si ions. Th
also increases the defect density.

4. Annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere. This
the so-called ‘‘chemical etching’’ method in which the tot
hydrogen density decreases as a result of a decrease i
density of weak, strained silicon–hydrogen bonds.5

Our objective in the present work is to investigate t
effect of annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere on
parameters ofa-Si:H films with different oxygen concentra
tions. Special attention will be given to films with a tot
hydrogen content of no more than 1 at. %.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Technological parameters of deposition and annealing ofa-Si:H films.

Technological parameters

a-Si:H films

I II III

Deposition temperature,Ts °C 380 380 340
Deposition rate, Å/s 0.822.5 0.520.8 121.5
Annealing temperature,Ta, °C 380 380 380
Gas mixture pressure~Torr! during deposition (223)31022 (122)31022 431022

Gas mixture pressure during annealing (223)31022 (122)31022 431022

Annealing regime, min a,c a a,b,c
Annealing time, min 30–60 30 30–60
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2. PRODUCTION AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION OF
a-SI:H FILMS

Nondoped and doped films (n- andp-type conductivity!
were obtained by the method of high-frequency decomp
tion of monosilane in tetrode and triode~using a mobile shut-
ter! systems. As shown earlier,6 the use of multielectronic
systems~tetrode, triode! makes it possible to control the po
sition of the Fermi level«F by varying the impedance of th
intermediate grids without changing the technological
rameters.

The deposition parameters and the annealing regime
the experimental films, which differ by the type of silicon
hydrogen bonds and the total hydrogen density, are prese
in Table I. The deposition and annealing temperatures are
same for all types of films. The annealing regime was
follows: immediately after deposition, no exposure in air~a!,
alternate annealing and deposition~b!, and annealing afte
exposure in air~c!.

Table II shows the types of silicon-hydrogen bonds,
total hydrogen concentration before and after the films
annealed, the change in the position of«F , and the activation
energy of the temperature dependence of the d
conductivity—DFs .

Quartz, devitrified glass, and Corning 7059 glass w
used as substrates. KDB-4.5 and KBD-10 single-crystal
con with crystallographic orientationŝ111& and ^100& was
used for depositing films when determining the types
silicon-hydrogen bonds and the total hydrogen content
means of infrared spectroscopy~the 630 cm21 band was ana-
lyzed!. An IR Fourier spectrometer was also used to de
mine the total hydrogen content and to identify the silico
hydrogen and silicon-oxygen bonds. The doped layers w
deposited from gas mixtures—silane–phosphine and sila
diborane. The doping level equals 0.3 at. % in the case
p-layer deposition and 0.25 at. % (B2H6/SiH41B2H6,
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PH3 /SiH4 /PH3) in the case ofn-layer deposition. As shown
earlier,7 a low doping level in the case of deposition of
p-layer makes it possible to shift the maximum of the ph
tosensitivity into the short-wavelength region of the spe
trum, while a low doping level in the case ofn-layer depo-
sition makes it possible to increase the specific displacem
(mt)p of the holes.7

p–i–n Structures with a Shottky barrier~n–i–Pt! were
deposited on different substrates: on devitrified glass wit
current-conducting electrode and on glass with curre
conducting layers of tin and indium oxides. All structur
obtained were dried on thep-layer side.6 The layer thick-
nesses were varied as follows: from 200 to 800 Å for t
p-layer, 150 to 1000 Å for then-layer, and 1500 to 8000
Å for the nondoped layer. The~p–i–n, n–i–Pt! structures
were formed on different films — nonannealed, annea
after deposition of thep- and i -layers without exposure in
air, and with alternate deposition and annealing in the cas
deposition ofp- andi -layers. Oxygen was added from wat
vapor during deposition of nondoped layers in order to s
the maximum of the photosensitivity into the sho
wavelength region of the spectrum. The density of dangl
silicon–silicon bonds for II–III-type films differed very little
(ND II

;ND III
) .

3. MEASUREMENTS OF THE FILM PARAMETERS

The absorption spectra were measured on an IFS-1
IR spectrometer in the range 530–4500 cm21 with a resolu-
tion of 2.0 cm21 and averaging over 1000 scans. Absorpti
lines due to the bending vibrational modes of Si–H bon
near 645 cm21 and stretching vibrations of the same bon
in the range 2000–2100 cm21 can be seen clearly in th
spectra.

It was assumed on the basis of the data in Ref. 7 t
annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere makes it p
TABLE II. Total hydrogen concentration (CH! before and after annealing, type of silicon-hydrogen bonds, presence of oxygen, position of« f , activation
energy of the temperature dependence of the dark conductivity (DEs) in a-Si:H films.

Film
type

Total hydrogen content
before annealing,CH, %

Silicon-hydrogen
bond type Oxygen content, % «c2« f , eV D«s, eV CH after annealing, %

I 8210 Si–H (2000 cm21! ,0.1 0.6320.79 0.7321.05 528
II 8215 Si–H (2020 cm21! ,0.1 0.6520.73 0.7820.90 1210
III 10217 Si–H (2020 cm21! ;0.1 0.6320.77 0.7320.96 10216
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sible to obtain a more uniform hydrogen density profile ov
the film thickness, i.e., annealing promotes smoothing of
nonuniformities on the substrate–a-Si:H layer interface.

The microstructure of the obtained films was inves
gated by transmission electron microscopy with an acce
ating voltage of 100 kV. Light-field image and microdiffrac
tion regimes were used. The samples for investigat
microstructure were prepared by chemical-dynamic etch
from the substrate side.

The defect density~dangling silicon–silicon bonds!,
ND , and the Urbach parameter were determined on the b
of optical absorption data obtained by the constant photo
rent method.

The photoconductivity was measured with photon fl
I 51015 photons/cm2 with hn52 eV at room temperature.

The refractive index of type-I and -III films was dete
mined from ellipsometry data. The optical band gap and
refractive index were determined from the transmiss
spectra.

The photoluminescence of the films investigated w
measured by the standard method atT577 K. Excitation was
performed with a 120-mW Ar laser with photon ener
2.54 eV. The spectral characteristics were determined u
illumination by a hydrogen lamp and an incandescent la
~in the range from 0.25 to 0.80mm!.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1a and 1b display the variation of the activat
energy of the temperature dependence of the dark condu
ity and photoconductivity of films before and after anneali
in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere~regime a! and curves of
the photo- and dark conductivities (sph ,sd)3,4 versus
the quantity «c2«F determined from the expressio
«c2«F5kTln(s0 /s), where «c is the conduction band
edge, «F is the position of the Fermi level, an
s05150V21

• cm21, and versus the activation energyDEs

of the dark conductivity~determined experimentally!. We
see that the position of the Fermi level changes — it shifts
the center of the mobility gap —Eg . A similar shift of the
Fermi level is also observed in the case of vacu
annealing.4 In contrast to vacuum annealing, in the case
annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere the photo
ductivity is observed to increase, i.e. the ratio of the pho
conductivity after annealing to the photoconductivity befo
annealing depends on the position of the Fermi level and
activation energy of the dark conductivity in the initial film
and it is large forDEs>0.90 eV. The changes in the defe
density ina-Si:H films as a result of annealing in an atomi
hydrogen atmosphere~Fig. 2! depend on the defect densi
in the initial film: The ratioND2 /ND1 is all the larger, the
lower the preannealing defect density in the film. A chan
in the charge state of defects of the typeD2→D0 or D1

→D0 could be the reason why the total defect density
creases. It was shown in Ref. 8 that the energy position
defects in the mobility gap is determined by the mechan
responsible for the production of the defects — during fi
growth. The variation of the growth kinetics, the conditio
of annealing, determines the type and density of defects
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decrease of the density of ‘‘floating’’ bonds~quintuply coor-
dinated silicon atoms! can also result in a decrease ofND .
The total defect density can also decrease as a result o
formation of nano- and microcrystallites, which decreas
the stress in the structural network of amorphous silicon. T
changes occurring in the defect density as a result of ann
ing are not correlated with a change in the hydrogen dens
A small change in the total hydrogen density as a resul
annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere could occur
different reasons:

• Presence of homogeneous microstructure, low conc
tration of stressed, ‘‘weak’’ silicon-hydrogen bonds. It
known7 that a homogeneous microstructure is observed
films with a low ratio of silicon dihydride to silicon mono
hydride, which corresponds to a low ratio of the intensities
the 2090 and 2000-cm21 lines.

The films investigated in the present work were dist

FIG. 1. a—Variation of the activation energyDEs of the temperature de-
pendence of the dark conductivity~1! and photosensitivitysph2 /sph1 ~2! of
a-Si:H films before and after annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosph
and b—photo-~1! and dark~2, 3! conductivities versus«c2«F andDEs for
a-Si:H films ~types I, II, III! before and after annealing.
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guished by the degree of nonuniformity of the microstru
ture, and the different change in the total hydrogen den
could be due to different values of the ratios of the conc
trations of silicon dihydride to silicon monohydride in th
initial film. For example, type-I films had only monohydrid
bonds~2000 cm21), type-II films had clustered monohydrid
bonds ~2020 cm21), and type-III films had monohydride
bonds~2020 cm21) and silicon-oxygen bonds~1060 cm21).
A change in the total hydrogen content after annealing is
observed in type-III films and it is small in type-I films.

A small change in the hydrogen concentration as a re
of annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere could be
to the following factors:

• Formation of monomolecular hydrogen~H1H5H2↑)
and long H2 lifetime in the presence of any third componen
In this case the change in the total hydrogen conten
a-Si:H films as a result of annealing in an atomic-hydrog
atmosphere will also be small, since the surface of the
nealed film is coated with a layer of molecular hydroge
Oxygen, small additions of which (& 0.1 at. %!, as shown in
Ref. 7 , at deposition temperaturesT.300°C greatly in-
crease the specific displacement (mt)n of electrons, can play
a role as the ‘‘third’’ component, giving rise to a sma
change in the hydrogen concentration as a result of ann
ing. The increase in (mt)n is probably due to a modification
of the film surface during annealing.

• Presence of nano- and microcrystallites in the init
film. In this case the observed changes in the defect den
could be due to a decrease in the height of the poten
barrier at the boundary between the amorphous and mic
rystalline phases. The absence of changes in the hydro
density in type-III films before and after annealing could
due to the presence of impurities and a second phase. M
surements of the optical parameters of photoluminesce
and microstructure, presented in the following figures, at
to the presence of impurities.

Figure 3 shows data on the change in the refractive in
n and optical band gap as a function of the refractive ind
in the initial films. For type-III and -I films the refractive
index is observed to decrease with a small change in hy
gen density. Annealing of type-III films in vaccuum

FIG. 2. Variation of the ratio of the defect densities in the disordered st
tural network ina-Si:H films ~type I, II, III ! before (ND1) and after (ND2)
annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere.
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(T5400 °C, annealing time — 2 h! and in an atomic-
hydrogen atmosphere did not result in a large change in
photoelectric properties, while the hydrogen content
creased to 8 and 10 at. %, respectively. The values of
refractive indexn and Eg

opt decreased. An increase in th
refractive index and a small decrease inEg

opt were observed
in type-I and -II films. A sharp decrease ofEg

opt was not
observed for films with a total postannealing oxygen cont
not exceeding 1 at. %. The photoluminescence spectrum
these films on single-crystal silicon also did not chan
much; only the intensity of photoluminescence increas
~Fig. 4!.

The decrease of the refractive index for films in which
small postannealing change in hydrogen density was
served could be due to an increase in the nonuniformity
the microstructure, since~Fig. 3! the decrease in the refrac
tive index is all the larger, the lower its value in the initi

-
FIG. 3. Variation of the refractive indexn12n2 ~1! and optical band gap
Eg

opt ~2! of a-Si:H films before and after annealing as a function of t
refractive index of the initial film.

FIG. 4. Intensity of photoluminescence ina-Si:H films before~1! and after
~2! annealing.
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FIG. 5. a—Light-field contrast image of ana-Si:H film before annealing~hydrogen concentration 8.3 at. %, thickness 0.7mm!. Inset: Microdiffraction pattern
of the same film. b—Light-field contrast image ofa-Si:H:H film after annealing~hydrogen concentration less than 1 at. %, thickness 0.4mm!. Inset:
Microdiffraction pattern of the same film.
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film. An increase in the heterogeneity of the microstructu
should lead to an increase in the dark conductivity an
decrease in the photoconductivity, which are not observe
this case~Fig. 1!. An increase in the defect density is also n
observed. According to the dc photocurrent method, the
fect density decreases~Fig. 2!.

It can be conjectured that microcrystallites form in t
disordered structural network of amorphous silicon, as a
sult of which the stresses decrease and the height of
potential barriers~deformation! between the phases an
therefore the defect density decrease. At the same time
presence of an interface between the crystalline and am
phous phases increases the nonuniformity of the microst
ture.

The changes occurring in the microstructure ofa-Si:H
films ~type-I, where a decrease of hydrogen density is
served! deposited on a single-crystalline substrate and
nealed in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere are presente
Fig. 5. The insets in Figs. 5a and b show the changes in
microdiffraction pattern for the same films. One can see t
prior to annealing the films were amorphous. Total crysta
zation occurs after annealing in the atomic-hydrogen atm
sphere. The films crystallize in the orientation of the su
strate on which they were deposited. The light-field ima
~Fig. 5a! attests to the presence of a columnar structure w
grain size 100–250 nm. A high density of small formation
probably pores, with dimensions of 40–50 Å is seen ins
the grains. The appearance of microcrystallites does
greatly change the photoluminescence spectra for the fi
The intensity of photoluminescence at 1.36 eV increases;
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energy position of this peak, characteristic for amorpho
hydrated silicon, does not change~Fig. 4!.

According to the IR spectroscopy data, thea-Si:H films
deposited on different KDB silicon~4.5 and 10! substrates
with different crystallographic indices (^100& and ^111&)
have a different hydrogen content. The microstructure a
microdiffraction pattern of the films are presented in Fig.
One can see that the information on the types of silic
hydrogen bonds and the total hydrogen density is differ
for the same technological process and depends on the
of substrate.

Figure 7 shows the spectral characteristics ofp–i–n
structures based on thea-Si:H films investigated. We see
that the current sensitivity of the structures increases a
result of annealing in an atomic-hydrogen atmosphere. T
agrees with the decrease in the defect density in nonhy
genated layers subjected to annealing. This is valid for
structures formed on films which differ with respect to t
initial defect density. A shift of the photosensitivity max
mum is observed only in the case where thep-layer is sub-
jected to annealing orp-layers were deposited alternate
~with alternation of deposition and annealing!. The maxi-
mum current sensitivity of the experimental structures
l50.35mm equals 0.12 A/W.

Investigation of the Staebler–Wronski effect~AM-1
illumination for 10 h! on films before and after annealin
showed that an increase of the defect density up to 831016

2231017 cm23 as a result of irradiation occurs for all type
of films. For films whose hydrogen content does not exce
1 at. % the change in the density of dangling bonds is sm
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FIG. 6. a—Light-field contrast image ofa-Si:H film deposited on a KDB-4.5@100# substrate. Inset: Microstructural pattern of the same film. b—Light-fi
contrast image of ana-Si:H film deposited on a KDB-10@111# substrate. Inset: Microstructural pattern of the same film.
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— from 731016 to 1.231017 cm23. An increase in Urbach
energy from 50–70 to 90–110 meV is observed at the sa
time.

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis
the data obtained on the influence of annealing in an atom
hydrogen atmosphere on the parameters ofa-Si:H films and
p–i–n structures based on such films.

FIG. 7. Spectral characteristics ofp–i–n structures based ona-Si:H films.
1—Type-I a-Si:H films used as thei -layer, 2—type-III a-Si:H films after
annealing used as thei -layer,3—type-III a-Si:H:H films with alternate an-
nealing of ap-layer during deposition was used as thei -layer.
e

f
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1. The hydrogen content in films subjected to anneal
can decrease to 1 at. %. The films have a total defect den
not greater than 731016 cm23. The optical band gap
changes very little — from 1.76 to 1.73 eV.

2. The introduction of oxygen~0.1 at. %! from water
vapor into the gas mixture makes it possible to keep
hydrogen density from changing as a result of annealing,
then the defect density in the disordered structural netw
decreases.

3. The change in the microstructure ofa-Si:H films, the
PL and refractive index intensities, and the shift of the Fer
level toward the center of the mobility gap are due to ‘‘etc
ing’’ of the surface of the growing or deposited film b
atomic hydrogen.

4. The total hydrogen content and the type of silico
hydrogen bonds, which are determined by IR spectrosco
depend on the type of crystallographic orientation of t
single-crystal substrate.

5. The Staebler–Wronski effect is observed for films
which the total hydrogen content does not exceed 1 at
Conversion of weak silicon-silicon bonds into danglin
bonds is probably due to the types of defects produced in
disordered structural network of amorphous silicon with t
use of silicon-hydride radicals.
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Nonmonotonic character of the growth-temperature dependence of the resistance of
polycrystalline silicon films

D. V. Shengurov, D. A. Pavlov, V. N. Shabanov, V. G. Shengurov, and A. F. Khokhlov

N. I. Lobachevski� Nizhegorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novogorod, Russia
~Submitted June 10, 1997; accepted for publication October 2, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 627–630~May 1998!

The effect of the substrate temperatureTs on the sheet resistanceRs for polycrystalline Si films
obtained by molecular-beam deposition was investigated. It was found thatRs is a
nonmonotonic function ofTs for films doped with different impurities during the deposition
process. An explanation based on a modified Setto model is proposed for the experimental results
obtained. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02305-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Polycrystalline silicon films~PSFs! are finding wide ap-
plication in the preparation of thin-film transistors, sol
cells, and integrated-circuit resistors.1–3 The method of
molecular-beam deposition~MBD! provides wide possibili-
ties for varying the properties of PSFs.4–6 It makes it pos-
sible to obtain PSFs at a low growth temperature and to v
independently over wide limits the growth rate and the d
ant type and flux as well as to use certain factors wh
stimulate film growth~for example, application of an acce
erating potential to the substrate!.

In this paper we report the results of an experimen
study of the variation of the sheet resistance of MBD-gro
PSFs as a function of growth temperature and dopant ty

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The layers were deposited by the MBD method us
sublimating Si sources.4 Rectangular 753530.8 mm wafers
grown from doped Si single crystals served as the source
Si vapor and dopant. The sources were chosen with an
purity density so as to be able to obtain impurity flux
which are close in magnitude. The computed values of
impurity fluxes obtained in the present experiment are p
sented in Table I. The Si flux was equal to 231016

atoms/cm2
• s. The source was heated up to a working te

perature of the order of 1380 °C by passing a current. T
substrates consisted of Si plates, coated with a layer of t
mally grown oxide of thicknesst.0.4 mm. The polycrystal-
line Si films were 0.15 and 1.5mm thick.

The structure of the layers was monitored by elect
diffraction in reflection and transmission. In films with thick
nessd50.15 mm the size of the coherent scattering regi
~CSR! was determined according to the angular widthDS of
the diffraction maxima from the Scherrer formula

D54pk/DS, ~1!

wherek'1 is the Scherrer constant. Film-surface morph
ogy was investigated by electron microscopy on angular r
licas. The sheet resistance of the PSFs was measured b
standard four-probe method.
5621063-7826/98/32(5)/3/$15.00
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the diffraction patterns of films of thic
nessd50.15 mm, grown at substrate temperaturesTs5400
and 450 °C. One can see that the transition from growth
amorphous to polycrystalline films occurs in this temperat
interval. It should be noted that in the Si sublimation meth
a transition to epitaxial growth on a single-crystal substr
was observed in the same temperature interval.7 The varia-
tion of the size of CSR and the grain size as a function of
film growth temperature is shown in Fig. 2.

Investigation of the 1.5-mm-thick films grown at
Ts.500 °C established that they grow with a clearly defin
texture in the growth direction~110!. In addition, as the
growth temperature increases, the angular spread of the
ture decreases. Thus, the angular spread was equal to 58
films grown at 570 °C and 17° for films grown at 640 °C

The variation of the structural-morphological properti
of PSFs as a function of deposition temperature is show
Fig. 3. For example, in arsenic-doped films at low tempe
turesTs.550 °C films grow with round grains of uniform
size. Grain size is observed to increase withTs . As the
growth temperature increases further (Ts.650 °C!, the con-
tour of the film surface intensifies. Grains acquire a polyh
dral shape, and their sizes become comparable to the
thickness (d.1 mm). For PSFs doped with other impuritie
the structural-morphological properties vary with grow
temperature similarly. Al-doped films are exceptions. At
growth temperature of 590610 °C grains up to 10mm in
size with an average size of 4.2mm, which is much greater
than the film thickness, were observed in the films.

Data on the substrate temperatureTs dependences of the
sheet resistance (Rs) of PSFs and epitaxial Si films with th
same thickness grown under similar conditions on an
ented substrate as presented in Fig. 4. For all dopants

TABLE I. Dopant flux from silicon source.

Type of impurity As Sb Al Ga B
Flux,

atoms/cm2
• s 631012 1.231012 1.631012 831012 831012
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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dependencesRs(Ts) for PSFs are strongly nonmonotoni
For acceptor impuritiesRs(Ts) reaches a minimum in the
range of growth temperaturesTs min.5802610 °C, while
for donor impuritiesTs min.530 °C. At the same time,Rs

for single-crystal films in the experimental temperature ran
is virtually constant and much lower than the minimum va
for PSFs. The only exceptions are aluminum-doped PS
where the minimum value ofRs is virtually identical toRs of
single-crystal films.

The temperature dependences of the sheet resist
with the temperature decreasing from room temperature
liquid-nitrogen temperature were measured for sepa
PSFs. The observed dependences for most samples we
the form

Rs;exp~2E/kT!, ~2!

whereE is the activation energy, which is correlated with t
value of Rs at room temperature: The value ofE increases
with increasingRs. For the minimum values ofRs the energy
E<0.05 eV, irrespective of the type of dopant, while f
high-resistance films (Rs>108 V/h)) E50.4520.5 eV.

FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns of silicon films grown at substrate temperatu
Ts , °C: 1 — 400,2 — 450.

FIG. 2. Size of the coherent scattering regions~a! and grain size in poly-
crystalline Si films~b! versus growth temperatureTs .
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The observed variations of the film resistance as a fu
tion of growth temperature can be qualitatively explained
the basis of a modified Setto model8,9 for partially depleted
grains. The resistivity is given by

r5
kNc

q^a&ATNG
exp~qVB /kT!, ~3!

where^a& is the average grain size,NG is the density of the
electrically active dopant,VB is the barrier height at grain

s

FIG. 3. Photomicrograph of angular replicas from the surface of polycr
talline Si films. The micrographs were obtained in an electron microsc
(315 000). Growth temperatureTs , °C: a — 550, b — 600, c — 650.
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boundaries,A is the Richardson constant,q is the electron
charge, andNc;T3/2 is the effective density of states. Th
barrier height9 is given by

VB5Qi
2/~8««0qNG!, ~4!

FIG. 4. Sheet resistance of polycrystalline Si films doped with donor im
rities ~a! and acceptor impurities~b! versus growth temperatureTs . The
dashed lines show the same dependences for single-crystal films~data taken
from Ref. 10!.
whereQi is the charge on the grain interface.
In the substrate temperature range 500 °C<Ts<Ts min

the grain sizê a& increases and the boundary quality im
proves. As a result,Qi decreases, which results in a decrea
of VB and r. In the rangeTs'Ts min the grain size reache
almost its maximum value, while the resistance reaches
minimum value. As growth temperature increases furth
mechanisms which decrease the density of electrically ac
impurity are apparently activated: impurity segregation
defects and intergrain boundaries and incomplete transpo
the impurity from source to layer during growth.10 As a re-
sult, VB starts to increase and this causesRs to increase. We
explain the higher value ofTs min for B-doped films by weak
segregation of B in Si.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The growth temperature dependence of the sheet re
tance of polycrystalline Si films doped with different impu
rities in the process of molecular-beam deposition was inv
tigated. In contrast to single-crystal films, where t
resistance is virtually constant in the experimental tempe
ture range, this dependence is nonmonotonic: The minim
value ofRs(Ts) occurs atTs min55802610 °C for acceptor
impurities andTs min.530 °C for donor impurities.
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Characteristic features of the IR spectra of amorphous boron-doped hydrated silicon
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Vibrational modes with wave numbers 1879 and 1848 cm21, previously observed only in the
spectra of crystalline diborane, were observed in the optical spectra ofa-Si:H~B! films.
This indicates formation of complexes and bonds similar to those present in diborane, specifically,
bridging hydrogen in the amorphous network. The change in the amplitudes of the observed
modes after the films are annealed is attributed to structural rearrangements resulting in a decrease
in the density of weakly bound bridging hydrogen and an increase in the density of
quadruply coordinated boron. This explains the previously observed increase in the conductivity
of annealed films. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02405-3#
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The properties of amorphous hydrated silicon (a-Si:H!
are determined by the presence of hydrogen and the m
structure of hydrogen bonds in the amorphous network.
drogen bonds can be successfully studied by infrared~IR!
spectroscopy methods.1 The hydrogen bonds with silicon in
nondopeda-Si:H have been studied most extensively. T
effect of impurities~specifically, boron! on hydrogen bonds
has been investigated much less. In Ref. 2 , anabsorption
peak at frequencyn52475 cm21 was observed in boron
doped films; this peak does not occur in the spectra of
nondoped material. The authors attribute the peak t
stretching vibrational mode of B–H bonds. No other featu
were observed in the spectrum. However, in Ref. 3 an
sorption peak atn51875 cm21 was observed in crystalline
silicon (c-Si! with hydrogen and attributed to a stretchin
vibrational mode of Si–H bonds which interact with near
electrically inactive boron. On heating to temperatureT
.250 °C Si–B bonds are formed instead of Si–H bonds a
result of hydrogen diffusion; boron becomes quadrup
coordinated, electrically active boron and the absorpt
peak atn51875 cm21 vanishes. The conductivity ofc-Si
increases with the degree of doping with boron. Similar c
ductivity increases after annealing were also observed
boron-dopeda-Si:H.4 For this reason, the investigation of th
IR absorption spectra of boron-doped amorphous sili
a-Si:H~B! is of interest from the standpoint of the structu
of the hydrogen bonds ina-Si:H in the presence of boro
impurity and the change in this structure as a result of
ferent external actions~including, high-temperature annea
ing! as well as for studying the correlation between structu
rearrangements of the bonds and the change in the pa
eters of the material, for example, the conductivity.

In the present work we investigated boron-dopeda-Si:H
films deposited onc-Si and quartz glass substrates, as wel
structures of the typec-Si/p1-a-Si:H~B!/p-a-Si:H~B!/
a-SiC. The films and structures were grown by deposition
the plasma of an rf glow discharge with substrate tempe
5651063-7826/98/32(5)/3/$15.00
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turesTs53002320 °C. The boron density in thea-Si:H~B!
layers studied was equal to 5310172131019 cm23 and was
measured by secondary-ion mass spectrometry~SIMS!. The
absorption spectra were measured on structures and
with a c-Si substrate and the reflection spectra were m
sured on films with a quartz-glass substrate.

The optical spectra were obtained with a Bruker fa
scan IFS-113 v IR Fourier spectrometer with a resolution
0.5 cm21 in the experimental wave number range 100
4000 cm21. In a number of cases the measurements w
performed by accumulating a signal and averaging over 1
spectra. The absorption spectra of thea-Si:H layers in the
structure were obtained by subtracting from the total sp
trum the structure of the spectrum from thec-Si~B! substrate
and the spectrum from the protectivea-SiC layer, which
were measured separately. Strong interference effects
peared in the absorption spectra of the structures and in
reflection spectra of thea-Si:H~B! films on quartz. They
were taken into account by using the well-known relations
simulate interference.5 The optical spectrum of thea-Si:H~B!
layers which was analyzed was obtained after subtracting
simulated curve from the experimental data.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of the struct
~solid line!. The spectrum was obtained by subtracting o
the spectra of the substrate (c-Si! and protective layer
(a-SiC! and taking into account interference@the thickness
and boron density in thep1 andp layers ofa-Si:H~B! were
as follows: d150.1 mm, d255 mm, NB15131019 cm23,
andNB25531017 cm23#. We see from the figure that stron
absorption occurs in the spectral regionn5180022200
cm21. The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 can be represented
sum of several vibrational modes. These modes can be
proximated by four Gaussians with different amplitudes a
different half-widths. They are represented in Fig. 1
dashed lines. Their maxima occur at the frequencies 20
2003, 1879, and 1848 cm21. The sum of these four Gauss
ians corresponds to the experimental curve. The spectra
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sitions of the first and second maxima~2090 and 2003 cm21!
are due to absorption by vibrational stretching modes of
Si–H2 and Si–H bonds.6 The third and fourth maxima~1879
and 1848 cm21! coincide with the observed absorption pea
in the spectrum of thea-Si:H~B! films ~film thicknessd51
mm, boron densityNB5231018 cm23! on thec-Si substrate
~Fig. 2!. In Fig. 2 the position of these peaks is shown
arrows for clarity. This absorption spectrum was obtained
subtracting out the substrate spectrum and taking into
count the interference. We note that the ratio of the am
tudes of the absorption peak corresponding to the stretc
mode of the Si–H bond withn52003 cm21 to the amplitude
of the observed absorption peaks exceeds 100. Thus, the
tribution of the observed modes to absorption is quite sm
and their observation was made possible only by the adv
tages of Fourier spectroscopy.

Figure 3 shows the reflection spectra ofa-Si:H~B! films
on quartz-glass substrates (d51 mm, NB5231018 cm23!.
The spectrum1 corresponds to the control film, and the spe
tra 2 and3 correspond to films annealed at temperaturesTa

5360 and 335 °C, respectively. The spectrum3 can be rep-
resented as a sum of two Gaussians~dashed lines! with
maxima atn351879 cm21 andn451848 cm21, the same as
the positions of the maxima in the experimental spectra r
resented by curves1 and2. The dashed line corresponds to
curve which is a sum of these two Gaussians. One can
from the figure that this curve is identical to the spectrum

FIG. 1. Typical experimental absorption spectrum of the structurep1/p
based ona-Si:H~B! ~solid line! and four Gaussians into which this spectru
is decomposed~dashed lines!. Positions of the maxima of the Gaussiansn,
cm21: 1 — 2090,2 — 2003,3 — 1879,4 — 1848.
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FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum of nonannealed~1! and annealed at tempera
tures 360 °C~2! and 335 °C~3! a-Si:H~B! films on quartz-glass substrate
The arrows show the position of the hidden absorption peaks in the sp
1 and2. The dashed lines shows the position of two Gaussians into wh
spectrum3 is decomposed; the dotted line shows sum of the Gaussian

FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum of ana-Si:H~B! film. The spectrum was ob-
tained after thec-Si substrate spectrum was subtracted out and the inter
ence was taken into account. The arrows show the positions of the ab
tion maxima: 1879, 1848 cm21.
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Moreover, the arrows show the presence of weak pe
which are present in spectra1 and2. The spectral positions
of the peaks correspond to the frequencies 1848 and 1
cm21; i.e., the main absorption in the spectrum of the cont
~nonannealed! film occurs at the frequency 1879 cm21, while
in the case of the film annealed at the maximum tempera
~360 °C! the main absorption occurs at the frequency 18
cm21. The shift of the absorption maxima ofa-Si:H~B! films
into the IR region upon annealing can be explained b
change in the ratio of the amplitudes of their constitu
modes with maxima atn3 and n4. Annealing increases th
amplitude of mode4 and decreases the amplitude of mode3.
In the case of an intermediate annealing temperatureTa

5335 °C! both modes are clearly seen in the optical sp
trum.

According to the published data, the absorption peak
n351879 cm21 and n451848 cm21 have not been previ
ously observed in the optical spectra ofa-Si:H and
a-Si:H~B! layers. However, they have been observed in
polarized IR spectra of liquid and crystalline diborane B2H6

~Ref. 7!. According to Ref. 7 , these modes are due to th
presence of bridging hydrogen~1879 cm21! and boron–
boron type bonds~1848 cm21!. The vibrational modes, simi
lar to those occurring in crystalline and liquid diboran
which we observed in the optical spectra of thea-Si:H~B!
material, could indicate clustering of boron and hydrog
As a result, structural bonds of the type occurring in dibora
molecules form ina-Si:H~B!. The mode3 is due to the pres-
ence of weakly bound bridging hydrogen. At an anneal
temperatureTa5360 °C these bonds change, specifically,
a result of the diffusion of weakly bound hydrogen. For th
ks
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reason, the intensity of the vibrations of mode3 decreases,
while the intensity of the vibrations of the mode associa
with boron ~mode4! increases.

In summary, vibrational modes withn351879 cm21 and
n451848 cm21, not previously described in the literatur
were observed in the optical spectra of all experimen
a-Si:H~B! layers. The presence of these modes indica
clustering of boron and hydrogen and the presence of br
ing hydrogen in a system consisting of a three-center b
with silicon and boron atoms, as well as bonds of the ty
B–B. It was determined that when thea-Si:H~B! films are
annealed, the amplitudes of these modes change as a res
structural rearrangements of the bonds: decrease in the
centration of weakly bound bridging hydrogen and increa
in the concentration of electrically active boron atoms, wh
determine mode4.
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Charge-carrier exclusion and accumulation intensified by ohmic contacts
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The effect of the high generation-recombination power of an ohmic contact (S contact! on
exclusion–accumulation processes in structures with an antiblocking contact~asymmetric
structures of the typep1 –p–S! was studied theoretically and experimentally. It is shown
that, in contrast to the ordinarily studied symmetric structurep1 –p–p1, the asymmetric
structures, which is being studied, forms a region of accumulation or exclusion, depending
on the direction of the current. The nonequilibrium carrier density in the accumulation layer is
much higher while the exclusion region is longer than in the symmetric structure. A
densityn 100 times higher than the equilibrium valuen0 was obtained experimentally for Ge at
300 K. The length of the exclusion region reached 96% of the sample length. Applications
of structures with antiblocking and ohmic contacts based on narrow-gap materials are proposed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02505-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An electric fieldEx in a semiconductor crystal with an
tiblocking contacts at the ends~for definiteness, we conside
the structurep1 –p–p1) gives rise to a substantial redistr
bution of charge carriers (n,p) in the longitudinal direction.
As a result of bipolar carrier drift in the fieldEx , a large
portion of the base, comparable in size to the bipolar d
lengthLE , is depleted of electron-hole pairs~exclusion!. At
the same time, a pair accumulation region, comparable
size to the bipolar diffusion lengthLd (LE@Ld), appears at
one of thep1 contacts. This redistribution is especially larg
in semiconductors whose conductivity is close to the intr
sic value (n0 , p0>ni@Na , whereNa is the density of non-
compensated acceptors!.

The extended high-resistance exclusion region de
mines mainly the characteristic features of current flow in
p1 –p–p1 structure, and for this reason it has been inve
gated for a long time and in detail~see the review in Ref. 1!.
It has been established that the free charge-carrier de
n5p in this region can be easily one or two orders of ma
nitude lower than the equilibrium valuen0>p0. The exclu-
sion effect has been used to determine the parameters
electron-hole plasma,2 decrease the response time
photodetectors,3 and produce unconventional sources
radiation.4

There is less information about the parameters of
accumulation region. This is apparently due to the very l
enrichment levels, which are of no practical interest co
pared with the injection phenomenon. It was sho
recently5,6 that a large increase in carrier density in the a
cumulation layer near the small-radius contact should be
pected inp1 –p–p1 structures with an exotic geometry~cy-
5681063-7826/98/32(5)/4/$15.00
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lindrical and spherical!. The effect is obviously due to the
geometric factor.

In the present paper we examine the possibility of a la
increase in charge carrier density in the accumulation reg
for a crystal with the classical rectangular square geome
The accumulation effect is investigated in the presence o
ohmic (S) contact in the crystal~p1 –p–S structure!. By
definition, as a result of thermal generation, the equilibriu
carrier densityn05p0 should be preserved at an ohmic co
tact for any value of the currentj . For this reason, in the
presence of carrier drift toward thep1 contact an ohmic
contact will become an efficient source of nonequilibriu
charge carriers. In our study we investigated, both theor
cally and experimentally, the charge-carrier distributions
the base and the density of charge carriers in the accum
tion layer, as well as the current-voltage characteris
~IVCs! of p1 –p–S structures.For comparison, the sam
measurements were also performed on the stand
p1 –p–p1 structures. The experiments were conducted
purep-Ge at room temperature. The unavoidable errors a
ing in the asymptotic solutions of the nonlinear continu
equation are eliminated by solving the problem numerica

2. BASIC RELATIONS

We are studying a square semiconductor crystal w
almost intrinsic conductivity (p02n05Na!ni) with base
length d (0,x,d) much longer than the diffusion lengt
Ld . Generation–recombination processes on the side fa
are ignored. It is assumed that bipolar diffusion-drift pr
cesses in the base do not lead to the appearance of a vo
charge, and this fact is reflected by the quasineutrality eq
tion

p5n1Na . ~1!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The contacts used to apply an external electric fieldEx to
the base of the structure can be of two types: In the stan
situation the crystal is bounded on the faces by twop1 –p
junctions ~symmetric structure! and in the other case a
ohmic contact is present in thex5d plane ~asymmetric
structure!. Junctions of the typep1 –p are treated as shar
potential barriers; we neglect space charge regions in the
is also assumed that the carrier density on the ohmic con
remains at the equilibrium level for arbitrary currents.

The spatial distribution of the nonequilibrium charg
carrier densityn(x) is found from the continuity equation

D
d2n

dx2
1mEEx

dn

dx
5

n2n0

t
, ~2!

where

D5
nmnDp1pmpDn

pmp1nmn
, mE5

mpmn~p2n!

pmp1nmn
,

tn5tp5t5 const.

Equation~2! is supplemented with boundary conditions f
symmetric~38! and asymmetric~39! structures

j nux50,d50→D
dn

dxU
x50,d

5
j

e

mnn

pmp1nmn
U

x50,d

, ~38!

j nux5050, nux5d5n0 . ~39!

The condition~38! reflects the smallness of the electron
current through thep1 –p contact, while the second cond
tion ~39! corresponds to an ohmic contact atx5d.

We also use the expression for the total current den
in the structure:

j 5 j n1 j p5enmnEx1Dn

dn

dx
1epmpEx2Dp

dp

dx
, ~4!

from which we obtain an expression for the fieldEx

Ex5F1

e
j 1~Dp2Dn!

dn

dxG Y ~pmp1nmn!. ~5!

The total voltage in the base is determined as

V5
j

e E
0

d dx

pmp1nmn
1E

0

d
~Dp2Dn!

dn

dx

pmp1nmn
dx. ~6!

To solve the problem numerically are used the stand
parameters of Ge at 300 K:mn53800 cm2/~V•s!,
mp51800 cm2/~V•s!, Dn598 cm2/s, Dp547 cm2/s,
n05ni52.3431013 cm23, d51 cm, andt5100 and 300
ms. The computational results are presented in Figs. 1–

3. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at room temperature
long (d@Ld) p-type Ge samples with uncompensated acc
tor densityNa>1012 cm23 (ni@Na). The IVCs and the lon-
gitudinal charge-carrier distribution in the base were m
sured. An antiblocking contact was produced by fusing-in
in a hydrogen atmosphere at 500 °C and an ohmic con
rd

. It
ct

ty

rd

r
-

-
n
ct

was established by fusing-in pure Sn. To decrease the e
of surface generation-recombination processes, the free f
were etched in H2O2. According to our measurements, th
effective charge-carrier lifetimet did not exceed 100ms. An
electric field~constant-voltage regime! in the form of 500-ms
square pulses was applied to the samples. The absenc
Joule heating was specially monitored. The sample dim
sions were 11.435.732.8 mm.

The electron-hole pair distributionn(x) along the base
of the structures was investigated by the standard metho
probing in the IR region of the spectrum beyond the intrin
absorption edge of the material (l52 –10mm) in a direction
perpendcular to the current lines. The width of the IR pro
did not exceed 200mm, and the scanning step was equal
250 mm. The radiation transmitted through the crystal w
detected with a cooled Ge:Au photodetector. It was assum

FIG. 1. Calculation of the longitudinal electron-hole pair density distrib
tion in p1 –p–S ~solid lines1–6! and p1 –p–p1 ~dashed lines48, 58, 68!
structures witht5100 ms. Current density, mA/cm2: 1 — 20; 2 — 100; 3
— 1000;4, 48 — 10; 5, 58 — 30; 6, 68 — 60.

FIG. 2. Experimental data on the longitudinal free-carrier density distri
tion in p1 –p–S ~curves1–4, ohmic contact on the right-hand side! and
p1 –p–p1 ~curve 5! structures. Current density, mA/cm2: 1 — 31, 2 —
103,3 — 400,4 — 23, 5 — 28.
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570 Semiconductors 32 (5), May 1998 Malyutenko et al.
that the signal in the strong exclusion regime withU530 V
near thep1 –p contact corresponds to complete extraction
the minority carriers~electrons! Dn5Dp5n0.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now turn to the calculations of the spatial distrib
tion of the minority charge carriersn(x), presented in Fig. 1
The results for a symmetric structure~curves48, 58, 68, car-
rier drift toward the contactx5d) confirm the characteristic
features that are well-known from the asymptotic solutio
of the problem. The accumulation region arising at thep1 –p
contact atx5d is localized in a region with a length of th
order ofLd . An exclusion region almost devoid of minorit
carriers arises at the opposite contact atx50. The length of
the exclusion region1! increases as the current~see the inset
in Fig. 3!, while the size of the accumulation region remai
nearly constant. When the sign of the fieldEx changes, an
accumulation region appears at the contactx50 ~not shown
in Fig. 1!. It is interesting to note that, as follows from th
nature of the antiblocking contacts, the total number
charge carriers in the crystal is conserved under exclusi
accumulation conditions. This follows from the balan
equation

E
0

d

@n~x!2n0#dx50, ~7!

which is obtained from the continuity equation~2! with the
boundary conditions (38). It is thus easy to estimate th
maximum electron-hole pair density in the accumulat
layer asn(d)/n0>d/Ld . For our case it should be expecte
thatn(d)/n0>10, which corresponds to the exact calculati
~Fig. 1, curve68!.

FIG. 3. Calculation of the current–voltage characteristics ofp1 –p–p1 ~3,
38! andp1 –p–S ~1, 18 and2, 28! structures.1, 18 — accumulation regime;
2, 28 — exclusion regime. Inset: Exclusion length versus current
p1 –p–p1 ~5, 58! and p1 –p–S ~4, 48! structures. The curves18 — 58
correspond tot5100 ms (d/Ld512.5);1–5 — t5300 ms (d/Ld57.2).
f

s

f
–

A different picture arises in the asymmetric structu
First and foremost, the carrier distribution becomes asy
metric relative to the sign ofEx . In the presence of drift
toward the ohmic contact the exclusion region extends ov
larger region than in the case of the symmetric structure
virtually over the entire crystal, whereas the accumulat
region is absent~Fig. 1, curves4–6!. Thus, in the entire
volume of the base the carrier density drops below the e
librium value. The total number of carriers in the crystal,
one can easily see, decreases with increasingEx . Con-
versely, for drift in the opposite direction there is no excl
sion region, since the ohmic contact ‘‘maintains’’ the charg
carrier density in the base at the equilibrium valuen0. As a
result, an accumulation region with carrier density high
than in the symmetric structure~curves1–3! forms near the
p1 contact, and the total number of carriers in the crys
increases withEx . Using the relations~2! and ~38!, we
obtain2! in this case the following expression from the ba
ance equation:

E
0

d

n~x!dx5n0d1
j t

e~11mp /mn!
. ~8!

The experimental charge-carrier distributions shown
Fig. 2 qualitatively confirm the results presented above.
deed, in an asymmetric structure the charge-carrier densi
the accumulation layer is 15 times higher than in a symm
ric structure~see curves3 and 5! with the same voltageU
530 V. There is virtually no density change at the ohm
contact. This indicates that the contact is of good quality

We note that the increase in density above the equi
rium density by the amountdn/n0'102 obtained experimen-
tally in the asymmetric structure is high enough for cons
ering practical applications of the accumulation effect.
follows from Fig. 2, the charge-carrier density near an an
blocking contact can be varied over a range of almost th
orders of magnitude.

Let us now examine the characteristic features of
IVCs ~see Figs. 3 and 4!. In a symmetric structure for both
current directions the well-known lawj ;AV, which is a
consequence of the appearance and expansion of the e
sion region, is satisfied, while in an asymmetric structure
form of the IVC is sensitive to the sign of the applied fie
Ex . A carrier drift toward to the ohmic contact gives rise
the formation of an exclusion region in the base, which giv
j ;AV. The IVC of the structure with aS contact is charac-
terized by a lower current than in the case of a symme
structure, since the total number of carriers decreases
increasing current, while the exclusion region is longer~see
curves4 and5 in the inset in Fig. 3!. The effect is especially
noticeable in structures with a shorter base~lower value of
d/Ld). According to our estimates, the exclusion length in
asymmetric structure reaches 0.96 cm as compared with
cm in a symmetric structure withd/Ld57.2 and j 530
mA/cm2. For the opposite direction of current flow a su
stantial portion of the crystal remains undisturbed and
accumulation layer decreases the total conductivity of a lo
crystal. As as result, the IVC becomes slightly superlinear

r
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is natural to expect the superlinearity of the IVC to be grea
in a structure with a shorter base~Fig. 3, curves1 and18!.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Exclusion–accumulation effects in a semiconductor w
antiblocking contacts and almost intrinsic conductivity ma
fest qualitatively new features if one of the antiblocking co
tacts is replaced by an ohmic contact. Depending on the
rection of charge-carrier drift, an ohmic contact is a region
effective generation or recombination of charge carriers.
a result, either accumulation or exclusion can be obtaine
a p1 –p–S structure. In the first case~drift toward thep1

FIG. 4. Experimental current-voltage characteristics ofp1 –p–S ~1, 2! and
p1 –p–p1 ~3! structures.
r

-
-
i-
f
s
in

contact! an accumulation region with a higher carrier dens
than in the case of two antiblocking contacts appears in
sample. Such a situation could be helpful for produci
modulators and IR-range emitters. Especially timely is
use ofS contacts as a method for ‘‘pumping’’ in narrow-ga
semiconductors~InSb,HgCdTe! at high temperatures, wher
the standard injection method with the aid of ap–n junction
becomes inefficient because of the high rate of thermal g
eration of carriers.

In the exclusion regime an extended depletion reg
arises in the sample and the equilibrium carrier density
maintained only in a narrow layer adjoining the ohmic co
tact. Such a deep-depletion regime can be recommende
use in semiconductor solar coolers.8
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ence and Technology Center~Grant No. 394!.

1!The exclusion length is defined as the distance from thep1 –p junction to
the point corresponding to a sharp decrease in the fieldEx at the boundary
of the depleted region.7

2!The expression~8! for the total number of nonequilibrium carriers in th
base is valid only for ‘‘long’’ structures,d@Ld .
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